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so full of colors like when you listen to Pavarotti. You have absolutely all
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Milan Rericha – International Soloist, Co-founder RZ Clarinets
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sound full of rich colors. Darker in sound color than our Elite
model, it also has less resistance, a combination that is seldom
found in a clarinet mouthpiece. Because it doesn’t add resistance,
you will have no limits in dynamics, colors or articulation. Each
mouthpiece is handcrafted at our factory in Savannah Georgia
through a combination of new world technology and old world
craftsmanship, and to the highest standards of excellence.
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Dear ICA Members,

I

hope this finds you well and staying safe as we continue
to navigate these truly extraordinary times. I also hope
that you are finding or creating opportunities to make
music, whether it be on your own, socially distanced
with others or through a computer screen. How wonderful
that thanks to technology we can still connect with each
other, including the ability to gather as a clarinet community
this past summer for ICA’s first-ever online offering, ICA
Plays On, the first of many such events to come! We look
forward with great anticipation to being able to meet in Fort
Denise A. Gainey
Worth, Texas, for ClarinetFest® 2021 – a special celebration
indeed after this difficult year. Artistic Director Mary Druhan
and her team are doing a wonderful job of combining two conferences into one inspiring
event, all guided by the ever-important themes of diversity, inclusion and equality.
I am excited to share many new initiatives that we have begun as a board to move
the ICA forward as a truly international organization. We are thrilled to have added the
International Vice President position to the board, with Eddy Vanoosthuyse serving in
this capacity as he works closely with our Chair of International Relations Luca Saracca, to
continue our outreach to the global clarinet community, including partnering with our sister
organizations around the world. We have also partnered with our wonderful sponsors, giving
free one-year online memberships to anyone who buys a new clarinet from them this year.
In an effort to involve more of our members in shaping the direction of the
organization, we have created several committees to focus on specific needs and areas
of growth; the Diversity Committee has already been hard at work bringing a wealth
of ideas that will lead to real and meaningful change in the ICA. We will be creating
educational video content for players of all ages and abilities in as many languages as
possible and will continue to bring more diverse authors and articles to The Clarinet. We
are also compiling a list of music by underrepresented composers that will be available
in the near future, along with the development of new competitions, scholarship
opportunities, and outreach to public school programs and to our wonderful clarinet
enthusiasts, as well! Other committees that you may want to take part in are the Pedagogy
Committee, the Health and Wellness Committee, the Clarinet Enthusiasts Committee,
the Social Media Committee, the Youth Committee, and the New Music Committee. The
Internationalization Committee led by Eddy Vanoosthuyse is hard at work expanding our
membership across the globe.
Thank you for your continued support of the International Clarinet Association. Please
be watching for many new exciting things to come, including updates on ClarinetFest®
2021. I know I speak for the board when I say that we welcome your ideas, your feedback,
and your participation. I wish you and your families a Happy Holiday season and a healthy
and prosperous 2021! And now, as my mentor Kal Opperman would have said, Onward.
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of The Clarinet!
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membership online at
www.clarinet.org

For advertising rates and specifications or to join the
International Clarinet Association, visit www.clarinet.org.

SUPPORT THE ICA CAPITAL CAMPAIGN!
YOUR DONATION WILL:
• help students around the world afford ICA membership
• purchase up-to-date clarinet equipment for those in need
• support ClarinetFest®
• provide ClarinetFest® student travel grants
• support ICA competitions
• support the Adopt-A-Member program
• support the Harry Sparnaay Scholarship for bass clarinet
research and performance
• support the Loren Kitt Memorial Award, which supports
chamber music and emerging artists
• support the partnership between the ICA and the Bill Cook Foundation
• grow our endowment to ensure a bright future for the ICA

Thank you for helping us raise over $20,000 so far!

DONATE AT: www.clarinet.org/donate
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Jonathan Cohler
“the preeminent, most-recorded
clarinet soloist of our time”

COHLER
MOZART
plays and conducts

Anima Musicae Chamber Orchestra

“the standard for Mozart”
Clarinet Concerto
Symphony in D “Haffner”
Don Giovanni Overture
The Magic Flute Overture

“...definitive interpretations... flawless performances...
dazzling... sparkling...” —The Clarinet

“...extraordinary
musical intelligence
and technical wizardry.
His sense of style
and beauty of tone
are ravishing...”
—Fanfare
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2020 INTERNATIONAL CLARINET WORKSHOP AND
COMPETITION – ONLINE
by Lisa Perry
The Third Annual International Clarinet
Workshop and Competition took place
June 29 – July 3, 2020. Though based
in Mizra, Israel, the workshop was held
online due to the global COVID-19
pandemic. The workshop is directed and
hosted by Alexander Fiterstein, professor
of clarinet at the Peabody Institute and
native of the Galilee region of Israel. The
event attracted students from around the
globe, with participants from Israel, the
United States, Hong Kong, Scotland,
China and Brazil. Faculty for the
workshop included Ron Selka of the Israel
Philharmonic, Fredrik Fors of the Oslo
Philharmonic, Camilla Barrientos Ossio of
the Theatro Municipal de São Paulo, Lisa
Perry, lecturer of clarinet at East Tennessee
State University, and Eli Heifetz, esteemed
clarinet pedagogue and Alexander
Technique instructor.
Throughout the week students
participated in master classes on solo
repertoire and orchestral excerpts,
private lessons, classes on fundamentals

Participants and faculty for the 2020 International Clarinet Workshop and Competition

and technique, guided listening
sessions and panel sessions focused
on audition strategies. In lieu of an
in-person competition, participants
submitted recordings of the Capriccio for
unaccompanied clarinet in A (1947) by
Heinrich Sutermeister. The grand prize
included two Aidoni Barrels, a Vandoren

mouthpiece and ligature and a full tuition
scholarship to the 2021 workshop.
Judges included: Ron Selka, Fredrik
Fors and Lisa Perry. The winner of the
2020 International Clarinet Workshop
Competition was Siyuan Yin (China) with
Ilana Inselbuch (USA) coming in as the
runner-up.

THE 5TH ANNUAL MINNESOTA CLARINET
ACADEMY – ONLINE
by Lisa Perry
The 5th Annual Minnesota Clarinet
Academy took place July 6 – 10, 2020.
Though based in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
the workshop was held online due to the
global COVID-19 pandemic. Participants
8
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included students from across the United
States: Minnesota, Tennessee, Maryland,
Texas, Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Arizona
and Florida. Faculty for the workshop
included Sang Yoon Kim of the Saint Paul
Chamber Orchestra; Lisa Perry, lecturer of
clarinet at East Tennessee State University

and director of the academy; and
Alexander Fiterstein, professor of clarinet
at the Peabody Institute.
Throughout the week students
participated in multiple master classes on
solo repertoire and orchestral excerpts,
classes on fundamentals and technique,
DECEMBER 2020
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guided listening sessions of historical
recordings and panel discussions focused
on audition strategies and career paths
in music. In addition to group classes,
each student received private lessons with
various faculty members throughout the
week. Other highlights included Michael
Winograd hosting a guest clinic on klezmer
techniques, leading participants in a guided
interactive session on ornamentation
in traditional klezmer music; Katrina
Clements’s presentation on new works
for clarinet and multimedia; and repair
specialist Melanie Wong’s discussion on
clarinet repair and maintenance essentials.

Participants and faculty of the 2020 Minnesota Clarinet Academy

MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY CLARINET DAY
by David Cook
On February 22, 2020, Millikin
University hosted its second annual
Clarinet Day, featuring guest artist
Stephanie Zelnick, professor of clarinet at
the University of Kansas. The event, which
was organized and hosted by David Cook,
assistant professor of clarinet at MU and
principal clarinet of the Millikin-Decatur
Symphony Orchestra, welcomed 50
clarinetists from Illinois and Kansas.
The day began with a combined clarinet
choir rehearsal of all attendees and MU
clarinet studio members. Zelnick then
worked with three MU clarinet majors on
music by Rose, J. S. Bach, and Stamitz,
addressing topics including hand position
and technique, stage presence, reed storage,
and phrasing. Her class was enjoyable and
insightful, engaged the audience and the
performers, and left everyone with clear
goals to address in their own playing.
During lunch, attendees visited exhibits
from Buffet Crampon and The Music
Shoppe, Inc. to try different clarinets,
mouthpieces and other equipment.
Following lunch, Cook worked with four
high school students in music by Mozart,
Brahms, Finzi and Bozza, discussing
aspects of rhythm, dynamics and technical
evenness. Attendees then participated in a
Q&A session with the MU clarinet studio,
discussing college auditions, performance
anxiety, practice techniques and how to
stay motivated as musicians.

Millikin University clarinet studio with Stephanie Zelnick
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The MU clarinet choir began the
closing concert with music by Beethoven,
Mozart and Rosey before concluding
with the premiere performance of Sy
Brandon’s Festival Finale. Zelnick’s recital
featured outstanding performances

of music by Shulman, Bloch, Stolzel,
Opperman and Kovács, demonstrating
her exceptional technique and incredible
range of expression. The combined
clarinet choir provided a fitting conclusion
to the day, featuring music by Jacob,

Mozart, Respighi and Conley. MU’s next
Clarinet Day is scheduled for February
20, 2021, featuring guest artist Phillip O.
Paglialonga, associate professor of clarinet
at the University of North Texas.

THE STORY OF OUR JOURNEY
by Csaba Jevtic-Somlai and Dylan Findley

Csaba Jevtic-Somlai

Dylan Findley

After a year of preparation, The Story
of Our Journey for clarinet, fixed media
electronics, and video received its virtual
pre-recorded premiere on October 16,
2020. This work was commissioned by the
City of Phoenix Office of Arts and Culture

IN-FLUX program. It was originally slated
to be performed live at several venues in
the Phoenix metropolitan area but was
moved to a YouTube premiere due to
COVID-19. Clarinetist Csaba JevticSomlai and composer Dylan Findley
teamed up with videographers from refugee
advocacy organization Their Story is Our
Story (TSOS) to give voice to refugees in a
multimedia artistic experience.
This work gives voice to refugee
individuals and families from Afghanistan,
Nigeria and Honduras who fled from
life-threatening situations. In interview
footage provided by TSOS, they tell of
their travels across deserts, mountains,
forests, and political borders to find
safety. The 50 minutes of music in the

clarinet part and electronics arise from
the interview footage. In dialogue with
the interviewees, the clarinetist imitates
speech patterns in the refugees’ voices
and performs multiphonics, growling,
pitch bends, timbre trills, hissing, and
microtones to express the realities of their
rough and painful travels. The music
brings out the tragedy and hope behind
the words during lyrical passages and in
various electronic textures.
The accompanying video avoids
the appearance of a documentary. Raw
photographic and video material intersects
with artistic video effects, expression, and
symbolism in a careful balance with the
music. More information on the project can
be found at www.dylanfindley.com/tsoj.

UTEP CLARINET DAY 2020
by Kornel Juhasz

Photo by Anthony Marquez

The University of Texas at El Paso held its
annual Clarinet Day on March 7, 2020.
The one-day event welcomed over 60
participants and was hosted by Professor of
Clarinet Jim Logan and graduate teaching

assistant Kornel Juhasz. This year’s event
featured guest artist Sean Osborn.
The day began with chamber music
performances by UTEP students followed
by a clarinet repair clinic by Olivas
Music’s Larry Thompson. Clarinet choir
rehearsals followed; the Middle School

Andrew Hunter conducts the festival choir along with UTEP clarinet students.
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Choir was led by flute professor Barbara
Lambrecht and the Festival Choir was
led by Associate Director of Bands
Andrew Hunter. Next, Osborn performed
a brilliant recital which included his
composition Bits and Pieces and concluded
with the Mendelssohn Concertpiece No. 1,
where he was joined by Logan. Following
lunch and vendor time, master classes led
off the afternoon; Osborn with UTEP
students, Logan with high school students,
and Juhasz with middle school students.
Following the master classes, the Middle
School and Festival Clarinet Choirs gave
performances. The final recital of the
day featured the UTEP Clarinet Choir,
under the direction of Juhasz. Without
the support of our generous sponsors, this
event would not have occurred. Thank you
to Olivas Music, Backun Musical Services
and the UTEP Department of Music for
their sponsorship of Clarinet Day!
DECEMBER 2020
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IUP CRIMSON SQUAWKFEST
The Indiana University of Pennsylvania
clarinet studio and Dr. Rosemary
Engelstad hosted their fourth annual
Crimson Squawkfest on February 29,
2020. The featured artist for the oneday event was Belarus-born American
clarinetist, Dr. Yevgeny Dokshansky.
The festival began with a large clarinet
ensemble rehearsal, bringing together 37
clarinetists from Western Pennsylvania,
Maryland and Virginia. Following the
rehearsal, four students of the IUP clarinet
studio concluded the morning activities
by leading a college panel discussion,
answering questions about dorm life,
academics, time management, the college
audition process and healthy eating habits.
The afternoon began with a master class
where IUP clarinetists Joshua Snively, Ryan
Carter and Julianna Wedding also had the
opportunity to work with Dokshansky.
A recital was held in DiCicco Hall
featuring performers Yevgeny Dokshansky,
Hsiang Tu, Amanda Morrison, Rosemary
Engelstad and Lynda Dembowski.

Following the recital, a reed workshop
was given by Morrison and Dembowski.
The workshop had an emphasis on
understanding which reeds work best for
the performer, as well as the reed break-in
process. The Squawkfest concluded with
a large ensemble performance directed by

Rosemary Engelstad, Lynda Dembowski
and Amanda Morrison. The day was
a success, packed full of fun, clarinet
fellowship, and of course, clarinet squeaks.
The IUP clarinet studio looks forward
to hosting the fifth annual Crimson
Squawkfest in 2021.

REMEMBERING JIM OGNIBENE
by Gene Kavadlo

Photo by Dean LeBlanc

As the orchestra rehearsed, the loud
sound of a vacuum cleaner in the lobby
became increasingly annoying. Finally,

Jim Ognibene

the conductor asked his assistant, a rather
diminutive fellow, to see if he could do
something about it. Jordan went to the
lobby. Suddenly there was a “THWAP!”
and the annoying sound stopped abruptly.

Without missing a beat, Jim said, “Oh no!
Now we’re going to have to get Jordan out
of the bag.” Anyone who knew Jim knew
that he had the sharpest wit in the room.
My children, now in their 40s, always
referred to him as “our Jim.” Our Jim
succumbed to a 17-year battle with
cancer on August 11, 2020. He was a
loving father to his son, Joseph Nunzio
Ognibene, and stepson, Sam Oatts.
Family members include Jim’s mother,
Theresa Ognibene, sister, Mary Ellen
(Mark) Vencel, brother, Michael (Mary)
Ognibene, and his former wife and dear
friend, Katherine Fink.
I first met Jim in our student days
at Indiana University during the 1960s.
After college, Jim served four years in the
military as a member of the United States
Marine Band and White House Orchestra,
and I went on to become the principal
clarinetist of the Charlotte Symphony
in North Carolina. One day I got a call
that started with, “You probably don’t
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remember me.” It was Jim, and, of course,
I knew exactly who he was. He wanted
to audition for a clarinet opening in the
Charlotte Symphony, but his application
had been rejected because he, “lacked
experience.” I told him I would make
sure he was invited. He took the audition
and won the job – so much for screening
resumes. Thus began of a fabulous eightyear relationship as colleagues in the
same orchestra. It was in the Charlotte
Symphony that Jim started playing the
bass clarinet.
When Jim won the job with the
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, I had very
mixed feelings. I didn’t want to lose my
dear colleague, but he certainly couldn’t
pass up a career move like that. Yet, as he
did with decisions both large and small,
Jim wavered. He loved the quality of life
in Charlotte and his orchestra colleagues.

Living in New York was a big unknown;
he’d make more money, but the cost of
living was much greater. Of course, he
ultimately made the right decision – how
could he pass up a chance to play in a
world-class orchestra!
Before leaving Charlotte, Jim found
out that one of his first assignments would
be to play the basset horn obbligato
from Mozart’s La Clemenza di Tito. Jim
had never played the basset horn, nor
heard La Clemenza di Tito. We listened
to a recording in my living room (This
was before YouTube), and Jim burst out
laughing. When I asked him what was
so funny, he said “I’m so glad I have to
play this at the MET before I play it
someplace really important.” Naturally, his
performance several weeks later was superb.
Thus began his 33-year tenure as
principal bass clarinetist with the MET.

KEY CHANGES AND CLOSING CHORDS
Compiled by Jessica Harrie
KEY CHANGES
Holly Ling Hang was appointed clarinet instructor at Western Oregon
University.
CLOSING CHORDS
Principal bass clarinetist with the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra James
Ognibene (1948-2020) died on August 11, 2020, at the age of 72. A tribute can
be found in this issue.
Emeritus professor of clarinet at The Ohio State University and notable
mouthpiece maker James “Jim” Pyne, Sr. (1936-2020), died on September 20,
2020, at the age of 83. A tribute can be found in this issue.
Former principal clarinetist with the Metropolitan Opera Joseph Rabbai
(1938-2020) died on August 12, 2020, at the age of 81.

Jim’s playing can be heard on
numerous Grammy award-winning
MET recordings, including Wagner’s
Der Ring des Nibelungen on Deutsche
Grammophon. He was also a member of
the All-Star Orchestra made up of leading
players from major American orchestras.
He served many summers in the Spoleto,
Grand Teton, Bard, Napa Valley and
Verbier festivals, and was an instructor at
Julliard. He humbly credited his musical
success to working alongside some of the
finest musicians in the world, who share
their condolences and fond memories
below. The Vincent James Ognibene
Clarinet Scholarship is being established at
the Dana School of Music to honor Jim.
Please contact Gene Kavadlo at kavadlo@
infionline.net for information on assisting
in this effort.
* * * * *
What follows are additional tributes
from those who knew Jim Ognibene and
worked with him. You can read more
tributes to Jim at The Clarinet Online:
www.clarinet.org/TCO.
Jim Ognibene was an inspiration
on every front. His gentle and caring
personality touched everyone around
him, his sharp wit often had the section
cracking up (especially in performance!),
and his beautiful personality shone
through in every note. Hearing him
play endless phrases in Die Walkure
or Aida was a mesmerizing experience
and are memories that I will be forever
inspired by.
– Anton Rist, Principal Clarinet,
MET Orchestra
To my truly great mentor, colleague
and friend. I loved your great playing
and musical phrasing. Your bass clarinet
sound had a great soul. I miss you so
much my hero.
– Inn-Hyuck Cho, Principal Clarinet,
MET Orchestra

James Ognibene
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James Pyne, Sr.

Joseph Rabbai

For 18 years, I sat next to this humble,
hilarious, incredible person. We saw each
other through many ups and downs,
always with respect and a lot of laughter.
DECEMBER 2020
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My heart is so heavy that we have lost this
gentle giant of the bass clarinet.
– Jessica Phillips, 2nd Clarinet,
MET Orchestra
Jim Ognibene was the most supportive,
kind, generous, and funniest person I’ve
ever worked with. He was a consummate
professional, an amazing musician and a
beautiful soul. I will forever be grateful for
everything I learned from him, not only as
a musician, but as a person.
– Dean LeBlanc, Clarinet and
Bass Clarinet MET Orchestra
Jim called the many lovely duets in
the repertoire “buddy music.” It was in
that generosity of spirit that we played
and enjoyed the long performances in the

pit. His endearing interactions inspired
us all. I will forever miss his sweet and
funny disposition, as well as his great
musicianship.
– Ricardo Morales, Principal Clarinet,
Philadelphia Orchestra
I played with Jim for 10 years at the
MET. In his hands, the bass clarinet was
an instrument of otherworldly beauty.
With his self-deprecating humor and
perfect comedic timing he’d always have
us in stitches during long rehearsals
or slightly less than interesting operas.
Jim was an amazing musician and the
humblest musician I have ever known.
– Anthony McGill, Principal Clarinet,
New York Philharmonic

No words could properly define Jim
Ognibene. If ever there was a saint on this
earth, it was Jim. I have never known a
man with more humility, kindness, humor
and depth of love as a friend and father.
He is perhaps the greatest musician I will
ever know. He is irreplaceable on so many
levels. We are all saddened by his passing,
and I will miss him eternally.
– Stephen Williamson, Principal Clarinet
Chicago Symphony
Brilliant man and huge inspiration
during my MET Opera years. True
musician and amazing human being.
– Boris Allakhverdyan, Principal Clarinet,
Los Angeles Philharmonic

A LIFETIME OF GENEROSITY: JAMES M. PYNE
by Charles West, with Anthony Costa and
Jane Ellsworth
The clarinet family mourns the loss of one
of its most eclectic geniuses, James Michael
Pyne (1936-2020), who passed away
peacefully at home after a lengthy illness.
His genius as a classical and jazz musician,
teacher and mouthpiece designer and his
endless intellectual curiosity and eclecticism
are only overshadowed by his famous
kindness and generosity.
Jim Pyne’s career rose to international
stature in several areas: as a performer,
teacher, researcher, acoustician and as a
major architect of the American clarinet
sound. Appointed associate principal
beside his teacher Allen Sigel in the
Buffalo Philharmonic (New York) at the
age of 18, he rose to principal clarinet
at the age of 22, while studying for his
master’s degree at the Eastman School
of Music under Stanley Hasty. Pyne
performed with the Philharmonic for 27
years, under distinguished conductors
that included Josef Krips, Lukas Foss,
Michael Tilson Thomas, Julius Rudel and
Semyon Bychkov. Leaving the Buffalo
Philharmonic in 1986, he began a 26year career as professor of clarinet at The
Ohio State University. At OSU, as well
as previously at the University of Buffalo,
the Cleveland Institute and the University

of Michigan, he taught many of today’s
leading clarinetists, including university
professors, military band performers and
orchestral performers.
Of no small significance is the
leadership role Jim Pyne played in the
development of the American clarinet
sound, producing handmade mouthpieces
played worldwide. An affinity for the sound
quality known as Viennese permeated his
concept of reed and mouthpiece making
– a concept molded with the help of Josef
Krips, his first conductor in Buffalo. He
was endlessly curious about music and
musical sound, leading him to a leadership
position on the Committee for Musical
Acoustics for the Acoustical Society of
America and membership of The Ohio
State University Center for Cognitive
Science. His lectures at ICA ClarinetFests®
and at meetings of the Acoustical Society
of America often included topics involving
spectral characteristics of single- and
double-reed instruments, with such lecture
titles as “The Architecture of Timbre,”
“Overview of clarinet mouthpiece/reed
research and psychoacoustical research in
progress at Ohio State University,” and
“The interaction of pitch, harmonics,
and the equal loudness curves in the
timbre analysis of musical tones.” Jim
collaborated with many of the world’s

leading clarinetists in the design of his
renowned, hand-crafted mouthpieces.
Jim brought his Ohio State University
clarinet choir to several ClarinetFests®
during his career, and he himself was
host and artistic director of the 1998
ClarinetFest®, titled “Vienna and the
Clarinet: A Festival and Symposium.”
His conference in Columbus was the
largest International Clarinet Association

Jim Pyne
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gathering to that date, attracting more
than a thousand attendees. His personable
smile and attentiveness would be found
at many ICA conferences in the displays
where people would gather to shop for his
mouthpieces, barrel joints, and other PyneClarion products – of the company that
he and wife Kyle ran. We all recognized his
kindness, generosity, and genuine interest
in the well-being of the people around him.
Jim lived in Columbus with his wife
of 36 years, where they raised their three
children, Kelsey, Nettie and James Jr.
He was an avid boater, biker and master
fisherman, spending many summers on
the waters of Kentucky, Ohio, Minnesota
and Northwest Ontario.
Jim Pyne’s influence on the clarinet
profession has been solidly established.
He was a unique individual, living at the
intersection of genius, generosity, talent,
accomplishment, eclecticism and curiosity.
His contributions in so many areas are
profoundly appreciated.
*****
What follows are excerpts from thoughts
and memories from some of those who
knew James Pyne. Please see The Clarinet
Online (www.clarinet.org/TCO) for
the full remembrances.
Over the 40 years I knew Jim, I
learned so much from him. Of course,
I learned about the clarinet. Jim was a
brilliant teacher in every way. Above all, his
conception of sound, and his razor-sharp
ear for when the sound really “worked,”
were unsurpassed. And that, along with his
incredible technical skill and knowledge,
made him one of the greatest mouthpiece
makers of our time. But I learned so much
else from my friend Jimmy. I learned
perseverance. He taught me to never, ever
give up on trying to achieve what I wanted,
be it on the clarinet or anything else. He
taught me that hard work matters a lot,
perhaps more than sheer talent, and that
with hard work it is absolutely possible to
get where you want to be. He taught me
that the toughest obstacles, ones that you
feel are insurmountable, can be overcome
– and that when you do overcome them,
your life will be changed. And Jimmy
modeled all of these things in his own life.
– Jane Ellsworth
14
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Jim Pyne, “Jimmy,” was my first
mentor and a unique voice in the clarinet
world. His innovative and creative
approach will always be remembered
and his human kindness deeply missed.
His unforgettable sound and natural
musicianship was like no other.
– Erika Shrauger
Jim was a fantastic pedagogue, but his
traits that contributed most to my success
were his selfless dedication toward my (all
his students’) success and his incredible
loving spirit.
– Douglas Moore-Monroe
He rescued me from being a good, but
frustrated, clarinet player losing my will
and vision. His secret as a teacher was to
find what was unique and inspiring in
a student’s playing and build upon it. I
remember him naming several people in
the studio and what was good and unique
about each of them, then telling me what
was good and unique about me. What
seemed simple became transformational,
as I embraced my own strengths and
voice and begin learning from others. His
enthusiasm was absolutely infectious, and
he always helped me believe in my own
potential. What greater evidence of caring
is there?
– Dan Lochrie
I had the incredible opportunity to
study clarinet with Jimmy Pyne in the
1970s … Of the hundreds of things I
learned from him and will never forget, two
specific things truly molded my clarinet
teaching. One was his emphasis on the
beauty of a dark, German sound. We spent
many hours experimenting with different
mouthpiece facings to get just the right
sound and response that he wanted for
me. Those first mouthpieces cost $20! The
second thing was reeds. Not only did he
show me how to work on reeds to better
suit the mouthpiece, but his generosity as
he gave me reeds he had purchased. … To
this day, I always give reeds to students.
when they ask why, I tell them because my
clarinet teacher gave me some, and I know
how great that made me feel!
– Jo Marie Larkin

I met Jim in 1976. I was studying
with David Shifrin at Michigan. He was
playing on one of Jim’s mouthpieces and
I drove from Ann Arbor to Buffalo to buy
one. Over the years, I’d bet I’ve purchased
near 100 for students from him. … I was
never his student at a university, but boy,
he taught me so much about sound, and
actually about life.
– Bob Spring
Mr. Pyne was a scholar, a craftsman, and
a brilliant musician. More importantly, he
was a kind and caring human being who
gave tremendous support to his students. I
will always be grateful for the opportunity
to learn from him.
– Antoine T. Clark
Jim was truly one of a kind and I will
miss him dearly. Over the past 20 years we
worked closely together and I will relish
every moment that we shared. His passion
for tonal beauty on the clarinet was an
inspiration. It could be late-night phone
calls, long hours in his basement or even
our drives to and from the airport; each
moment was a lesson from a true master of
his craft. Jim was selfless, and his love for
family and faith in God was extraordinary.
He inspired me on so many levels.
– Stephen Williamson
Mr. Pyne had a profound influence on
my life. I hear his voice every time I teach,
and I hear his sound every time I play. I’ll
never forget all that he taught me, and
know that his legacy will be passed on for
generations to come.
– Kathy Mulcahy
Mr. Pyne instilled in me the importance
of the beauty of sound in conveying
meaning through music. He was also a
champion for me at a very challenging time
in my life and I am forever grateful.
– Carmen Eby
Jim and I worked intensively together
shortly after my appointment as principal
clarinet of the Cleveland Orchestra in
1976. His ideas about sound, resonance,
tuning, blend and projection drove him
obsessively to search for and develop new,
unique and controversial design concepts
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in his clarinet mouthpiece design work.
I happily played Jimmy’s mouthpiece for
years until one day when I decided to craft
my own mouthpieces. I feel so indebted to
Jimmy for his friendship and his genius.
Jim was a dear friend who gave of himself
tirelessly to so many. His spirit will live
on through many of us for years to come.
RIP, dear Jimmy.
– Frank Cohen
I am heartbroken to hear about Jim’s
passing. Most people know him as a master
mouthpiece maker, wonderful teacher and
accomplished player. He was all of that, but
what made him special was his generosity
of spirit and care for each person, so every
mouthpiece made was like a gift to invite
you to play from the heart. I will miss him
and his special kindness.
– Ricardo Morales
Jim Pyne was a genius master artist/
clarinetist, master teacher and pioneering
acoustician in the clarinet world. I am
forever grateful for the times I would visit

his home where he made the magical
mouthpiece treasures that I would carefully
carry home and endlessly play post-visit.
I would leave full of awe and excitement
to have these treasured mouthpieces and
would look forward to the next concert
I’d get to perform on my “new Pynes.”
During these visits, Jim would generously
and kindly share secret tidbits with me,
teaching me amazing things that I use to
this day as a performer and teacher. I would
leave his workshop so inspired, thinking
how fortunate his students were to be in
the company of this giant of our field. Jim
was also a giant of humanity. When in his
presence, one could feel his soulful spirit
and connection to the Divine. He was a
devoted family man and he and Kyle were
a beautiful couple full of life and soul. Jim
Pyne is a true legend in our field and his
legacy will live on forever through all those
fortunate enough to know him. God Bless
Kyle and family on your immense loss, and
Jim, may you rest in peace.

2021 Research
Competition
CALL FOR PAPERS AND
PRESENTATIONS
ClarinetFest® 2021
Fort Worth, Texas, USA
Coordinator: Jane Ellsworth
(jellsworth@ewu.edu)
Deadline: January 15, 2021
The ICA solicits proposals for research
presentations (such as papers or
lecture-recitals) on any topic related
to the clarinet.
Prizes:
First place – $1000 USD and
publication in The Clarinet journal
Second place – $500 USD
Visit www.clarinet.org
for full competition rules and
application details.

– Caroline Hartig

Established 2013

Heather Rodriguez

RMS offers a premium selection of
clarinets for the demanding artist,
educator and student.

www.rodriguezmusical.com

Alcides Rodriguez

Hand selected Buffet clarinets
and accessories
Artist level set ups, upgrades,
repair work and overhauls

470-545-9803

info@rodriguezmusical.com
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“International Spotlight” showcases perspectives from the global clarinet community.

ENGLISH VERSION

by Sun Zhen, ICA Continent Chair for China

WANG TAO

T

he youngest clarinet professor at the Central
Conservatory of Music (CCOM) in Beijing, Wang
Tao has been working at this prestigious institution
since his graduation with bachelor’s and master’s
degrees. He further studied in London under clarinetist Michael
Collins. In 2011, Tao was invited as a senior visiting scholar to
New England Conservatory in the U.S., working with clarinet
maestro Richard Stolzman.
Since 2017, Wang Tao has been the only clarinet artist in
China who makes recital tours every year, with 39 Tribute to
Schubert concerts in 2017, 21 performances in his national
tour of Spin in 2018 and 17 performances for Spin II in 2019.
Affected by the coronavirus pandemic in 2020, Tao’s national
tour Departure from Beethoven began in September 2020 around
11 Chinese cities. He is undoubtedly one of the most influential
wind instrument artists in China. Among his collaborations with
various Chinese orchestras, Tao has once substituted for clarinetist
Sabine Meyer as a soloist with Hangzhou Philharmonic Orchestra.
As the only Chinese musician invited to Deutche Grammophon’s
120th anniversary celebration, Wang Tao played with English
violinist Daniel Hope and the Zurich Chamber Orchestra. He
has released 11 solo albums, crossing borders between genres
like pop, jazz and fusion. He is counted as the earliest Chinese
wind instrument player releasing records under Deutsche
Grammophon’s prestigious yellow label. His albums have received
more than 100 million hits on digital platforms, acquiring for
the clarinetist more than 1 million followers on social media.
Wang Tao has founded different ensembles, including the Cloud
& Quartet (for clarinet, violin, cello and piano), Ange Clarinet
Quartet and Fold Ensemble (for clarinet, classical ballet and
traditional Chinese instruments), which cover various artistic
domains and have been invited to perform at the Beijing Modern
Music Festival in the past decade.
Born in Chengdu, Sichuan Province, Wang Tao started his
musical education playing the erhu at the age of 4, played cello at
the age of 5 and picked up the clarinet when he was 9 years old.
Tao started performing on stage at the age of 11, giving recitals
in many countries and areas including mainland China, the
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United States, France, Austria, Japan, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
Among numerous prizes he has won are the First Prize of the
Second China National Youth Clarinet Competition and the
Prize of Performing Chinese Musical Works. He is acclaimed as “a
Continued on Page 18

Wang Tao
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王弢
王弢，北京中央音乐学院最年轻的
单簧管教授，大学和硕士学位都是
在中央音乐学院取得，毕业后留
校工作。工作后，曾跟随Michael
Collins学习，2011年作为高级访问
学者去美国新英格兰音乐学院，跟
随单簧管大师Richard Stoltzman
学习。
从2017年到今天，王弢是中国
唯一一个每年展开巡演性质独奏音
乐会的单簧管演奏家。2017年《
致敬舒伯特》39场，2018年《逐
舞之乐》21场，2019年《逐舞之
乐2》17场，2020年受疫情影响，
将从9月份开始在中国11个城市举
行独奏音乐会《从贝多芬出发》，
他无疑是当今最具影响力的的中国
管乐演奏家之一。除了2019年3月
救场Sabine Meyer和杭州爱乐合
作之外，他还与众多中国乐团合
作演出。2018年出席德意志留声
机厂牌120周年活动，作为中国唯
一的演奏家与英国小提琴演奏家丹
尼尔·霍普（(Daniel Hope)、苏
黎世室内乐团合作演出。除此之
外，他跨界流行乐、爵士乐、融合
音乐等领域，先后发行了11张个
人演奏专辑。他也是首位以DG 厂
牌发行专辑的华人管乐演奏家，其
专辑在中国新媒体和数位平台点
击率破亿，社交平台粉丝突破百
万，成为中国首位拥有百万粉丝的
管乐演奏家。他创建了多个不同
艺术种类的室内乐组合，过去十年
受邀在“北京现代音乐节“演出，
包括”云和四重奏“（单簧管、
小提琴、大提琴、钢琴）；Ange
Clarinet Quartet；“叠重奏团
Fold Ensemble”（单簧管、古典
芭蕾舞、中国传统乐器）等室内乐
组合。
王弢，生于四川成都，4岁学习二
胡，5岁学习大提琴，9岁学习单簧
管，自11岁起活跃于国内外舞台，
在中国、美国、法国、奥地利、日
本、香港、台湾等多个国家和城市
多次举行过独奏音乐会，曾获得的
第二届全国比赛第一名，中国作品
演奏奖，被赞誉为“极富热情、舞
台感染力强，拥有精湛技术，独具
个性的演奏家”；在中国，先后师
从向振龙教授，喻波教授，张梧教

授，陶纯孝教授。由于杰出的艺术
成就，在中法建交50周年之际，王
弢先生被法国塞纳市授予“荣誉市
民”称号；曾以“青年领袖”的身
份受邀出席博鳌亚洲论坛，在“青
年领袖营”上发言，受到李克强总
理接见。
在与瑞士古钢琴家Michel Kiener
合作发行《舒伯特》之前，王弢在
中国台湾发行了6张跨流行领域的
专辑，获得“台湾金曲奖最佳专
辑”；在中国发行了“中央音乐学
院教材录音录像”十余套，成为上
个世纪中国单簧管学生的必学教材
之一；签约环球音乐之后，首先针
对他大量非古典音乐的粉丝发行了
fusion专辑《一天》，专辑发行后
立刻成为全国各地电台的热播单
曲，尤其是与女歌手谭维维合作的
《往日》获得了众多流行类音乐奖
项。
2017年，王弢在瑞士拉绍德封
与古钢琴家Michel Kiener录制了
整张舒伯特的作品专辑，随后，8
月18日，环球音乐大中华区环球
中国总经理吴佳伦宣布，将王弢
的《舒伯特SCHUBERT》作为环球
音乐旗下古典音乐厂牌Deutsche
Grammophon在中国认证的第一
张黑胶唱片发行。2018年，专辑
《Spin·旋》在日本轻井泽的大贺
音乐厅录制，这座音乐厅由索尼前
董事长、业余指挥家大贺典雄先生
亲自挑选木料，参与设计建造。合
作钢琴家福原彰美说：“与王弢先
生合作很有趣，因为他热爱音乐，
充满激情。”专辑的录音师高岛先
生说：“王弢先生演奏的单簧管音
色非常优美，和福原小姐绝妙的钢
琴演奏形成了绝佳组合。”王弢的
老师、著名单簧管演奏家Richard
Stoltzman 在聆听专辑后评道：“
在王弢的演奏中，单簧管藉由出众
的技艺，奏出灵魂的乐句，充满想
象力。”
该专辑发布会上，Yamaha
COMBO管乐营业部部长冈田丰先
生特地到场祝贺，表示雅马哈中国
在管乐项目上，将首度迎来全方位
合作的单簧管演奏家，并与王弢先
生一起推动中国单簧管管乐发展。
第二年，王弢先生担任主席评委，

在中国十个城市举行了“雅马哈全
国单簧管比赛”，参与者近千人。
王弢先生也是德国G.Henle出版社
宣传推广大使，同时也号召成立了
中国单簧管演奏家联盟（CCU）
。2019年，王弢成立的中国首个
网络单簧管私塾性质的教学机构“
鱼越黑管教室”Beyond Joviality
Music，有近千人参与其中进行单
簧管学习，成为了中国单簧管爱好
者的一个热门学习平台。
在演奏之外，王弢担纲电影男一
号，参与电视剧演出，发行小说，
撰写专栏，主持电台节目，录制真
人秀，使得他的粉丝不局限于单簧
管演奏领域。如今的王弢是众人眼
中时尚的古典音乐明星，更是一
个优质偶像，一篇微博常常有高达
700万的阅读量，演出之处有自己
的票房号召力；但更让他开心的是
有无数年轻的单簧管演奏者以他为
目标，为有朝一日能超越他而练琴
不辍。
今年暑期，我向王弢先生询问了
相关问题。
1，你现在使用什么乐器，为什么选
择这种乐器。
我现在使用的是Yamaha YCLSeartist这个系列的乐器，我
选择Yamaha是因为我从小吹
奏的第一支非中国产乐器就是
Yamaha，有一种亲近感。我喜
欢它的音色。更重要的是，在品
牌的选择上，我总是想去尝试更
多的可能性，为更多的单簧管爱
好者提供一个信息，让他们有更
多的选择性。
2，中国单簧管现状以及未来的发展
方向。
我个人认为，现在在中国，学习单
簧管的人们更多的还是想以变成
专业演奏者或者考学加分为主，
还没有变成一种为了爱好而学习
的氛围。和钢琴、小提琴比起
来，是受众群非常小的专业。但
是，各地正在兴起管乐团，越来
越多的单簧管专业毕业生回到自
己的家乡创办了自己的教室，我
相信未来的某一天，在中国全民
健身潮之后，会有全民热爱艺术
的一天，那一天，单簧管的群

Continued on Page 19
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More than a classical music star, Wang Tao is an influencer from
whom a single post on Weibo can quite easily reach millions of
people, and whose performances enjoy box office records.
performer of enthusiasm, onstage charms,
virtuosity and uniqueness.” During his
studies in China, Tao learned from the
best clarinetists of the nation, including
professors Xiang Zhenlong, Yu Bo, Zhang
Wu and Tao Chunxiao. In recognition of
his artistic achievements, Tao was awarded
the title of Honorary Citizen of the City
of Senna in France, on the occasion of
the 50th anniversary of the establishment
of diplomatic relations between China
and France. He was also invited to make
a speech as the Youth Leader at the Boao
Forum for Asia and was received by the
Chinese Premier Li Keqiang.
Prior to the collaboration with Swiss
harpsichordist Michel Kiener on the
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album Schubert, six albums of pop music
by Wang Tao have already been released
in Taiwan, which brought him a Best
Instrumental Album Award from the
Golden Melody Awards in Taiwan. He
has also recorded for CCOM a dozen
audio and visual course works, which have
become considered some of the essential
learning materials for clarinet students
in the last century in China. His signing
with UMG brought forth, considering the
great number of his non-classical-music
followers, a fusion album titled Night
& Day which, once released, rocketed
up as one of the most played by radio
stations all over the country with the track
“Passing Day,” in cooperation with female
singer Tan Weiwei, winning numerous
pop music awards.
In 2017, after completing the
recording of Schubert’s works at the
Salle de Musique of La Chaux-de-Fonds
in Switzerland in collaboration with
harpsichordist Michel Kiener, the album
of Wang Tao was announced on August
18 by Garand Wu, the managing director
of Universal Music Great China, as the
first Deutsche Grammophon certified
vinyl record to be released in China. The
year 2018 saw the recording of the album
Spin at Karuizawa Ohga Hall, where the
design and construction of the wooden
acoustical materials were selected by Norio
Ohga, the former president and chairman
of Sony Corporation, and an outstanding
amateur conductor. According to Akimi
Fukuhara, the pianist who paired with
Wang Tao in recording the new album,
“it is an interesting experience working
with Mr. Wang Tao, who has a great
passion, an enthusiasm, for music.”
Mr. Takashima, the recording engineer
for the album, remarked, “Mr. Wang’s
clarinet has produced a wonderful sound,
which goes excellent with Fukuhara’s
piano performance.” About this album

the renowned clarinetist Richard
Stoltzman, who is also Wang Tao’s mentor,
commented, “In the hands and breath
of Tao, the clarinet becomes an amazing
contrast of technical mastery coupled with
soulful singing lines. Imagination and
surprise in every phrase.”
At the press conference for the album
release, Mr. Okada, the head of the wind
instruments department of Yamaha China,
announced that it had finally found its
first clarinetist to start a collaboration in
its wind instrument projects, and that
along with Wang Tao, Yamaha China
would be engaged in the promotion of
clarinet playing in China. And the next
year, the First Yamaha National Clarinet
Competition was hosted around 10
Chinese cities, receiving about 1000
participants with Wang Tao as the presiding
member of its jury. Besides all these
activities, Wang Tao is also the promotion
ambassador for G. Henle Verlag in
Germany, the champion of the foundation
of China’s Clarinetists’ Union (CCU), and
the creator of Beyond Joviality Music –
China’s first independent establishment of
clarinet teaching which, founded in 2019,
has become one of the most sought-after
platforms in China with approximately
1000 learners following its programs.
Parallel to his onstage performances,
Wang Tao is versatile in different
professions and domains. He has played
leading male roles for movies and TV,
published novels, written columns for
magazines, and hosted radio shows, earning
a great number of followers outside of
the domain of clarinet playing. More
than a classical music star, Wang Tao is an
influencer from whom a single post on
Weibo can quite easily reach millions of
people, and whose performances enjoy boxoffice records. For him, however, the greater
happiness is seeing the myriad young
clarinet players, taking him as a music hero,
DECEMBER 2020
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practice with great enthusiasm and a greater
ambition to go much farther than what he
has already achieved.
Earlier this summer, I asked Wang Tao
a few questions:
SUN ZHEN: Which musical instrument are
you currently using and why have you
chosen it?
WANG TAO: I am currently using
instruments from the Yamaha YCL-SE
Artist Series. I have chosen it because
the first clarinet that I have ever
played which was not made in China
is a Yamaha. A kind of affinity. I love
its sound. And more importantly,
concerning the selection of brands, I
am always thinking about trying more
possibilities so that more information
can be provided to clarinet lovers and
they will have more choices.
SZ: What do you think about the current
situation of the clarinet in China, and its
future as well?
WT: Personally, I think the majority of
clarinet learners in China are still
aiming at a performing career or some
kind of bonus in their entrance exam
for schools. Generally speaking, few
of them are playing out of pure love.
In comparison with piano and violin,
clarinet has a very narrow range of
players. However, wind ensembles
are booming everywhere in this
country and more and more clarinet
students have created their own
class or workshop after graduation. I
believe one day, after the grand wave
of physical exercises in China, we will
witness among Chinese people a great
passion for art. And then, we will see
the clarinet population multiplied.
They will do it out of love for art,
instead of professional ambition.
SZ: What do you think about the role the
clarinet plays in Chinese pop music, as
well as its future?
WT: Generally speaking, the clarinet
is indispensable in movie and TV
music because of its unique timbre.
Surrounded by people grown up in a
literal tradition who are feeling more
at ease with lyrics, pure instrumental

performance is not much appreciated.
Clarinet is quite often invisible in the
view of mass popular culture. I believe
that in the future there will be more
people who, with more knowledge
about this musical instrument, will pay
more attention to it.
SZ: Concerning the clarinet, have you any
projects coming up?
WT: First of all, I hope I can keep up
my ability in onstage performance.
At the same time, I want to fulfill
my teaching tasks at conservatory
and send abroad more young clarinet
players for academic exchanges. Then,
for myself, I have a kind of dream,
i.e. to do “Clarinet Concerts in Big
Mountains” in China. I’m thinking
about helping children from povertystricken mountainous areas to set
up clarinet ensembles in their home
country and play music by themselves.
This idea was not so feasible due to
geographic distance as it is right now,
with development of the internet. It
is more likely to be realized soon. In
the past two years, I have been to two
remote mountainous regions and done
some work for promotion. But to make
it come true, we still need to give more
time to this hard and remote work. v
ABOUT THE WRITER
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众基础会成倍的发展起来。这些
人，是因为热爱艺术，而不是把
学习艺术当成职业。
3，单簧管在中国流行音乐中的使用
以及未来。
总的来说，影视音乐这一块单簧管
由于突出的音色个性，总是占有
不可缺少的位置。只是相对现
今，人们更倾向于听歌词的流行
文化氛围，纯器乐演奏还不算很
多。单簧管非大众乐器，所以虽
然也进入大众流行文化，但是常
常被听众忽略。未来，我相信更
多人会慢慢的因为了解这个乐器
而去关注它。
4，未来10年你在单簧管方面的规划
方向是什么？
首先，还是希望保持好在舞台上演奏
的能力，同时，把学校内的教学工
作完成好，送更多的单簧管年轻人
去海外交流。其次，对我来说，我
的一个梦想是，在中国做“大山里
的单簧管音乐会”，我想在未来10
年，把很多贫困山区的孩子集结起
来，让他们在大山里组成单簧管乐
团，自己玩音乐。以前，这个想法
因为路途遥远很难实现，现在网路
的发展让这个想法可以尽快实现。
在过去的两年中，我已经去过两个
偏远山区，进行了相应的推广。但
是这个工作是遥远和艰难的，需要
时间。 v
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Clarinet
The

by Margaret Thornhill

THE CAPRICCIO CLARINET ORCHESTRA TURNS 30

H

aving celebrated its 30th
anniversary in the 201920 season, the Capriccio
Clarinet Orchestra may
well be the longest-running clarinet
ensemble in Europe, preceding groups
like the British Clarinet Ensemble and
Claribel by a few years. It is also one of
the largest regular clarinet groups, with
a normal membership of 40. Among its
many performances over the years are
special concerts at the Eisteddfod (Wales),
Giro d’Italia, Australasian Conference in
Brisbane, Clarisax Day in Modena, Italy,
NERV Convention in Utrecht, and the
First World Bass Clarinet Convention in
Rotterdam. In 2018, Capriccio traveled
to the U.K. and performed with the BCE
and the East Anglian Clarinet Choir at St.
Paul’s Cathedral in London.
Founded in 1989 by Dutch clarinetist,
conductor, arranger and master teacher
John de Beer, the group is based in
Groningen, Holland, in the Netherlands.
During his long career, de Beer has traveled
with the Capriccio Orchestra throughout
Europe and has given master classes or
courses in Russia, Norway, Belgium,
Denmark, Slovenia, Italy, Switzerland,
Japan, Hungary, Australia, the U.K. and the
U.S. De Beer has been professor of clarinet
at the Kielzog Art Centre Music School in
Hoogezand and at the Clockhuys Center
for Art and Culture in Haren. (With his
recent retirement from teaching, these
positions are now filled by his daughter,
clarinetist Ailien de Beer.) In 1999, John
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de Beer also became the chairman of the
Dutch Single Reed Society (NERV). He
also was made a Knight of the Order of
Orange Nassau in recognition of his work
in the field of music.
The Capriccio Orchestra is notable for
its many concerts, which often feature
innovative collaborations, narration and
multimedia; for its repertoire of original
orchestral transcriptions by de Beer and
others (as well as many standard clarinet
choir works); and for its mission as an
intergenerational learning ensemble.
During summer of 2020, I caught up with
John de Beer by email for an update on
the group.
MARGARET THORNHILL:
Congratulations on your 30-year
anniversary! This is a big achievement.
There are other large clarinet ensembles
with a long history around the world,
but yours is certainly one of the oldest
active ones. How are you celebrating
this milestone?
JOHN DE BEER: We had planned two
30-year concerts; the first took place
on February 16, 2020. This concert
featured my new arrangement of
Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade,
with narrator. We had to cancel the
second concert, on June 7, because of
the coronavirus lockdown. It is now
rescheduled for January 31, 2021.
MT: What will be on that January program?
JDB: I am still working on the program for
January (it depends on the availability of

the soloists and planning of rehearsals).
Because of the coronavirus, we can not
fill the concert hall as full as normally
due to the distancing in the audience
(and orchestra). It also means we
have less income from tickets! So it
is a completely new dynamic how to
organize everything!
MT: In July, I saw on Capriccio’s Facebook
page an amazing picture of an outdoor
rehearsal, with players 2 meters apart!
Here in California, we are not yet able
to do that safely. Are you still going to be
rehearsing outside?
JDB: We are rehearsing in the theater
where we can keep the 2 meter distance.
We will do so as long as necessary.
MT: I love this mission statement on your
website: “Capriccio Clarinet Orchestra
is a learning orchestra for young and
old. Both novice and advanced (former)
students are part of the orchestra.” And
you describe it as an “amateur orchestra
with a professional attitude.” What is the
current age range of your group?
JDB: At this moment the youngest
member is 8 years old and the oldest is
75 years young. And most importantly:
there is no generation gap between the
different ages, we are all clarinetists with
the same passion. Most of the members
are personal students. Although I
am retired now (from teaching), my
daughter Ailien de Beer took over my
class and now also prepares young
children to join Capriccio.
DECEMBER 2020
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MT: What are some of the challenges you
have faced, keeping this large group alive
so long?
JDB: Keeping up a good ambiance
and atmosphere with so many
different people of different ages
and backgrounds. With “only” the
connection of music and clarinet it is
for me balancing on a rope. Because
of the different ages and levels I had
to find a way to give everybody the
challenge and satisfaction of their parts.
That was the main reason to write and
arrange for the group. And of course to
give the group the opportunity to learn
the classic repertoire’s masterpieces
as we did The Moldau (Smetana),
9th Symphony (Dvořák), L’Apprenti
Sorcier (Dukas), Concierto de Aranjuez
(Rodrigo) and many more.

MT: Because I conduct a smaller clarinet
group of 15 people, I believe strongly that
most orchestral music transcriptions work
best with a larger group like yours. What
are some of the choices you, personally,
make in arranging for clarinet ensemble?
JDB: It is absolutely true that orchestral
works work better for a larger group,
such as Capriccio, because of the sound
of the orchestral string ensemble.
Because of the different levels of the
players, I have to make parts that are
playable for different levels. But no
concessions to the original! Every single
note is also in my arrangements. So I
have to swap with the notes to make it
a complete score.
MT: What do the members like best about
your group?

JDB: That Capriccio is a real fun place
to make music and at the same time
very challenging to play in. It is my
job to keep the balance between the
nice family John with the jokes and
the conductor John who is demanding
very much of the group. It is like Yin
and Yang!
MT: I know you have family members in the
group, too. Can you tell me about them?
You have also concertized as a quartet, as
I recall?
JDB: My wife (Rita) plays the alto clarinet,
my son (John) the bass clarinet, and my
daughter the Eb clarinet, and she is now
also teaching the clarinet department.
We did play a lot with the family Ursus
Clarinet Quartet. Unfortunately this
last year we did not because of our
different jobs.
MT: I would like to know how readers of The
Clarinet can purchase your arrangements,
including your new Scheherazade.
JDB: The best way is to contact me
directly at info@capriccio.nl. v

Physically distanced outdoor rehearsal,
June 2020
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Historically
by Deborah Check Reeves

“Historically Speaking” is a feature of The Clarinet offered in response to numerous inquiries received by the editorial staff about clarinets.
Most of the information is based on sources available at the National Music Museum, located on the University of South Dakota campus in
Vermillion (orgs.usd.edu/nmm). Please send your email inquiries to Deborah Check Reeves at deborah.reeves@usd.edu.

A DECORATIVE BELL BY CAROBI

Photo 1: NMM 4142. Alto recorder by Johann Benedikt Gahn, Nuremburg, ca. 1698-1711.

W
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ith all of the challenges we are facing
right now, it helps to find the beauty in
the world where we can. One such item
of beauty is a clarinet bell preserved at
the National Music Museum (NMM).
Albert R. Rice has made a search for decorated
clarinets and has been able to identify 10 clarinets and a
clarinet bell dating from about 1815 to 1858.1 Of those
10 objects, five were made by Carobi, including the
clarinet bell to be examined here.
Not much is known about Carobi – not a complete
name, nor birth nor death dates. According to
Waterhouse, he was active in Clusone.2 Clusone is
located in northern Italy about 82 kilometers (53 miles)
northwest of Milan. Rice points out that Carobi was
active as a maker from about 1810 to 18303 and dates
all five of the decorated instruments he has identified
between about 1810 to 1825.
According to Rice, decorative carving of the type
Carobi practiced was more commonly done on
recorders, flutes and oboes.4 An alto recorder at the
NMM exemplifies the kind of carving that can be found
on recorders (Photo 1).
The Carobi clarinet bell at the NMM can be dated to
probably about 1825. Of all the Carobi clarinets that Rice
has found, this bell displays the most intricate carving
(Photo 2). Central to the work is a pipe organ surmounted
by an angel with wings spread above the organ. On each
side of the angel is a saint with halo. A third saint with
a halo is carved opposite the organ (Photo 3). In front of
the organ, behind a railing, are 11 musicians. The action
depicted appears, perhaps, to be during a rehearsal or
the beginning of a performance. The director/organist
seems to be distributing music (Photo 4). There are three
vocalists (Photo 5), a cello player (or other bass bowed
stringed instrument; Photo 6), two violinists (Photo 7),
two horn players (Photo 8), and two woodwind players.
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The woodwind players are the most interesting (of
course!). Upon careful scrutiny, it must be concluded
that the instruments are clarinets. The instrument of
the person playing has a flared bell and beak-shaped
mouthpiece (Photo 9). The instrument clearly appears
to be made in sections with prominent ferrules visible.
The instrument of the person not playing shows the
mouthpiece even more clearly (Photo 10).
Relatively speaking to other musical instruments
at the time, clarinets were inexpensive purchases.
Decorated clarinets, like those of Carobi, might have been
commissioned by wealthy customers, awarded as prizes,
used for presentations, or made for exhibitions. v
ENDNOTES
1
2
3
4

Albert R. Rice, private communication with author, article
forthcoming.
William Waterhouse, The New Langwill Index: A Dictionary of
Musical Wind-Instrument Makers and Inventors (London: Tony
Bingham, 1993), 58.
Albert R. Rice, The Clarinet in the Classical Period (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2003), 58.
Ibid.
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Photo 6: NMM 4146. Cello player.

Photo 5: NMM 4146. Vocalist, example.

Photo 9: NMM 4146. Clarinet player playing.

Photo 3: NMM 4146. Saint.

Photo 10: NMM 4146. Clarinet player resting.

Photo 4: NMM 4146. Director.

Photo 8: NMM 4146. Horn players.

Photos courtesy of National Music Museum, University of South Dakota. Photo 1 by Dara Lohnes Davies. All other photos by Ana Sofia Silva.

Photo 2: NMM 4146. Clarinet bell by Carobi,
Clusone, ca. 1825.
Photo 7: NMM 4146. Violinists.
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The Wind Quintet Informant, No. 44
by Bruce M. Creditor, Wind Quintet Editor

NEIDICH EDITION OF
ANDRAUD’S 22 WOODWIND
QUINTETS
here could you find wind
quintet repertoire by such
diverse composers as Paul
Taffanel, Karl Goepfart,
Albert Normand and Edvard Moritz along
with Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven?
For many of us, our initial venture into
woodwind chamber music was via Albert
Andraud’s collection 22 Woodwind
Quintets as published by Southern Music
in the famous yellow cover.

W

Charles Neidich has done us a great
service by editing all 22 quintets in a new
publication, now with a red cover.
Neidich explains:
The problem of the collection
… is that as originally collected
virtually no attempt was made
to standardize notation, correct
mistakes or to correct articulations
and phrase markings which were
sometimes contradictory among
the different parts – such as a piano
in the flute and a forte in the horn
at the same time. The collection
24
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also did not include a score which
made it very difficult at times to
understand which part should be
prominent and also to understand
when there was a mistake in
articulations or even notes, where
that mistake really was.
In revising the 22 Woodwind
Quintets – bringing the collection
into the 21st century – I have
chosen a different approach for the
original compositions and for the
classical transcriptions. Although
I do not consider this to be at all
a “critical edition” for the original
works, when there were original
sources I strove to restore what the
composer had originally written.
When this was not possible, I
tried to correct what I felt were
the most obvious problems of
articulations. In the transcriptions
without any attributed arranger,
I allowed myself more editorial
intervention to try to make the
transcriptions as close to the original
works I thought practical. That
means that the Beethoven sextet
arrangement, Beethoven variations,
Mozart minuet, German Dance,
and the Haydn trio are considerably
different from the earlier edition.1
Neidich then goes on to discuss
each of the individual works in greater
detail, giving historical context as well
as performance indications. It should
be noted that this edition provides
download of a supplemental transposed
part for A clarinet where the sharps are in
abundance, as well as a 2nd B-flat clarinet
for the Scherrer sextet.

The one omission I would mention is
the lack of metronome suggestions which
could assist younger quintets to have
some idea how to translate the tempo
indications. This important collection is
readily available from your local dealer or
from a number of online distributors.
I welcome comments (brucecred@aol.
com) from those who have used this revised
collection for performing some of this “off
the beaten path” repertoire and to share
reactions of the musicians and audiences.
MADERA WIND QUINTET
PLAYS DON GILLIS
Don Gillis (1912–1978) was a prolific,
pioneering and mostly forgotten composer,
conductor, radio producer and educator
whose most well-known work is his
Symphony No. 5 ½ “A Symphony for Fun”
which was premiered by Arthur Fiedler
and the Boston Pops in 1947 and then
performed by, of all people, Arturo
Toscanini and his NBC Symphony
Orchestra later that year. Toscanini?! Gillis
just happened also to be the radio producer
of the nationwide NBC Symphony
programs. This symphony is a good
introduction to his music, with movements
including such punny and witty titles
as: “Perpetual Emotion,” “Spiritual?”
“Scherzofrenia,” and “Conclusion!”
Gillis spent formative years in
Texas and studied at the University of
North Texas. The Texas State Historical
Association has written:
One of Gillis’ artistic goals
was to interpret contemporary
American culture musically. His
music therefore draws on popular
material, particularly emphasizing
DECEMBER 2020

jazz, which the composer viewed as
a dynamic and revitalizing element
in American Music. He assimilated
popular influences in a simple
and straightforward style aimed at
communicating with his audiences
through an emphasis on clear,
accessible melodic writing.
His personal credo – love of country,
of God and of a good laugh – is reflected
throughout his extensive output.
Gillis’s music is reminiscent of other
“Americana” composers of that era such
as Aaron Copland, Roy Harris, William
Schuman and particularly Morton
Gould, and perhaps even more relevant
is the music of Leroy Anderson with
his beautiful and wonderfully crafted
miniatures, and of Alec Wilder and his
sparkling octets and series of woodwind
quintets. Given his fondness for wind
band music I would also include Gillis as
foreshadowing and influencing the works
of Robert Russell Bennett, Alfred Reed
and others of their manner. And maybe
can also be seen as in the shadow of the
Hindemith Kleine Kammermusik. Some
of it is brash and highly rhythmic yet also
with some beautifully poignant lyricism.
Many of his works are available on
YouTube including Paul Bunyan Overture,
Tulsa: A Symphonic Portrait in Oil and the
Symphony No. 5 ½ wonderfully arranged
for band.
So how does he fit into a
“Quintessence” column? By virtue of
three Suites for Woodwind Quintet
from 1938/39 composed when he was
only 27, early in his multi-faceted career
which later included administration at the
National Music Camp at Interlochen! We
have the Madera Wind Quintet, based in
Denton, Texas, to thank for putting these
works on the wind quintet radar with
their world premiere recordings on Ravello
Records (RR7920) available on iTunes,
Amazon, etc. as well as CD. The Madera
Wind Quintet’s then-clarinetist Rachel
Yoder has shared some insights:
We had heard the music of
Don Gillis performed by the UNT
Symphonic Band and loved the
way he wrote for winds. When we
discovered he had written three

wind quintets that were in the
Don Gillis Special Collection at
the UNT Music Library, we knew
we wanted to take a look at them.
After we got our hands on the
music we all agreed that it was really
enjoyable, accessible quintet music
that deserved to be performed,
recorded and better known.
A successful Kickstarter campaign
brought the recording to fruition.
There is no better way to illustrate the
character and spirit of these suites than the
titles and movement headings:
Suite No. 1 “The Fable of the Tortoise and
the Hare” (12’): “They’re Off,” “Bre’er
Rabbit Dreams,” “Mr. Tortoise Wins
the Race”
Suite No. 2 “Three Sketches” (15’): “Self
Portrait,” “Sermonette (Southern
Style),” “Shadows”
Suite No. 3 “Gone with the Woodwinds”
(16’) (The film Gone with the Wind had
just opened!): “Five Piece Combo,”
“Take Five Blues” – decades before
Dave Brubeck’s seminal Take Five – “A
Frolic in B-Bop Major” – somewhat
before the term bebop came into
popular use
Each is a delight from start to finish
and his more up-tempo and active music
as in Suite No. 3 reminds us of the vigor
and fun music of Raymond Scott, and
the iconic, quirky and comic Looney
Tunes music of Carl Stalling, especially
in the tricky ensemble passages. Yoder
in particular enjoys that “Gillis is such a

great wind writer and really captures the
idiomatic, lighthearted jazz personality of
the clarinet.”
When asked about how they
programmed with the Gillis suites, Yoder
mentioned: “We like to perform a variety
of repertoire on our programs. We would
usually play some standard repertoire (e.g.
Reicha, Klughardt, Hindemith), some new
works from our first album Five At Play,
and then end with a few movements from
the Gillis quintets – which are audience
favorites.” By the way, Five at Play
(available on download on Amazon and
streaming on Crescent Phase Records on
YouTube) includes premiere recordings by
a group of prestigious young composers,
Sean Friar, Philip Warton, Daniel Nass,
Sarah Page Summar, Carl Schimmel and
Peter Nickol, that reveal an exciting and
intriguing approach to the wind quintet in
the 21st century.
The Gillis suites are currently out of
print, though Madera is working to have
them published. In the meantime, the Don
Gillis collection is housed at the University
of North Texas, and may be accessible for
purposes of teaching and scholarship under
the fair use provision of U.S. copyright
law. Maristella Feustle is the Music Special
Collections Librarian and can be reached at
Maristella.Feustle@unt.edu.
These suites would be perfect for
outreach and educational programming.
Meanwhile seek out and revel in the
Madera Wind Quintet’s enthusiastic,
robust and committed recorded
performances and enjoy Don Gillis’s
sophisticated and urbane fun and frolic.
“I KNEW HER WHEN” –
COMPOSER RAMI LEVIN
In “Quintessence” No. 41 (March 2017)
I highlighted the Quintet Attacca, and
one of the composers who the quintet has
commissioned and performed includes
Rami Levin. Turns out that I knew
her many, many years ago. I recently
reconnected with her and now would
like to highlight her in an “I Knew Her
When” feature.
Levin’s distinguished career has
included professor of music, associate
dean of faculty, and composer-in-residence
at Lake Forest College (Illinois). She has
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always been fond of palindromes
and was particularly delighted in
2011 with the once-in-a-lifetime
occurrence of 11/11/11. The piece
has 11 sections, each containing
11 measures, and is 11/8 meter.
Each section uses only 11 of the
12 pitches of the chromatic scale.
The metronome marking is eighth
note = 275, a multiple of 11. And
by sheer chance (?) the score is 11
pages long!
Portrait (2009, 11’)
Commissioned by Quintet Attacca.

Rami Levin

received many commissions including
three from Quintet Attacca, which was
the Ensemble-in-Residence at Lake
Forest College for several years. Her list
of compositions, which can be found at
www.ramilevin.com, is substantial and
includes works for every genre. They
have been performed internationally: in
Chicago on Lake Forest Lyrica, a concert
series she founded; in Warsaw, Spain,
Israel, Italy and London, as well as Rio de
Janeiro, where she lived for many years
and was active in the new music scene.
Her A New Leaf for basset clarinet and
four prerecorded clarinets was written for
John Bruce Yeh of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, who recorded the work on
Koch International Classics. She has
also been the recipient of ASCAP and
Fulbright awards.
Levin has contributed some marvelous
and amiable works to the wind quintet
repertoire. Working chronologically
backwards I share some of her insightful
and informative program notes:

This piece was written as a
response to the death of my father.
The first movement, In Absence,
deals musically with the feelings
of loss and sadness and the second,
In Presence, is a musical depiction
of his life affirming nature and
joyous spirit.
Danças Brasileiras (2005, 13’)
The first piece written for and dedicated

to Quintet Attacca; the piece has been
performed by many quintets in the U.S.
and Brazil.
This work is a musical depiction
of three neighborhoods in Rio de
Janeiro where I have spent time.
The piece is infused with Brazilian
rhythms and harmonies. Each
movement evokes a particular
ambiance, from the charm of
Humaitá to the beauty and serenity
of Lagoa to the bustling energy of
Botafogo in the final movement.
Ouro braileiro (1998, 12’)
Commissioned and premiered by Chicago
Pro Musica.
The first time I heard the
Chicago Pro Musica wind quintet
was in the Brazilian city of Ouro
Preto in July 1997. The title of
the piece means “Brazilian gold”
and is a play on the city’s name
which means “black gold.” The first
movement, Saudades (longing) is a

Reflections of Reflections (11/11/11) 6’
Commissioned by Quintet Attacca.
The piece is subtitled
“Reflections of Paris” and pays
homage to the OuLiPo – a group
of mainly French writers who create
constraint-based literature. I have
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Opening of Reflections of Reflections by Rami Levin (printed with permission of the composer)
DECEMBER 2020

musical expression of the feelings of
yearning and nostalgia. The second,
Alegria, (happiness), conveys a more
joyous and upbeat mood.
Unfolding for double wind quintet
(1980, 10’)
Commissioned by the Morley Wind
Group.
While living in London I played
oboe in the Morley Wind Group
and they commissioned me to write
a piece for the ensemble. Since there
were ten instruments in the group
I decided to use the London Tube
map as my graphic, as it had ten lines
(at the time). It’s a nice graphic –
all of the lines have different
colors, and some of them suggested
different instruments to me. For
instance, the Central Line looked
like a horn, with its pronounced
curve. The Bakerloo Line reminded
me of a bassoon, etc. Each line was
assigned to be an instrument and the

interaction between them musically
reflected the design of the map.
Scores and recordings of the first
three pieces and score of Ouro braileiro
can be found in links from the list of her
compositions at www.ramilevin.com. Her
wonderful, colorful harmonies are used
in a predominately non-contrapuntal,
non-conversational manner but rather
rich in kaleidoscopic blendings, often
in unison speaking in one voice, which
accentuates her voicings. Levin has said
that “the different musical qualities of the
instruments is one of the attractions of the
ensemble as well. It offers a rich palette
of blends and sonorities.” The melodic
material is folk-like and as mentioned
above, Levin likes rhythms of energy and
color in music that is engaging, lyrical and
accessible to performers and audiences.
The energy is not unlike that in the Arthur
Berger Quartet.
I highly recommend that those
ensembles looking for contrast in their
programming – especially younger

college ensembles or artists-in-residence –
consider these sparkling first-rate works.
Unfoldings – not currently available –
could pair a student quintet with that of
the faculty. v
ENDNOTES
1

Permission granted by Keiser-Southern Music
and Charles Neidich to reprint from the
foreword.
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Corner
by Phillip O. Paglialonga

DEVELOPING ARTISTRY

R

ecently, I had an interesting
conversation with a student
who had just finished listening
to one of the Robert Marcellus
master classes found in the Northwestern
University archive. She was struck by
the fact that Marcellus considered the
art of phrasing to be a fundamental skill
alongside discussions about the formation
of the embouchure, oral cavity and so
forth. She went on to tell me that she had
worked with many teachers who routinely
talked about the importance of mastering
fundamentals, but never considered
phrasing to be a fundamental skill.
To me, the point of clarinet pedagogy
is to help people learn how to make music.
This certainly includes understanding the
mechanics of the instrument itself, but too
often there is a disconnect between that
pursuit and the artistic aspect of being a
musician. Personally, I love that Marcellus
spoke of phrasing as a basic skill one
must develop. Taking this further, we can
identify skills and practices that can help
us each to grow as artists.
Sometimes I get the impression that
clarinetists are a bit uncomfortable when
we label ourselves “artists,” and would
much prefer just being a clarinetist or
musician. Indeed, I think that this feeling
is where we begin to limit ourselves and
what we are able to do musically.
For my first “Pedagogy Corner,” I
thought that it would be good to begin
with an article on how we can each grow
artistically, sharing some ways I encourage
my own students in the hope that you too
may find some of these ideas helpful. I
also reached out to several clarinetists who
inspire my own artistry. I simply asked
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them to share some of their ideas and
suggestions for how we could each become
better artists.
For me, any conversation about what it
means to be an artist, what art is, or how
to grow artistically has to begin somewhat
philosophically. In this way our pursuit is
really no different than that of a painter, a
dancer or a poet. Our medium is certainly
different, but the underlying artistic
intention is very much the same.
As we begin to consider our aims as
artists, I would like to share with you
excerpts from a letter visual artists Mark
Rothko and Adolph Gottlieb wrote to the
art editor of The New York Times in 1943:
We feel that our pictures
demonstrate our aesthetic beliefs,
some of which we, therefore, list:
1 To us art is an adventure into an
unknown world, which can be
explored only by those willing to
take the risks.
2 This world of the imagination is
fancy-free and violently opposed
to common sense.
3 It is our functions [sic] as artists
to make the spectator see the
world our way – not his way.
4 We favor the simple expression
of the complex thought. …
5 It is a widely accepted notion
among painters that it does not
matter what one paints as long
as it is well painted. This is the
essence of academicism. There is
no such thing as good painting
about nothing. We assert that the
subject is crucial and only that
subject matter is valid which is
tragic and timeless. …

This succinct statement does a good
job of encapsulating the goals of any great
artist, and I think will help frame my
other suggestions.
To us art is an adventure...
The first step in growing as an artist is
leaping out into the unknown. Simply
embrace the adventure and open yourself
to artistic possibilities.
How do you do this?
• Engage with other forms of art. Go to
an art exhibit. Attend a play. Read a
great novel.
• Try to experience forms of artistic
expression that are outside of your
norm.
• Stimulate your artistic thinking. Read
a book that challenges you as an artist.
Have a conversation with a friend
about art.
• Explore other ways to express yourself.
Try learning how to draw or paint.
Play around with a medium that is
completely foreign to you.
This world of the imagination is fancyfree...
Look for ways to expand your imagination
and experience things in a new way. One
simple way to do this is to gather as many
recordings you can find of a piece. Pick
a phrase and listen to the first recording,
then try to play it exactly the same way
yourself, no matter what you think of it.
Replicate what you heard in every respect
(tone, pitch, shape, etc.). Then, listen to the
second recording and do the same thing.
I like this simple exercise because it helps
me see other possibilities. I also like that it
challenges me to make new sounds that I
may not have considered before. Usually
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when I do this I find it is easy to emulate
my favorite recording, but extremely
difficult to copy those that I do not like.
When I was studying with Mitchell
Lurie, he encouraged me to always have
multiple possible ways of performing a
phrase. Try playing a phrase and then
radically reconsidering it, making it as
musically distinct as possible. I like to
have at least two, if not three different
versions that I have considered in my
practice. I have found that coming up
with these alternate versions helps bring
more musical maturity and depth to my
final product. (I also think, and I’m sure
Lurie would have agreed with me, that
this skill is an extremely important one to
have when playing for a conductor who
may not be fully convinced of your initial
presentation. Having a second concept to
fall back on is always a good thing!)
It is our functions [sic] as artists to
make the spectator see the world our
way – not his way...
To be a true artist you have to find a way
to make others see the world through your
eyes, to convince the audience that your
way is the only way to view it.
I really enjoy listening to old
recordings, in large part because I think
there is often such a strong point of
view. When I hear Casals or Heifetz,
I immediately recognize their playing.
Their music making is so distinctive and
immediately personal. Unfortunately, I
think today in our quest for perfection we
are losing this individuality. Having said
that, I believe that even in situations where
we must play inside a tightly confined box
we should challenge ourselves to find ways
to be unique and to do something special.
To be a great artist you must be
different than everyone else. There is no
escaping this. If you do things exactly like
those around you, by definition you will
be ordinary. Have the courage to find your
own voice. Think about those values that
are universal and meet those standards,
but also find subtle things you can do
to make your music special. There are
many great players in the world, so to be
competitive for opportunities, you must
offer something that is both unique and
exceptional. Everyone should play in tune
and with accurate rhythm, but doing

only those things will not allow you to be
an artist.
We favor the simple expression of the
complex thought...
Look for ways to say more with less. To
achieve this, you almost always have to
take a step back to consider what exactly
you are trying to say and then figure out
how you might be more concise. Taking
a moment to think about what you are
trying to convey musically can help bring
clarity to your finished product.
Look at the structure of the piece and be
sure that every aspect of your interpretation
contributes to your overall narrative. I often
explain this to my students as the detective
trying to understand what happened when
arriving at a crime scene. If every person
the detective speaks with gives a similar
account the detective walks away convinced
about what occurred. The problem is when
the accounts do not agree, which leaves the
detective skeptical. Musically, I think we
must be sure that our overall intention is
clear and that all of our actions support our
larger musical goals.
It is a widely accepted notion among
painters that it does not matter what
one paints as long as it is well painted...
Clarinet players are guilty of falling into
this trap far too often. I think this stems
from our experiences playing in larger
ensembles where we have little to no input
in programming decisions. Having said
that, even in those situations I still believe
that we must have some knowledge about
the overall intended statement of the
music we present.
In recent years I have been incredibly
impressed by so many of the performances
I have seen that achieved this artistic goal.
Oftentimes the performances that leave
me thinking about a particular idea or
commonality help me process what I heard.
Sometimes these overarching
statements are quite strong and moving,
while other times they are more subtle and
academic. A few years ago I was fortunate
enough to do a series of performances of
James Whitbourn’s Annelies in both the
United States and Israel. The work is a
musical setting of The Diary of Anne Frank
for soprano, choir, violin, cello, clarinet
and piano. It was impossible to perform
a work like that without considering the
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Debussy, Petite Piece & Premiere Rhapsodie; Pierne, Canzonetta; Berg, 4 Pieces;
Lutoslawski, 5 Dance Preludes; Jeanjean, Carnival of Venice; Weber, 7 Variations. Campbell was clarinet prof. at Indiana University
for over 30 years. He was named Canada’s Artist of the
Year and has made over 40 acclaimed recordings.
TRIO INDIANA: James
Campbell, Eli Eban, Howard
Klug, Clarinets (clarinet faculty, Indiana Univ). 2 CDs
– CD734: Music by Defaye,
Schickele, Kulesha, Kibbe, &
Fox. CD736: (w/Alfred Prinz, Mitchell Lurie, & Min-Ho
Yeh, guests). Music by Prinz, Heiden, Uhl, & Weill. “Marvelous group... ravishing sounds.” American Rcd. Guide.
MOZART GRAN PARTITA
for 12 Winds & Double
Bass: CD646: Toronto Chamber Winds. A masterpiece
in every respect. Clarinets:
James Campbell, Gwillym Williams; Basset horns: David Bourque, Daniel Leeson.
“This recording represents the best in North American wind performance.” The Horn Call (Chris Leuba)
MITCHELL LURIE: CD301.
Brahms Clarinet Sonatas 1 & 2;
plus RICHARD LESSER: Kessner, Dances. Lurie was principal,
Chicago & Pittsburgh Symphonies, & teacher U.S.C. 50
years; Lesser principal Israel Philharmonic for 35 years.
CD737: Mitchell Lurie plays Halsey Stevens, Concerto; Lesemann, Sonata; & Muczynski, Time Pieces.”One
of the world’s most famous clarinetists” Fanfare.
LARRY COMBS: CD731. Principal Clarinet 30 years, Chicago Symphony. Rosza, Sonatina & Sonata (Clarinet
Solo); Rochberg & Schuller Trios (Clarinet,
Horn, Piano) “impressive virtuosity”
Fanfare. With Gail Williams, horn.
M E LV I N WA R N E R : C D 3 3 2 .
Weber, Grand Duo Concertante; Spohr, Six German Songs; Stravinsky, Three Songs from Shakespeare; Penderecki, 3 Miniature; Martino, A Set
for Clarinet; William O. Smith, 5 Pieces. “One of the finest
clarinet recordings I have yet to hear”, Audio Magazine.
JONATHAN COHLER: CD733.
Hindemith, Sonata; Honegger, Sonatina;
Francaix, Th. & Var; Vaughan Williams, Six
Studies in English Folksong; Milhaud, Duo
Concertant & Caprice; Bozza, Pulcinella; Kupferman, Moonflowers Baby. “playing of real distinction” BBC Magazine.
ELSA LUDEWIG-VERDEHR. The Verdehr Trio
has become a legend for its 225
commissions, 24 CDs, and thousands of concerts. CDs include
works by Bartok, Bruch, Hovhaness, Pasatieri, Schuller,
Sculthorpe,Diamond, Arutiunian, Menotti, Higdon,
Welcher, Bolcom, Daugherty, Corigliano, Read Thomas,
Chihara, Larsen, and many more. See www.crystalrecords.com for the complete list of CDs and composers.
CDs $16.95 each. FREE US shipping.
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360-834-7022. Many more clarinet CDs on website.
order@crystalrecords.com • www.crystalrecords.com
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gravity of the subject matter. I had read
Anne Frank’s diary when I was in school,
and I found it depressing, but was never
moved like I was playing this piece. The
sounds happening around me led me to
consider this now familiar story in ways I
never had previously. It was tremendously
moving and certainly an experience I will
never forget.
While my performance of Annelies was
certainly a powerful experience, it is not
one I would want to repeat every week for
the rest of my career. Frankly, I’m not sure
I could emotionally handle repeating that
piece every week for any extended period of
time. So, while I think there is a place for
this type of art, I also think there is a place
for other types of artistic experiences.
Experiencing the performing arts in
person is probably the only way to fully
understand what is possible, and for
this reason is an essential part of any
artistic growth.
We each endeavor to better understand
how we can communicate more effectively
with the listener to share our humanity.
This pursuit will never end, but by
constantly looking for ways to grow we
unlock our potential as artists.
How can we become better artists?
To be yourself
even if as a young
student you copy
your teacher or
some other model.
My generation
had no internet
or YouTube, we
had only a few
good LPs, radio and sometimes
television, so we did not copy too
many bad examples. To be sincere
and honest with the composers
that we play, respecting exactly
the indications that they write and
performing through the prism
of our personality. Practice, and
practice so with the repetition you
discover not just the music that you
play, but also yourself.
– Philippe Cuper, France
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One of the
key things for
me is to attend
as many concerts
as possible, and
listen widely,
go to lots of
unusual events
you wouldn’t
typically attend. Also be bold and
actively reach out to people you
admire – whether it’s clarinetists or
other instrumentalists, composers
or authors – and have a chat.
Sometimes just to talk with
inspiring people refreshes your
creativity. If you feel stuck, or like
you’ve reached an end goal, break
down that wall and keep searching,
questioning, remain curious
throughout your life.
– Anna Hashimoto,
United Kingdom
Listen carefully
to artistic
performers, great
vocalists and string
players, and really
great clarinet
players. My
mentor Harold
Wright provides an
excellent aural model of true artistry
on the clarinet, for example. Really
notice how these communicators are
able to shape, inflect, drive, and color
a phrase, a note, or a whole song,
and vividly tell a story as a result.
Remember what that sounds like.
Have a very vocal concept in mind
first, and always produce a singing
sound on the clarinet. Master all the
challenges our instrument presents.
The system of tone production
and articulation are all invisible,
inside the mouth, so use your ears
and always demand the result you
want to hear. Cultivate a vocal
diminuendo and vocal articulation.
It’s all about the “song and the wind,”
as my former colleague Arnold
Jacobs always said.
– John Bruce Yeh, USA

Primary
motivators –
anything artistic
– are helpful
in keeping the
mind focused
on achieving the
musical results
you want, and
can be as simple as ordering/hearing
a beautiful tone, or as complex as
the phrase you spent time carefully
crafting. In other words, go for what
you want and keep the “don’ts”
(negatives) out of your mind.
Dedicate yourself to hearing these
qualities as you play, providing the
necessary wind to achieve the song
you hear. The song is the result of
what you want to hear, and it guides
you on a lyrical path. Away from
the clarinet, spend time vocalizing
the music that you’re working on,
and commit yourself to singing
with artistic intent, linking musical
ideas one to another. Think of that
singing quality and character when
you pick up the clarinet to play.
– Monica Kaenzig, USA
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Master
by Elena Ferrofino

DONIZETTI’S STUDIO PRIMO

G

GAETANO DONIZETTI
aetano Donizetti (Bergamo,
1797-1848) is considered
one of the greatest exponents
of 19th-century Italian
melodrama. His considerable musical
output was not limited to operas. It also
includes a remarkable collection of sacred
pieces, vocal chamber music, compositions
for orchestra and instrumental chamber
works. At that time this was quite unusual
in the Italian panorama, since operas were
almost the exclusive genre.
A catalog so full of compositions
(created during a rather short life) and
the pragmatic concept of the composer’s
profession are definitely linked to the
tradition of the 18th-century masters.
Therefore, Donizetti’s connection with the
past, his innate talent, and accurate and
rigorous education received from an early
age allowed him to produce compositions
in a multiplicity of genres which abound
in spontaneity and versatility.
The didactic path of the young
Donizetti centered around two key figures.
One was his first master and benefactor,
the composer Johann Simon Mayer,
whose fame had reached all of Europe,
and with whom he remained in touch
throughout his life. A second important
figure was Father Stanislao Mattei, a
famous professor of counterpoint at the
Bologna Liceo Musicale (he previously
taught Gioachino Rossini), where he
had attended and completed his musical
courses from 1815 to 1817.
The major part of Donizetti’s
instrumental works were composed from
1816 to 1821 during his Bolognese
period, when, as a 19-year-old, he faced

the first trials in the field of opera. In
1821, he composed his first Studio for
Solo Clarinet, with a dedication “For
my friend Begnigni.” A second Studio
for Clarinet and Bass is dedicated to
Francesco Benigni (this time the name
is spelled correctly). Unfortunately, we
have little knowledge about this musician,
probably a schoolmate at the Bologna
Liceo Musicale and later, in the 1830s,
first clarinet in several Bergamo theaters.
At that time, composers used to work in
synergy with virtuoso instrumentalists,
confirming a practice already in use in the
previous century. Donizetti’s homage to
his clarinetist friend Benigni is an example
of the enrichment of the clarinet repertoire
through partnerships, in the tradition of
Stamitz and Beer, and Mozart and Stadler.
As the clarinet began to occupy a
role of greater prestige both in the solo
and orchestral field, Donizetti wrote
the Concertino in Bb Major for Clarinet
and Orchestra. He also entrusted to this
instrument solo passages in his operas,
revealing valuable qualities in elaborating

the orchestration. The distribution of
various timbres is skillful and effective;
the instrumental contributions, especially
in the woodwinds, illuminate the palette
and reveal a surprising descriptive ability
that enhances the vocal lines, as evidenced
by the solos (entrusted not only to the
clarinet) present in his most famous works:
L’Elisir d’Amore, Lucia di Lammermoor,
La Favorita, and Don Pasquale, to name a
few. Furthermore, thanks to his growing
authority, in December 1833, during
the rehearsals of Lucrezia Borgia at the
Teatro alla Scala in Milan, he suggested a
new arrangement of the orchestra, still in
use today, in which the various families
of instruments are placed around the
strings which are in a semicircle around
the maestro. All this confirms his ability
to influence multiple areas of musical
organization and expression.
STUDIO PRIMO FOR
UNACCOMPANIED CLARINET
For ease of reading, the following work
is carried out on the basis of the original
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Example 1: Studie fur Klarinette by Gaetano Donizetti. All examples from the version edited by Raymond
Meylan © 1970 by Henry Litolff’s Verlag, available at www.edition-peters.com (EP8046). All Rights
Reserved. Used with kind permission.

Example 2

notation, therefore the notes and chords
are expressed exactly as indicated in the
score. The original manuscript of the
Studio is available for consultation at www.
culturaitalia.it. The examples I refer to
in this article are taken with permission
from the Peters Edition of 1970, with
the revision of Raymond Meylan. His
added dynamic markings are enclosed in
parentheses. The Studio is for Bb clarinet.
The form of the Studio is a modified
binary sonata form. The first part is
itself divided in two large sections. The
first section ends on measure 37 with
the accented half note, a cadence on the
32
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dominant of G major. This first section
is in C major up until the second beat
of measure 12, where a triad introduces
the leading tone of A minor, followed by
a series of cadences using the dominanttonic progression until measure 15. The
virtuosic nature and the brilliant character
of this piece are already evident in the
initial measures where groups of four 16th
notes state the pace of the Allegro. Upon
the first readings, one might approach
the entire Studio with a full tone, making
the technical passages of the piece easier,
with attention to clear phrasing and
uniform articulations, whether in legato

or staccato. Then, from an interpretive
viewpoint, the playing of the groups of
16th notes found in measure 7 with a
change in dynamics, from piano with a
crescendo up to measure 9, should provide
an effective preparation for the theme at
measure 10. The octave leaps at measure 9,
approached with a gentle or soft staccato
sustained by the diaphragm, should create
a pleasant and natural effect using a poco
ritenuto. This creates a hint of suspension
before announcing the return of the main
theme in forte at measure 10 (Example 1).
At measure 16, one finds the triad
based on the fourth degree of A minor
followed by an apparently innocuous
chromaticism in measure 18, which
is effective in creating a brief, delicate
moment in a sort of standstill on the
following eighth note of high D. Here a
slight ritenuto and diminuendo at measure
19 enhance this effect. On the fourth
beat of the same measure, we find the
pressing rhythm of groups of four 16th
notes, with a crescendo and echo effect at
measure 21, moving forward with ample
and somewhat precarious staccato leaps in
measure 23 (Example 2). It goes without
saying that the last leap in measure 23
would be easier with the high F in closed
or “long” position (that is, with all holes
closed, using the speaker key and the left
hand opening the C#/G# key).
The modulating bridge of measures 26
and 27, effective in returning to C major
in measure 28, reveals arpeggios and leaps
in 16th-note groups that are technically
challenging. Specifically, the first group
at measure 26 and the second group at
measure 27 are particularly awkward due
to the leap from F in the middle register
to a D in the high register (Example 3).
I suggest playing both passages without
the right-hand G#/D# pinky key. Or,
alternatively, try the open high D, the
harmonic of open G.
It is interesting to note how the
repetition of the initial idea in C major, at
measure 28, culminates on a Neapolitan
cadence in measure 32, to an eighth
note on D (measure 33), which starts a
pedal effect on the dominant of G major
which follows. At measure 37, as already
mentioned, the first section closes. For
a better expressive emphasis, I propose
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dynamic variations in the last part of this
section as indicated in Example 3.
The second section opens with a
cantabile phrase on the dominant using
a sonority marked piano dolce. The
singing line of measure 38 alternates with
the figuration of groups of 16th notes
derived from the initial idea. Here we
find passages in the form of scales and
arpeggios, which suggest the dominant
of G major. The opening of this section,
interpreted with a slight moderation of
tempo, returns to the dynamic nature at
measure 43. This is again abandoned at
measure 46 using three half notes with
ritenuto markings and a gentle ritard and
diminuendo preparing for the return of the
original pace at measure 47 (Example 4).
Note, the technical passages of measure
47, supported with a slight crescendo,
obviously have a more fluid effect with the
right hand down, covering the holes.
Immediately after this, the initial
motive appears, continuing in measure
58 in order to return to the tonality of
G major in measure 61. In this measure
a rhythmic figure appears for the first
time, vaguely recalling the light-hearted
spirit of a cavatina. This episode is more
expressive if the first two staccato eighth
notes are played with a slight hesitation,
i.e., poco ritenuto (Example 5). The section
concludes with a ritornello at measure
67, preceded by descending arpeggios in
G major, the dominant of the principal
tonality, C major.
At measure 68 we find a development
section based on elements derived from
the second section of the first part, which
uses continuous modulations. At measure
82, a rhythmic figuration using groups
of four 16th notes with syncopation,
enforced with a vigorous crescendo and a
ritenuto at measure 93, creates a pressing
effect culminating in a suspended cadence
on E at measure 94, suggesting the
dominant of A minor (Example 6).
Next, at measure 95, a recap of the
elements of groups of 16th notes in C
major. In this case, however, the recap
is abbreviated, since the main motive
was already fully used in the preceding
development. At measure 102, we again
find a repetition of the initial expressive
theme, present also in measure 105, here
proposed with larger jumps (also, in

Example 3

Example 4

Example 5
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This Studio represents a rarity
considering that in the musical
literature of the time, compositions
for unaccompanied clarinet were quite
unusual. In the preface to the Italian
edition published by Ricordi in 1977,
the editor, Giuseppe Garbarino, claims
that Donizetti, by chronology and
compositional analogy, drew inspiration
from Paganini’s Capricci, edited by
Ricordi in 1820: “In the Capricci
Paganiniani, one can discern the writing
of the Studio, committed to a virtuosity
that is not an end in itself, but on the
contrary permeates an articulated and
consequent musical discourse.” Precisely
by virtue of the characteristics set out,
even today the piece is frequently used
in both teaching and concert settings.
The writing, although not easy to perform,
brings about an enjoyment because of
the refinement of the language, rich in
a linear and melodic virtuosity, useful
for those who follow the academic
path, and particularly enjoyable for
those who, in the concert hall, are
preparing to listen. v

Example 6

Example 7

this case, the same dynamic and tempo
indications mentioned for measure 38
are valid).
The coda starts at measure 121,
where the original motive is immediately
emancipated with a descending scale
and octave leaps, marked staccato, which
lead to the altissimo notes of the clarinet.
To evidence the spectacular nature of
these leaps, I would suggest performing
34
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them in a cadential fashion, with a slight
ritenuto of the final part, leading to the
trills of measures 125 and 126. The trills
anticipate the same rhythmic figure
already analyzed at measure 61, but in this
case transposed a fourth higher. The piece
ends on measure 135 with an emphatic
flourish of arpeggios, played with a
crescendo to forte, clearly defining the
original tonality of C major (Example 7).
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Teaching
by Michael Webster

Eighty-second in a series of articles using excerpts from a teaching method in progress by the Professor of Music at Rice University’s Shepherd
School of Music

TRANSPOSITION, PART 1

M

y father was a concert
pianist; my mother was
an amateur cellist. When
I was a teenager, they
put violin parts in front of me so that we
could play trios. It worked for two reasons:
1) My father was very patient with my
mom and me. 2) They never let on that
playing a violin part on the clarinet is
difficult. They just said, “Read it up a step
and if it gets too high, play it down an
octave.” No problem!
When I was confronted with
challenging C clarinet parts in the
orchestral repertoire, like the overtures
to Smetana’s Bartered Bride or Berlioz’s
Benvenuto Cellini, I practiced them from
the C clarinet part and played them
confidently. There were exceptions, such as
the finale of Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique
(I played clarinet 2 for that movement)
and the cadenza from Tchaikovsky’s
Mozartiana. Those I wrote out for myself
because of the numerous accidentals and
speed requirements, the former for Bb
clarinet, and the latter for A clarinet.
Contrast that approach with Steve
Williamson’s. He uses transposed parts
for everything, because transposition can
add a certain amount of stress in a high
profile job like the Chicago Symphony. As
decades have elapsed and transposed parts
have become much more accessible, his
approach makes a lot of sense.
There is, however, another reason to
learn C transposition. It allows you to

play music with other people in informal
settings – jam sessions, sing-alongs, church
services, hospital concerts, and duets with
flute, oboe or strings. A perfect example
is the Telemann Canonic Sonatas, which
are playable as printed by two clarinets
(sounding a step lower than concert
pitch), but which are even better when
the two instruments have different
timbres. If one of those timbres is clarinet,
we must transpose.
Telemann is too challenging for initial
efforts, so here is a way to get started.
Playing C parts on Bb clarinet requires
reading up a whole step, which is also
two steps around the circle of fifths,
adding two sharps or subtracting two

flats. Therefore, flat keys are much easier
to transpose than sharp keys. One of
the axioms of teaching is to eliminate
peripheral difficulty when introducing
something new, so we start with melodies
in the low register with simple rhythms
and intervals.
The easiest key for transposition is Bb
major, putting the clarinet in C major. In
addition, there are many melodies in F
major that stay in the chalumeau register
and can be easily transposed into G major.
Example 1 shows an old favorite from
Gilbert and Sullivan. I chose it because
it is tuneful with narrow intervals.
Another characteristic of all of the
following melodies is that they have some

I'm Called Little Buttercup
From the Operetta, H.M.S. Pinafore (1879)

Words by W.S. Gilbert

Sir Arthur Sullivan
(1842-1900)

& b 43
œœœ . Œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ œ
œ œ
œ
˙ œ œ
PAllegretto

& b œ bœ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ ˙. ˙

9

Example 1: “I’m Called Little Buttercup”
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3
&b 4

The Skater's Waltz

Waltz Tempo

& b ˙.

ṗ

œ

˙

.
˙

œ

˙.

Œ

˙

˙.

˙

œ

˙

˙.
˙.

,

Emil Waldteufel (1837-1915)

œ

˙.

˙.

˙.

Œ

˙

Œ

˙

Example 2: “The Skaters Waltz”

Candide (Fairy of Grace)

Allegro Moderato

from the Ballet, Sleeping Beauty, Op. 66

b 2
& b 4 œ. j œ. j
œ
œ œœ œœ œ œ
F

b
&b œ

10

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ

œ

Tchaikovsky (1889)

œ . œj œ . j œ
œ œœœ œ œœ œ œœ
œ œ œ

œ œ œ œ œ œ

˙
f

Example 3: Tchaikovsky’s Candide

& 43

Andante

œœ ˙
œ ˙
p
& œ . œj œ œ ˙
œ

Example 4: “Amazing Grace”

repetition, which locks in learning in a
most pleasant way.
The two most prominent methods of
transposition are by clef and by interval.
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Amazing Grace

œ ˙
˙

œ ˙

œ ˙

œœ ˙

œ

˙

œ ˙.

œœ ˙
œœ ˙

Transposing by clef is effective but
complicated,1 so we’ll use the intervallic
method. To transpose©from concert pitch
(C) to Bb clarinet, we move two steps

œ

˙.

Traditional

˙

œ

˙

around the circle of fifths. In this case
we subtract one flat and add one sharp,
moving from F major to G major. We read
the first note as D instead of C, then follow
DECEMBER 2020
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Home, Sweet Home

# c Andante.
.
&
j
œ
˙
œ
.
œ
œ
œ œ ˙.
˙
œ
œ
œœ
p
1.
6
# .
& .˙
j
œ œ ˙
œ œ œ. œ œ œ ˙.

Example 5: “Home, Sweet Home”

œ- œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ . œ ˙ œ- œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
c
&
J
p
1.
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œœœœ
. œ ˙ .. ˙ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
&
œ
J
p subito
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ . œ ˙ 2.œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ . œ ˙
.
.
&
J . p subito
J .
Allegro Assai (ç=80)***

Symphony #9, Ode to Joy

Ludwig van Beethoven
arr. M. Webster

***The dividing line between Common and Alla breve is flexible. This theme can be counted in 4 or 2 beats.

Example 6: Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy”

Hungarian Dance No. 1
2
j œ . œj
j
& 4 œ . œj œ . œj œ . œj œj
œ. œ œ. œ
œ
.
˙
˙
F espress.
9
& œ . œj ˙ ˙ œ . œj œ . œj œ . œj œj
œ . œj
œ. ˙ ˙
19
œ. œ œ. œ
œ
œ
.
.
œ
œ
j
& œ . œ œ . j œ . œj
J J J J ˙
œ
˙ ˙
.
œ
29
œ . œ œ . Jœ œJ œ . Jœ ˙ ˙ œ . œ œ . œ œ . œ
˙
J J J
&
J
39
œ. œ œ. œ œ. œ. œ
œ
.
œ
˙
˙
œ
& J
J
J
J ˙ ˙
J
Allegro Molto (å=112) to (å=138)

J. Brahms (arr. M. Webster)

L

L

R

L

L

Example 7: Brahms’s Hungarian Dance No. 1

©

R

R

Henry Bishop

1.

œœ
..
œ

..

2.

˙.

œ

2.

˙.

the melodic intervals: a repeated note, up
a step and a third, down by steps, etc. A
small adventure comes with the Eb in m.
9. In transposition, any accidental alters
the key signature for that moment. In this
case, F# is in the new, mentally supplied key
signature, so the Eb becomes Fn.
In The Clarinet, Vol. 27, No. 3 (June
2000), my ninth article was titled,
“Finding the Right Tonic.” It introduced
key signatures and included melodies in F
major and G major in the low register. The
same melodies are perfect for transposing
from F major to G major. One of them
is shown in Example 2, Waldteufel’s Les
Patineurs (Skaters Waltz), adding a large
interval in m. 10. This sixth should be
viewed as tonic down to a third, an easy
concept for a student who is already well
grounded in the formation of keys via
scales and chords.
Example 3, Tchaikovsky’s Candide,
adds many larger intervals, but only a
small bit of difficulty, because it is in
the easiest key to transpose: Bb major to
C major (two steps around the circle of
fifths, subtracting two flats).
From here, we can tiptoe into sharp
keys by using a familiar song in C major,
Amazing Grace (Example 4), adding two
sharps to put us in D major. It also gives
a good review of rocking the left index
finger between A and F#.
Now we enter the realm of sharpdom
via G major, transposing to A major. Once
again, we have a familiar melody with
small intervals and repetition in Example

©
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b c ˙
b
&
F
b
& b b b c œœ
œœ

Prelude to Khovanshchina

œ œ œ œœ ˙

œ œ

Moderato

espr.

˙˙
˙˙

œœ
œœ

œœ
œœ

? bb b c Œ
b
œ
œ Œ
&

bb

˙

œ œ

b
& b b b n œœ ˙˙
œœ ˙˙
? bb b
Œ
b
œ
œ

6

b
&b

11

Œ

Example 8: Prelude to Khovanshchina
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Œ
b
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œœœ
œ
œ

Œ

œœ
œœ

Œ

œ

œ
˙

w

œœ
œœ

11

œœ
œœ

Œ

œ

con pedala

6

˙˙
˙˙

˙˙
˙˙
Œ

œ

œœ
œœ
Œ

œœ
œœ

˙˙
˙˙

œ œ œ
œ

œ œ œ œ

œœ
œœ

œœ
œœ

œœ
œœ

œ œ œ œœœ

˙

˙

˙˙
˙˙
Œ

œ

œ œ
œœ
œœ

œ Œ œ Œ

Mussorgsky
M. Webster

œœ
œœ

Œ

œ

œœœ
œ
œ

˙˙
˙˙
Œ

Œ

œ

˙˙˙
˙

œœœ
œ

Œ

Œ

œ

˙˙
˙˙

Œ

œ

œœ
œœ
œ

œ œ œ œ

œ

œ

œ œœœ

w

œœ
œœ

n œœœ
œ

˙˙˙
˙

œœœ
œ

n ww
n ww

œ

˙˙
˙˙
Œ

œ

œœ
œœ
Œ

œ

Œ

œ

Œ

œ

œœ
œœ

Œ

˙
˙˙
˙˙
Œ

œ

œœ
œœ
Œ

w
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5, Home Sweet Home. After examples such
as these have established the entry point to
transposition, students can return to earlier
pages of their method book to practice
successively more difficult pieces. Then they
will feel more at home in those informal
gatherings where it is fun to play C parts
with others. Good news: both recreational
music such as this and concert music for
C clarinet almost never have difficult key
signatures. Usually two flats or sharps are
the maximum, occasionally three.
Now let’s add a bit of clarion (third
partial) register. What better way to begin
than with Beethoven’s iconic Ode to Joy,
elegant in its simplicity (Example 6).
There are only two intervals wider than
a third. Like Amazing Grace, supply two
sharps to play in D major.
Brahms’s Hungarian Dance No. 1
(Example 7) is slightly more challenging.
The Beethoven crosses from clarion (third
partial) to chalumeau (first partial) only
once, but the Brahms does several times.
Point out to the student that it is also
transposed up a step to two sharps, but
that the key is B minor, not D major.
Having no accidentals makes it relatively
easy. The fingerings (L and R) are, of
course, for the untransposed original.
As a final treat, Example 8 shows one
of my favorite all-time melodies from
Mussorgsky’s Kovanshchina. Transposing
from Bb major to C major without
accidentals gives a lot of bang for the
buck. Of course the piano accompaniment
would have to be transposed up a step
as well.
These eight short pieces give the
advancing student some poignant
melodies for early transposition practice.
After this, encourage them to keep
transposing regularly with increasingly
complex melodies and key signatures.
Gaining fluency is not difficult if you start
early and do it regularly.
There are some more advanced
aspects of transposition to investigate in
Transposition, Part 2.
WEBSTER’S WEB
Your feedback and input are valuable to
our readership. Please send comments
and questions to mwebster@rice.edu or
Michael Webster, Shepherd School of

Music, MS-532 P.O. Box 1892, Houston,
TX 77251-1891
In March, COVID-19 brought our
musical lives to an abrupt halt. Recitals,
chamber music concerts, orchestra
concerts and festivals had to be canceled.
Like so many of you, I found my schedule
to be suddenly and sadly vacant. My
biggest personal loss was cancellation
of the Houston Youth Symphony’s final
concert cycle, for which we had started
preparing a performance of William
Bolcom’s Symphony No. 9 with him
in attendance.
In our little sunroom hang two plates
given to us by my wife’s Dutch relatives.
The first is in Dutch: Van het concert des
levens krygt niemand een program (“In
the concert of life, no one receives a
program”). The second is in Frisian, a
language spoken in northern Holland
and northwestern Germany: Eltse wolk
hat in sulveren ranne. (“Every cloud has a
silver rim.”)
Covid has certainly given these two
old sayings deeper meaning. The first is a
reminder that, regardless of plans that we
all make, there will be unexpected turns
of event. A global pandemic qualifies!
The second is usually given in English
as “Every cloud has a silver lining,” but
the Frisian version (rim instead of lining)
implies that the good is not completely
hidden by the bad, rather it peeks around
the side and exists simultaneously. For me,
the pandemic brought silver rims on both
sides of the cloud.
The first was the many clarinet
offerings online. In May, we had Michelle
Anderson’s Clarinet Connections, featuring
such artists as David Shifrin, Jose FranchBallester, Seunghee Lee, Sean Perrin and
Jenny Maclay. In June, ICA Plays On was
organized by Jenny Maclay and Jessica
Harrie with too many contributors to
mention by name. July brought the
Bravissimo Clarinet Academy, organized by
Stanislav Golovin and Emil Khudyev. The
West Coast was represented by Yehuda
Gilad, Boris Allakhverdyan, and Ben
Lulich; the central states by Frank Cohen
and Stephen Williamson; and the East
Coast by Ismail Lumanovski, Seunghee
Lee, François Kloc and David Gould.
Thanks to everyone for keeping our

clarinet juices alive during a fallow period.
The camaraderie and generous sharing of
information reminded us how closely knit
the clarinet community is.
The other rim of the cloud gave
me time away from my usual summer
teaching and playing to return to the
“teaching method in progress” that my
articles have referred to 82 times. After
lying dormant for a few years, the filing
boxes under the piano in my wife’s
studio at Rice found their way home,
demanded my attention, and are now
much closer to being compiled into a
finished version. v
ENDNOTES
1

By using seven clefs, middle C can be placed
on a ledger line below the staff (treble clef ), on
the first, second, third, and fourth lines of the
staff (soprano, mezzo-soprano, alto and tenor
clefs), on the fifth line of the staff (baritone clef,
an F clef on the third line instead of the usual
fourth line for bass clef ) and on the ledger line
above the staff (bass clef ). Of these clefs, the
only ones in common use are treble, alto (viola),
tenor (cello, bassoon and trombone in their
upper registers) and bass. This system has a steep
learning curve, but total fluidity can be obtained
with persistent study.
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Music and Language:
Implications for Teaching Clarinet
by Mark Wolbers

P

aula Corley is to be commended for her
article in the “Pedagogy Corner” titled
“Again, With Feeling!” (Vol. 47, No.1,
December 2019). Expressive performance
is at the heart of what we do but it is easy to
get sidetracked and go down the rabbit hole of
technique. Worse, much of beginning instrumental
instruction for wind instruments is concerned with
decoding the music on the page: what fingering
is to be used when that F♯ appears, how long to
hold it, how loud and when to play it, and so on.
Often, the emotional content and the exploration
and demonstration of expression is overlooked.
From a pedagogy standpoint, there is much to
be learned from recent studies of the brain and
language acquisition.
It is a general consensus that the first basic
function of both language and music was to
express emotional meaning.1 With a common
evolutionary origin, it should not be surprising
that music and language share many structural and
functional similarities. These similarities make it
possible for music educators to draw useful insights
from language.
Each member of a language community can
understand the other members of that community
because each has learned the commonly agreed
upon conventions of that language. This includes
words, word order and intonation, which linguists
define as the rise and fall of the voice in language.2
For example, the English language community
operates under an agreement that adjectives will
precede nouns. We say “the white house” not “the
house white.”
Music has shared conventions just like
language. The melodic, harmonic, rhythmic and
inflective conventions which govern expression and
interpretation of music from the Classical period, for
example, are distinctly different from those of late
20th-century jazz. More importantly, as in language,
these conventions are learned and agreed to by the
community that engages in that stylistic genre.
In spoken language, words alone can be
communicative but are not necessarily expressive.
When speaking we convey expressivity by the
rhythm and tempo of our words, contour and
inflection of our voice, and even with the movement
40
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of our body and face. These expressive acts in
language are not capricious or arbitrary. Like
word order, they are controlled by the learned
conventions of the language. There is a learned
understanding of how to inflect the voice for a
question, or the tone and rhythm that conveys
happiness or any of the other emotional states of
being. It is the same with music.
The process of language acquisition and
learning begins at birth and is facilitated by the
parent’s speech with the child. In comparison to
conversations among adults, parent speech with
children “is slower, more exaggerated in pitch,
more directed to the here and now, and more
grammatical.”3 Steven Pinker refers to this parent
talk as “motherese.” He writes that “motherese
has interpretable melodies: a rise-and-fall contour
for approving, a set of sharp, staccato bursts for
prohibiting, a rise pattern for directing attention,
and smooth, low legato murmurs for comforting.”4
In other words, language has expressive content
that is expressed using musical values and learned
through exposure to not only expressive talk,
but exaggerated expressive conversation. To help
children acquire language, we do not reduce
our conversational examples to only vocabulary
and word order. We model language in a fully
expressive context. In fact, it appears to be helpful
to exaggerate the expressive aspects in order to assist
the child in the absorption and experimentation
with the language’s grammar and syntax.
Shinichi Suzuki, founder of the Suzuki method
of music instruction, also recognized the connection
between language and music learning. He believed
that the formative early childhood years from birth to
age 7 or 8 were crucial for the acquisition of musical
skills. Underlying his method is the concept that
musical perception and performance skills should be
acquired in the same way language skills are acquired.
Consequently, young children should be constantly
exposed to the best examples of live and recorded
musical performance. In addition, the best teachers
were required because children’s initial learning was
based on imitating the teacher’s model.5
Since most clarinetists do not begin in their
school instrumental music programs until age 9 at
DECEMBER 2020
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the earliest, it may be useful to consider
how second languages are taught. Lantolf
and others extend Vygotskyan language
theory to second-language acquisition.
They claim that second-language learners
advance to higher levels of linguistic
knowledge when they collaborate and
interact with speakers of the second
language who are more knowledgeable.
This could be either a teacher or a more
advanced student.6
Music students experience this
approach through private instruction,
interacting one-on-one with a master
teacher. Teachers model, while students
absorb, experiment and model the
material back. This interactive, or
conversational approach to modeling,
experimentation and application of the
musical genre’s grammar and syntax is
probably one of the most important and
effective parts of a musical education.
The critical question becomes one of
how to teach the musical “language” in
ensemble instruction, especially since
many students may not have access to
high quality private instruction. The
interaction should consist of more than
feedback on correct notes, rhythm or
other abstract markings. It is essential that
the music educator make frequent use of
fully expressive modeling, either with their
instrument or voice.
There is no better place to begin
implementing teaching strategies for
learning expressive conventions than the
beginning instrumental classroom. When
students have opened their beginning
band books and are learning their first
notes, take the opportunity to discuss
and model how a note might be imbued
with an emotion. Play a whole note in
an angry way and then in a sweet way.
Discuss what was different and what you
did to make it happen. What is the effect
of a diminuendo or crescendo? Then have
the students assign emotions to their notes
and demonstrate. This a great way to
begin exploring the language of music and
also immediately connect the student to
the importance of how they use their air!
As the students begin to play series
of notes and simple songs, it is time to
activate their curiosity about how we
express a musical line. Model a song on

your clarinet or with your voice while
slightly exaggerating the expressive
elements. Encourage your students to
listen very carefully and have them try to
describe what you are doing. It is helpful
at this point to have the song on the board
and to diagram their observations. This
can be done using dynamics, commas or
other expressive markings. Remember that
when a master musician plays musically,
it can simply sound “good” to a beginner.
Listening for the subtle nuances and
inflections of notes and phrases is new
to most students. Try to prompt their
observations with suggestions to listen
to the shape of the notes, or dynamic
direction of the phrases.
The next step is for students to begin
adding their own expressive inflections and
ideas to their songs. Share on the board and
model the good expressive ideas that the
students have so that everyone can try them
out. My college professor Fred Ormand
would encourage me to have a rationale for
the direction of every note in a phrase. One
could say that every note is either coming
or going in the line. Conceptually, that can
have a big impact on how we expressively
think about and use our air.
At all levels of instruction, the music
instructor should expressively model
with their voice or instrument, and if
conducting, conduct as expressively as
possible. The conductor’s movements,
facial expressions and body language
reinforce the expressive conventions
being taught and modeled. To merely
keep time is not sufficient to advance
the understanding and expressive use of
musical materials by the student.
We should acknowledge that the
capacity to comprehend and express
one’s self is essential to a person’s desire
to engage in a language. The mere skill
to copy and sound out words (notes)
without understanding their meaning or
ability to use them to give meaning, does
not inspire participation. Being able to
understand a music’s expressive grammar
and syntax is a necessary component
for lifelong participation. This ability
to apply the expressive conventions of a
musical “language” or genre is crucial if
our students are to continue playing their
clarinets long after the social activity of the
school ensemble ends. v
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Hashimoto

ondon-based clarinetist Anna Hashimoto
has a diverse career as a soloist, chamber
musician, orchestral musician and teacher.
She has performed across the United
Kingdom, Europe, United States, Mexico and
Japan, and has released three solo albums, all of

Anna Hashimoto

which have been well received. She is a member
of Atéa Quintet which has been an ensemble in
residence at the Birmingham Conservatoire since
2012, where they perform and coach chamber
music. Anna and I sat down for our conversation
in March 2020 via video conference. At the time,
we had both been confined to our homes sheltering
against the coronavirus that had been sweeping the
globe, so it was a welcome respite and her obvious
enthusiasm and love for performing was uplifting.
CHASTINE HOFMEISTER: First, tell me a little
about yourself: how did you come to play the clarinet?
ANNA HASHIMOTO: I was born in Saitama, Japan.
However, my parents were living in London prior
to this and so I have lived in London since I was
six months old. My mom is a pianist and my dad
is a violinist, so I’ve always had music in the house
since I was a baby in the womb. This is my mom’s
memory, I don’t remember this, but apparently
when I first went to school, I came back home
and said, “Mom, mom! I met people who don’t
play an instrument!” Because for me, that was a
mind-blowing thing. I thought playing music was
just there, like it’s something everybody did. So,
I started on piano just because that was what was
in the house when I was about 3 or 4. Because
my mom did a lot of accompanying, I heard lots
of different instruments being rehearsed in the
music room and I’d be next door drawing pictures
and things. There was a Japanese clarinetist who
was a really friendly, wonderful person. But also,
he squeaked every once in a while, and I noticed
it next door. So, when they finished rehearsing,
I went in and I said, “Why do you play those
high poppy notes?” And he said, “Oh, well, you
see inside the clarinet, there’s actually a monkey
that lives inside,” and I thought that was the most
amazing thing, thinking, “That’s the instrument
I’m going to play.” I started when I was around
9 and at that time, schools across the country
offered free lessons. So, I chose clarinet and had
clarinet lessons.
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CH: And how did you come to play the
basset clarinet?
AH: That is really thanks to Michael
Collins. Since I started playing,
Michael Collins has always been
my idol, my hero. I used to – well I
probably shouldn’t say this – but I
used to skip school to go and listen to
master classes at the Royal College of
Music. I remember one time he was
playing basset clarinet for the Mozart
Clarinet Concerto. I started to learn
with Michael when I was 16. Around
that time, I had the chance to perform
the Mozart Clarinet Concerto. I think it
was in Japan, but anyway, Michael said
right from the beginning, you shouldn’t
play it on the A clarinet. You should
play it straight away on basset clarinet.
Luckily, around that time, Peter Eaton
was selling this basset joint. It was
really the perfect timing for everything
and since that time, I have had a basset
joint that I could play.
CH: That worked out really well, then. Do
you find it difficult to switch back and
forth between clarinet and basset clarinet
or is it just very natural to you?
AH: It’s actually really ergonomic.
Basically, it’s not a whole different
instrument. The top joint is the same as
the A clarinet, and it’s just the bottom
joint that’s different. So, the only thing
is that it feels a bit heavier. Actually, it
doesn’t feel too different from playing
an A clarinet just with a bit more.
CH: That’s fascinating! How did you begin
your career as a soloist?
AH: That’s probably when I was in my
teenage years, I want to say maybe 14.
I went to do the Young Clarinetists
Competition in Tokyo in 2003 and
I won. Around that time, I started
to become noticed. When I was 15,
I had this incredible opportunity to
play the Weber Concertino with the
English Chamber Orchestra at the
Barbican. This was a concert which
was featuring Japanese musicians. So,
the conductor was Japanese and there
was Daishin Kashimoto, violinist,
who is now concertmaster at the
Berlin Philharmonic. At this time, he
was a soloist alongside me playing a
concerto. And yet, somehow, I was
also one of the soloists. That helped

launch my solo career. I also had a few
other competition successes including
winning the first International Clarinet
Competition in Kortirk, Belgium,
which is now held in Ghent. Then a
lot of word-of-mouth, lucky
coincidences, and being invited for
different things. I feel it has been lots
of really good fortune.
CH: You also have a number of albums
out. Your latest recording, A Touch
of Britain, features works by Alwyn,
Horovitz, Stanford, Howells and
Hurlestone. Can you tell me a little about
the inspiration for the album?
AH: Up until A Touch of Britain, all of
my solo albums were recorded with
a company called Meridian, which
is a U.K.-based company. Actually,
once a year or so, I have a bunch of
concerts in Japan. During one of these
trips, this record label, Fontec, came
to see me backstage and said, “We’d
love you to record an album with us.”
And they gave me free rein and said,
“Think about what you’d like to do.”
And it seems a bit counterintuitive,
but here I was in Japan, Japanese by
birth, and with a Japanese pianist and I
thought, “Hey, you know what? I’ll do
an all British program!” I really felt it
reflected me in the sense that I’m doing
this with the Japanese label and lots of
Japanese connections but I’m U.K.based. I’ve lived in London since I was
six months old, and this repertoire is
stuff that I’ve really grown up with.
So far, my previous CDs hadn’t really
featured British music, and I really
wanted to represent the music.
CH: It really pays homage to both countries in
that respect. Do you have any other plans
for other upcoming albums at this time?
AH: No, not particularly, but the other
thing that I have is a wind quintet
called the Atéa Wind Quintet and we
recorded two CDs. Our first one was
originally named Music for Five Winds.
Then on our second CD, we actually
did some nonet pieces, so music for
nine winds. I think for the moment I
don’t have recording plans.
CH: I’m sure that has to take so much time
in production and planning.
AH: It does take up a lot of mental space.

The recording process might be like
three days or something, but of course,
there’s rehearsing before and then
preparing the music before that. And
then we’re waiting for the edits and
listening back and it definitely takes up
a lot of energy and time.
CH: You have a very busy and multifaceted
career between chamber music, orchestra
performances and teaching. So aside from
your solo and chamber music performances
that we’ve already touched on, could you
tell me a little about your other projects?
Do you have any tips for busy clarinetists
balancing a lot of projects?
AH: Yes, I really think variety is the spice
of life and I’ve often been pigeonholed
as a soloist, but I really feel like music
making can’t be pigeonholed. Being
creative and enjoying music with others
comes in all sorts of different ways
and I really enjoy all of them. So yes, I
have my wind quintet chamber group.
I also like to collaborate with lots of
different musicians on different kinds
of pieces; contemporary music as well.
The weirdest combination that I’ve
done was at the end of last year. It was
for clarinet, cello, piano and two PingPong players; different composers had
written pieces for that combination for
actual professional Ping-Pong players.
It was really crazy. So, I just love it
when I hear something like that in an
email. I just think, yes!
CH: That’s amazing, I’m absolutely
fascinated. Is there a recording of this?
AH: No, I don’t think it was recorded.
There might be an excerpt, I’ll have
a look.
CH: I’ll have to have a look, too, because
that’s fabulous.
AH: So, I like taking on any kind of crazy
project. I also freelance in the U.K.
orchestral scene, which I really, really
love. Just all that great repertoire for
orchestra, both symphony orchestra
and chamber orchestra. Also, I like
operas and I really enjoy that sense
of all of us creating this experience
together with the audience as well; it’s
something really extraordinary. And I
do a fair bit of teaching. I teach at the
Royal Birmingham Conservatoire. It’s
a wonderful music conservatoire and
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a few years ago it moved to a brandnew building, so great facilities. As well
as really striving to always be the best
clarinetist I can be, I also really feel
the importance of passing on to the
next generation and encouraging them
to pursue their dreams. So, it’s like a
constant, inspiring cycle. It’s great! And I
also tutor on various courses and things.
That might include amateur winds
of the older generation and various
wind chamber music courses or wind
courses. I was also supposed to coach
for the National Youth Orchestra, but
due to circumstances it was canceled.
It was rescheduled and was the first
online project I was involved with. The
NYO did an incredible job at swiftly
moving to video conferencing for this
course. It felt extra poignant that the
repertoire choice was Beethoven 9: it
felt like a real celebration of everyone’s
undefeated spirit! As for balancing work,
I don’t have any solutions except to
always come back to the fact that this is
what I love, and to remember this great
joy. Then it doesn’t become a chore!
And having the variety means it never
gets monotonous or boring! Teaching
refreshes my practice, which refreshes
my collaborations, etc.
CH: I understand, it’s been very strange
lately with so many things canceled due
to the coronavirus outbreak, and finding
other outlets to perform and keep busy
with right now. It’s so refreshing to hear
your take on the cycle of performing,
inspiring others to pursue their dreams,
and being inspired in return. So, who
have been your biggest influences?
AH: I think without a doubt, the first
person that comes to mind is Michael
Collins. I really felt right since the
beginning, just awe-inspired by how
he performs, not only his incredible
technical facility and his beautiful
sound, but he’s just someone who really
communicates with the audience in
each moment. And one of my vivid
memories is when I started to learn
with Michael – it was a big Mozart
anniversary year and Michael shares a
birthday with Mozart, as well. So in one
month, I think he did something like
20 Mozart concertos and I went to all
the London ones. I can’t remember how
many it was, I went to at least three, I
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think. Every time it was fresh and every
time it was different, and at the same
time, it felt really authentic. Each time
he just responded to the atmosphere of
the moment, and that really inspired
me. So yes, definitely, Michael.
CH: That’s fantastic, it’s so difficult to keep
performances authentic and fresh each
time after you played it so many times in
such a short period of time. Are there any
other upcoming projects or other things
you’d like to tell me about yourself?
AH: I feel like the whole music scene is
really adjusting to the current situation
with the coronavirus. At the moment,
any projects I happen to have in the
diary are sort of who knows what,
right? I was supposed to play the
Mozart Concerto at the Royal Albert
Hall. So, that was a big one! It was
rescheduled to Oct. 31 in a new venue,
and has now been rescheduled again
for May 14, 2021. The U.K. Covid-19
situation is dire at the moment but I’ve
been incredibly fortunate to be able
to continue teaching online, and also
perform some socially distanced concerts
in September. I have some session work
and workshops, both socially distanced
and online, but the next big concert
isn’t until next year. I am performing a
Mozart concerto in Hiroshima with the
Hiroshima Symphony Orchestra, and
joining the orchestra in the second half
for Scheherazade. I can’t wait!
CH: Oh, nice! That will be a really fun
program.
AH: So now I’m just offering online
lessons. I am just trying to keep creative.
I’ve got a lot of etudes on the go, I’m
knitting a lot and I’m reading a lot.
CH: I saw on your social media that you’ve
been doing some socially distanced
concerts, online collaborations, and online
courses. Have there been any challenges in
adapting performances and teaching to an
online or socially distanced format?
AH: I’ve loved the challenge of moving
things to online platforms! After the
National Youth Orchestra course I’ve
been involved in quite a few courses,
such as for Vacation Chamber Orchestra
and Sound and Music Summer School.
The latter is a young composers’ course,
and after a week-long journey over video

conference helping 10 students with
their compositions, we physically met to
record their works. I walked two hours
to get to the venue as I don’t drive: I
have been avoiding public transport and
don’t drive so my legs are pretty strong
now! Possibly the biggest challenge was
when I stepped in as a deputy to teach
three online lessons in Antigua and one
young boy had just gotten a clarinet that
day. Trying to explain how to put an
instrument together and place the reed
correctly over video conferencing was
frustrating for both of us, but when he
got some notes out, we all celebrated!
During these times of isolation,
collaborating with friends and colleagues
has been a real joy. More than the end
product, the process of connecting, even
in these unusual ways, is wonderful. If
anyone wants to do something, please
do get in touch. v
* * * * *
You can find more information about
Anna Hashimoto on Facebook, Twitter,
or www.annahashimoto.com.
An excerpt from the Ping-Pong chamber
music performance mentioned in this
interview can be found on YouTube.
This article was originally conducted in
March of 2020 and updated in October to
reflect changes before going to press.
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Krzysztof Penderecki’s Clarinet Works:
An Introduction
by Jan Jakub Bokun

POLISH CLARINET LITERATURE
Polish clarinet literature is a broad category,
comprising works from several periods composed
in various styles and for different instrumental
arrangements. Most clarinetists know only a
few works by 20th-century composers – first and
foremost Witold Lutosławski’s Dance Preludes
and Antoni Szałowski’s Sonatina. There is also the
Clarinet Concerto in Bb Major by Karol Kurpiński –
a composer who was the first to enrich the Polish
clarinet repertoire with a solo concerto. Yet, despite
its popularity in Poland, it remains relatively
unknown abroad. Perhaps this results from a
relatively small number of scholarly publications
devoted to clarinet works by Polish composers; the
issue has been undertaken by merely a few authors
(naturally ignoring the references in composers’
monographs): Marek Schiller,2 Kinga Kiwała,3
Bogusław Jakubowski,4 Marcel Chyrzyński,5 Roman
Widaszek,6 Andrzej Bukowski,7 Monika WilińskaTarcholik8 and Tomasz Sośniak.9
When at the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries
the clarinet was already a popular solo instrument
in Germany and Austria praised by virtuosos, in
Poland it was still a novelty. Thus, when assessing
the works involving the clarinet written by Polish
composers, the issue must be viewed from a wider
perspective of Polish musical tradition, which in
the case of woodwind instruments – contrary to the
violin or the piano – is not deeply rooted.

Photo by Adam Kumiszcza

INTRODUCTION
At the time of his death in March 2020, Krzysztof
Penderecki was the best recognized and most
acclaimed Polish composer. Born in 1933 in
Dębica, his career included a long list of prestigious
awards such as the Wihuri Sibelius Prize (1983),
the Grammy Award (1988, 1999, 2001, 2017), the
Prize of the International Music Council UNESCO
(1993) and the MIDEM Classical Award as the
Best Living World Composer of the Year (2000).
He has been awarded the doctorates honoris causa
by several dozen universities and received many
distinguished Polish and foreign decorations.1 As we
look back at the life of Penderecki this seems a good
time to celebrate his works for clarinet.

Krzysztof Penderecki

KRZYSZTOF PENDERECKI’S
CLARINET WORKS
In the early 1960s, Penderecki became an eminent
representative of the musical avant-garde. His
compositional language was characterised by
aleatoricism, strong chromaticism and startling
sound effects (clusters, glissandos, unusual means of
articulation).10 Yet, the Polish Requiem, composed in
1980-2005, shows that Penderecki distanced himself
from the idea and language of the avant-garde in a
return to traditional values – a classical function of
harmony and romantic expression.11
Music for wind instruments occupies a prominent
position in Penderecki’s work. In recent years he
wrote excellent concertos for trumpet (2015),12
saxophone (2015, transcription from Viola Concerto
of 1983)13 and horn (“Winterreise”, 2008);14 his Flute
Concerto (1992)15 is gaining in popularity.
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Penderecki’s most important works for
the clarinet or involving the clarinet are:
Miniatures for clarinet and piano (1956)
Prelude for solo clarinet (1987)
Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra
(c. 1995, transcription from Viola
Concerto, 1983)
Clarinet Concerto for Clarinet and
Chamber Orchestra (1995,
transcription from Flute Concerto,
1992)
Quartet for Clarinet and String Trio
(1993)
Sinfonietta No. 2, for clarinet and strings
(1994, transcription from Quartet for
Clarinet and String Trio, 1993)
Concerto Grosso No. 2, for three
clarinets, two basset horns (one
interchangeable with the bass
clarinet) and orchestra (2004)
Miniatures is a modest piece composed
while Penderecki was still a student
(1956), echoing the music of Webern,
Prokofiev and Bartók. Even though it
was recorded by the eminent German
clarinetist Sabine Meyer,16 it has never
become especially popular and is now
treated as the great composer’s “sin of
youth.”
The Prelude for solo clarinet from 1987
also occupies a marginal position in the
repertoire of performing clarinetists. This
short piece was composed as a birthday
present for Paul Patterson, a British
composer and a friend of Penderecki. The
piece begins with a series of semitone
“sighs” in the clarinet’s lower register, after
which the melody gradually climbs higher
and higher, the movement intensifies and
the dynamics and emotional temperature
increase. After reaching the climax the
melody gradually drops towards the
clarinet’s lower register, echoing the initial
phrases of this short piece.
Any discussion of Krzysztof
Penderecki’s concertos for clarinet and
orchestra requires an explanation that the
composer has never written a concerto
especially for clarinet, but transcribed
earlier viola and flute concertos. The
Viola Concerto was transcribed for cello
by Boris Pergamenschikow in 1989;
the version for clarinet was created
much later. It premiered in 1995 at the
Boulder Colorado Music Festival and was
performed by an Israeli clarinetist, Orit
Orbach, accompanied by the Colorado
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Music Festival Orchestra conducted by
Giora Bernstein. The Polish premiere
took place during the 41st International
Festival of Contemporary Music “Warsaw
Autumn” in 1998,17 when it was performed
by Dmitri Ashkenazy and the Sinfonia
Varsovia conducted by Jacek Kaspszyk. In
2006, Ashkenazy recorded the piece on a
CD under the composer’s supervision.18
Penderecki’s Clarinet Concerto was also
performed by Paul Meyer and Andrzej
Wojciechowski. The piece features
a “sighing motif ” so characteristic
of Penderecki’s later work – a falling
semitone imparting a nostalgic, autumnal
atmosphere to the music, perfectly
corresponding to the clarinet’s tone.
The Flute Concerto was composed in
1992 with the French flutist Jean-Pierre
Rampal in mind.19 It was transcribed for
the clarinet by the composer himself three
years later as commissioned by the Czech
Philharmonic. The concerto features high
flute tessitura and a number of articulatory
challenges faced by the soloist, such as
very fast staccatos in the high register. It
was premiered in Prague by Sharon Kam
and the Czech Philharmonic conducted
by the composer on March 7, 1996, and
was recorded for Teldec.20 Similarly, as the
earlier transcription of the Viola Concerto,
this one-movement work features several
parts of diversified character and tempo.
It is a virtuoso composition, abounding
in light musical arabesques and dialogues
between the instruments of the orchestra.21
One of Penderecki’s most personal
chamber works – Quartet for Clarinet
and String Trio, 199322 – revealed a wide
spectrum of references to the musical
tradition of European Romanticism. The
composition premiered in Lübeck in
August of the same year, performed by
Sharon Kam, Christopher Poppen, Kim
Kashkashian and Boris Pergamenschikow.
The quartet consists of four distinct parts
bearing – except for the final Abschied –
classic genre names: Notturno,23 Scherzo,
Serenade. The names suggest Romantic
musical language, though – as befits the
former leader of musical avant-garde – it
remains moderately contemporary. In
Tomasz Jeż’s words:
The most distinct references are
heard in the Scherzo, reminding of
Beethoven from the first chord, but
also later, in more extensive parts,

when the clarinet and the viola
undertake a dialogue. The spirit of
Viennese Classicism also pervades
the Serenade maintaining the
Tempo di Valse. Yet, for Penderecki
Vienna is also Alban Berg, whose
echo is heard as distinctly as in the
famous Symphony No. 4 “Adagio”
from 1989.24
However, Schubertian simplicity and
reduction of technical means, such as
ostinato or repetitions, predominate.
The Quartet is one of Penderecki’s most
personal works, perfectly balanced in its
form and content. In this context the title
of the last part Abschied becomes clear;
Penderecki refers to it in an interview:
A farewell but we need to
ask: a farewell to what? Perhaps
to a certain type of music. (…)
Recently this little gremlin that sits
somewhere there in my music and
my personality has calmed down
and has been replaced by lyricism,
concentration. The time has come
for another escape into privacy, an
escape from this hustle and bustle.
(…) I think that the quartet may
be described as a dinner for four, an
intimate meeting of four friends, of
whom each has something to say
but who know each other so well
that they don’t have to tell the whole
story. Scherzo, Serenade, Farewell –
I think that it is a farewell to
heroic music.25
In 1994, a year after its premiere,
the Quartet for Clarinet and String Trio
appeared in its version for the orchestra as
Sinfonietta No. 2. Its premiere performance
took place during the Kissinger Sommer
festival; the solo part was performed by
Paul Meyer. The new composition retained
the original form and texture but the sound
proportions changed – a chamber piece was
transformed into a “full-blooded” concerto
for clarinet, which – as the solo instrument
– has decidedly moved to the foreground.
Three years after completing the popular
Concerto Grosso No. 1 for three cellos
and orchestra (2000–2001) Penderecki
returned to this Baroque form, composing
the Concerto Grosso No. 2, for five clarinets
and orchestra (2004). The premiere of this
17-minute-long work – performed on June
3, 2003, by Paul Meyer, Michel Lethiec,
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Martin Fröst, two soloist-clarinetists of the
orchestra and the Orquesta Sinfónica de
Madrid conducted by the composer –
still remains the only performance to date.
It is interesting that Schott Music –
Penderecki’s publisher – declines any
requests to borrow its score, though in
2019 a recording was released on the Dux
label with Arkadiusz Adamski, principal
clarinetist of the National Polish Radio
Symphony Orchestra, and his students. The
composition’s status in the catalog of the
composer’s works still remains indefinite.26
The extensive Sextet for Clarinet, Horn,
String Trio and Piano (2000)27 seems
Krzysztof Penderecki’s most interesting
and most important chamber piece.
It premiered on June 7, 2000, in the
Musikverein concert hall in Vienna during
the Wiener Festwochen; it was performed
by Paul Meyer, clarinet; Radovan Vlatković,
horn; Julian Rachlin, violin; Yuri Bashmet,
viola; Mstislav Rostropovich, cello; and
Dmitri Alexeev, piano. The instrumental
lineup alludes to Schubert’s Octet in F
major, Op. 166, or Beethoven’s Septet in Eb
major, Op. 20. Extraordinarily rich in its
sound stratum, this two-movement work
abounds in technical difficulties for the
performers but it is extremely accessible
for the audience. It is a thoroughly
eclectic piece, in its style close to that of
Shostakovich, Stravinsky and Mahler (a
beautiful part played by the French horn!).
Penderecki juxtaposes lyricism, cantilena
and elegy with the grotesque and solemn,
provoking sharp contrasts of expression.
Disconcerting repetitions of individual
sounds bring to mind madness streaked
with dread in Shostakovich’s vein.
The whole of Krzysztof Penderecki’s
output, marked by diversity of forms
and musical genres as well as originality
of musical ideas, reflects all the changes
that happened in the music of the 20th
century. Synthesis, together with creativity
and an extraordinary composer’s talent
is also a feature that puts Penderecki on
par with Gustav Mahler, a composer who
in the opinion of many summed up the
whole of Austro-German symphonic
music. Penderecki as a modernist, postmodernist and now a neo-romantic? It
does not matter; the composer seems to
say, subscribing to the words of another
great post-romantic, Tadeusz Baird: “With
time it transpires that the best moments in

any man’s life are those when something
beautiful and emotional moves you.
Selflessly. And if music can offer you such
a moment of emotion, it has got
the reason to exist, it is worth listening
to from time to time attentively and
with concentration…”28 v
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[See also “Penderecki’s Chamber Works
with Clarinet” by Peter Cain in The
Clarinet Vol. 41/1 (December 2013). Ed.]
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JOHN
Interviewwith BRUCE
YEH

by Laura McLaughlin

I

t was August 2019, back when orchestras were
conducting business as usual. The term “social
distancing” was not in anyone’s vocabulary. I
was in the historic Martin Theatre enjoying
John Bruce Yeh and the Chicago Philharmonic
rehearsing Leonard Bernstein’s Trouble in Tahiti as
part of the 2019 Ravinia Festival, under the direction
of Marin Alsop, with Jamie Bernstein in attendance
workshopping her father’s piece. After the rehearsal, I
had the honor of interviewing John about his musical
upbringings and career. John Bruce Yeh joined the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra in 1977 as the first
Asian musician appointed to the orchestra, and is the
longest-serving clarinetist in CSO history.
LAURA MCLAUGHLIN: Who was your first clarinet
teacher?
JOHN BRUCE YEH: My first clarinet teacher was
Gordon Herritt in Los Angeles at a local music
store called Musicians’ Supply Shop, when I was
6. Mr. Herritt was a student of Glen Johnston
who studied with Auguste Périer in France.
So there was this lineage of the French style. I
learned scales, arpeggios and etudes, and pretty
soon I was auditioning for youth orchestras.
I played in the Mount Saint Mary’s Youth
Orchestra. During the summers when school was
out, a few of the members of the orchestra would
get together and rehearse at David Newman’s
house. Lionel Newman was this big Hollywood
composer and his two sons David and Tommy
were violinists and we’d get together in their
parent’s garage and rehearse with them. Recently
we’ve reconnected with David Newman. David’s
conducted the Chicago Symphony on a number
of occasions because he’s a big Hollywood
composer himself – they’re all famous Hollywood
composers now: David, Tommy, and their cousin
Randy Newman.
I studied with Mr. Herritt from age 6 to
10 and then he said, “I think you should go to
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another teacher and get more sophisticated training,” because
I had made quite a bit of progress with him. He said I should
go study with Mitchell Lurie because he was a big clarinet
teacher in those days. My dad called Mitchell and he said,
“well, you know I’m really busy with students and playing. But
this new guy in town named Gary Gray would be really good
to contact.” Gary Gray was the clarinet teacher at UCLA at the
time, he did a lot of studio playing, and he played in the Los
Angeles Chamber Orchestra for decades.
LM: How long did you study with Gary Gray?
JBY: I studied with Gary all through high school and for two
years of college, but he’d go to Aspen during the summers.
LM: What formative experiences did you have while studying
with Gary?
JBY: When I was 13 years old until I left Los Angeles to go to New
York, I played in the American Youth Symphony conducted
by Mehli Mehta who was Zubin Mehta’s father. I learned
everything about orchestra from Mehli Mehta, and he’d often
say, “You have to play chamber music.” At that time, Gary got
me this opportunity to study chamber music through the Young
Musicians Foundation. I had my first chamber music coachings
with Eleonore and Alice Schoenfeld, two sisters that came from
Berlin after World War II and immigrated to California and
taught at USC. I’d have coachings on the Beethoven Trio and the
Mozart Quintet with these distinguished women that were great
artists in their own right.
While at the same time having chamber music coachings
with the Schoenfelds, I regularly went to the Los Angeles
Philharmonic. I’d get student tickets and often they’d be in the
first row, and once I remember sitting in the first row during a
performance of The Rite of Spring conducted by Zubin Mehta,
which was an incredible experience. Then I remember hearing
a performance of the Messiaen Turangalîla Symphony with
Michael Tilson Thomas, which was the first time I saw him
conduct. At the time, some of the 20th-century music really
captured my imagination, like Thomas’s recording of The Rite
of Spring with the Boston Symphony for example. They’d take
questions from the audience so I asked him, “Do you enjoy
conducting Turangalîla or The Rite of Spring? Which one
do you like better?” He said, “There is no better, there is no
worse, there’s different.” That was an interesting introduction
into Michael Tilson Thomas because since then, we’ve had
a lot of experiences with him at the CSO and I’ve worked
with his New World Symphony. He’s taken over the mantle
of America’s orchestra educator and is the educator for young
American musicians that want to be in orchestras.
Another experience that figured into my musical education
was when my parents sent me to Aspen. After I graduated high
school, I went two summers in a row in 1973 and 1974. After
high school, I went to UCLA and was in the pre-med program
because both my parents are scientists and I thought I was
going to follow in their footsteps. I continued to play in the
American Youth Symphony, took lessons with Gary, entered
the two big music competitions at UCLA and won both of

Receiving the Frank Sinatra Musical Performance Award at UCLA in 1974

Frank Sinatra and John Bruce Yeh at UCLA in 1974

them including the Frank Sinatra Musical Performance Award.
Sinatra was an alumnus and he endowed this award. Every year
they held this competition but he’d rarely show up. The year I
won he actually was there to present me with the award.
Winning the competitions and spending a few summers
at Aspen gave me more confidence that maybe I could follow
a career in music. So one day at dinner during my second
year in the pre-med program, I got the courage to say to my
parents, “You know what, I’d like to transfer to music school.”
My parents looked at each other and for about 20 seconds
there was silence because they were processing. They knew I
was passionate about music but at the same time, they were
thinking that sometimes it’s difficult to have a career in music
because you might not get a job immediately. They said, “We
want you to be happy, so if you do your best we will support
you.” That was the biggest gift my parents ever gave me: their
support when I decided I wanted to change to a musical career.
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Reunion in L.A. with Gary Gray, October 2017

After two years of UCLA, I was ready to go to music
school. I auditioned for a few schools. Juilliard had auditions
in March and then whatever openings they didn’t fill, they
had auditions for in September right before school started.
So I hadn’t been accepted yet, but they said, “You can come
and audition because we have an opening in bass clarinet.” So
I went in and auditioned on bass clarinet. I played the first
two of the Stravinsky Three Pieces on bass and then played the
third Stravinsky piece on soprano clarinet. I got accepted into
Joe Allard’s studio. Joe Allard was the bass clarinet, clarinet
and saxophone teacher at Juilliard, he played in the NBC
Symphony, and he played first clarinet at the Bell Telephone
Hour. He was a very versatile musician and he played double
lip. I studied for two years with Joe Allard and learned a lot.
However, right before I went to Juilliard I took lessons with
Michele Zukovsky. Gary was at Aspen during my summer
before I went to Juilliard and I stayed home that summer
getting ready for Juilliard. Michele Zukovsky was invaluable.
She taught me so many great things about the orchestra
repertoire because she’d been playing in the LA Philharmonic
for almost 20 years at the time, so I learned a lot from her
during that one summer.
LM: What was one of the big lessons you learned from her that summer?
JBY: I remember she’d sing how Sibelius’s Symphony No. 1, A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 6
would go and how the orchestra would fit in. You don’t ever
want to play these excerpts without having a very strong mental
picture of what goes on in the orchestra. Sometimes there
is very little going on in the orchestra so you can be lighter.
Sometimes there’s heaviness in the orchestra so you have to
match that weight of the orchestra. I learned a lot of that from
Michele and a lot of the timing on certain pieces. That was a real
demonstration of how context is everything in orchestra playing.
LM: During this formative time in your musical journey, can you speak
about your transition from single-lip playing to double-lip playing?
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JBY: My second summer at Aspen in 1974 I was chatting with one
of Gary’s other students, my good friend Ron Singer. Ron told
me about when he was over at Gary’s taking a lesson: “Gary tried
my mouthpiece, and said, ‘Don’t worry about it. I’m not going
to put any teeth marks in it because I play double lip.’” And I
said, “Really!? Gary told you he plays double lip?” I had no idea.
And I said, “Well look, if our teacher can play double lip and
Harold Wright and Dick Stoltzman all play double lip, I’ve got
to try it.” So that summer, 1974, I made the switch to double lip
and I have not looked back.
It took a whole week to get enough strength to make it
through a piece. It took a lot longer to learn how to stand up
and play double lip. It wasn’t until after I joined the Chicago
Symphony that I dared stand up.
If young students are interested in double lip the one thing
they should do from the very beginning is to practice long
tones standing up. Use soft reeds that would ordinarily shut off
if you clamp too hard with your jaw. Then you don’t have to
support the instrument with your knees and you can build up
a better strength on your embouchure.
LM: For those reading who don’t know, do you wear a neck strap
when you stand to play?
JBY: I don’t wear a neck strap and I’ve just developed my
embouchure so that it’s strong enough to be able to
accommodate playing standing up. On the bass clarinet and
the basset horn I use a long peg.
LM: To be clear, for every voice of clarinet you play double lip?
JBY: Yes, E-flat all the way down to contrabass clarinet. It’s a
great way to play because it gives you much more sensitivity
and flexibility. A lot of times the jaw is so strong and it can
easily bite a reed closed. You don’t want the reed even a quarter
closed because that dampens the vibrations and the resonance.
And you never want to close a reed when you’re playing any
clarinet, you always want to keep the reed completely open and
the air completely focused.
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Double lip makes intervals a lot easier too. A lot of times
intervals don’t connect because the reed is a little bit pinched.
And it’s not pinched at all with double lip. The intervals
connect with greater ease.
LM: I’d love to hear about your orchestral auditions including your
orchestral audition for the CSO.
JBY: When I was 18 during my first year at Juilliard, I took my
first orchestral audition for my hometown orchestra, the LA
Philharmonic. It was the bass clarinet position, and I didn’t
get it but they said, “Keep taking auditions, you’re on the
right track.” So my second year at Juilliard I took the audition
for the Cincinnati Symphony in January of 1977. I made the
finals, but that was when Craig Nordstrom got the job.
In April of 1977 I took the audition for principal clarinet of
the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra. They had a good reputation
and I had known the conductor, Dennis Russell Davies,
because I worked with him at Aspen in 1974. After the finals
I was waiting for them to deliver a verdict and Dennis called
and said, “We didn’t give you the job. We offered it to another
guy who had five years of experience playing principal clarinet
in the Victoria Symphony, Tim Paradise. But everybody on
the committee thought if we gave you this job we’d be holding
you back from a major symphonic career.” I said, “But this is
the job I really want.” He said, “Oh no, you want to play in
a major symphony orchestra.” I said, “Okay. Well, I’m really
disappointed.” He said, “Mark my words.” Less than a month
later I was auditioning for the Chicago Symphony, and that’s
when I got offered the job as bass clarinet in the Chicago
Symphony by Sir Georg Solti – right before my 20th birthday.
So Dennis Russell Davies was right!
LM: What were your first experiences like with the Chicago Symphony?
JBY: When the orchestra came back from tour in Japan, I joined
the orchestra because they had already gotten Dave Tuttle,
who is my great friend and colleague now, to go with them to
Japan. My first gig was the Mahler Second Symphony in Ravinia
with James Levine and I’ll always remember my first rehearsal.
First of all, it was the easiest thing I’ve ever done! All you have
to do is just fit your part in because everybody else is playing
their part perfectly. You don’t have to adjust, everything is in
the place you expect it. All these legends were playing: Adolph
Bud Herseth was playing trumpet, Arnold Jacobs was on tuba
and Dale Clevenger was playing horn. My absolute musical
hero Ray Still was there playing first oboe. So I was agog and
thought, I’m going to be okay here!
I had the opportunity to record with Carlo Maria Giulini
my first year in the orchestra. Maestro Giulini was still a
regular guest conductor, but it was the last season he’d be
allowed to conduct other American orchestras, after becoming
music director in Los Angeles. We played several concerts and
recordings with him that year. One recording I remember fondly
was when Clark Brody played principal and I played second in
the Schubert Fourth Symphony. That was just delightful!
LM: In your tenure with the Chicago Symphony, what various
qualities has each music director brought to the orchestra?

Teresa Reilly and John Bruce Yeh onstage at Orchestra Hall

JBY: Each music director contributed something very special to
the orchestra. Solti was keen on precision and power. He had
this gleaming sound that was really brass heavy. The way we
play is the way Orchestra Hall encourages us to play – play
big because a lot of people you can’t hear from one side of the
stage to another, but you definitely can hear the brass and the
timpani. So those are what you have to key into and Solti was
very keen on that.
When Barenboim became music director, you could tell he
had a real mission to make the orchestra softer and have more
fantasy in the sound. So he’d purposely not be clear and didn’t
state it in so many words. Some of the brass players used to
Solti would get frustrated with Barenboim and would ask him,
“Can you please give us a stronger beat?” Barenboim would
say, “No, my dears. I want you to take the lead.” He wasn’t
going to be feeding it to us. This was an opposite approach
from what we were used to and it took a long time for us to get
used to it. But it goes to show the versatility of the CSO, where
we could make music in this very strong, precision-oriented
way and then make music in this very fantasy-oriented, almost
impressionistic way. To balance that out we had Boulez who
was very calculated, but at the same time the orchestra would
sound free because he would be precise but not overbearing.
It would be a clinical approach reminiscent of the precision of
Solti, but it would be more of an introspective way of playing.
Mahler’s Symphony No. 1 is the piece I’ve recorded the most
with the orchestra – five times. So we recorded it with Solti,
Abbado, Klaus Tennstedt, Boulez and Bernard Haitink. If
you compare the different recordings, you hear the way the
orchestra, like a chameleon, fits with all the approaches of these
conductors who are each equally great in their own right yet
have different views of that same piece.
We had one guest conductor, Gunther Schuller, who was
a great composer and musician. We did the Shostakovich
Symphony No. 15 and then did some of Schuller’s own music,
Seven Studies on Themes of Paul Klee. He said, “Your orchestra has
a well-deserved reputation of having the best digestive system in
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LM: Do you have a favorite piece that you enjoy performing with
the CSO?
JBY: There are so many and I had played almost everything
with the CSO that I ever wanted to play except for Nielsen
Symphony No. 5. So when Steve Williamson, who has been a
great colleague, joined the orchestra in 2011, Nielsen Symphony
No. 5 was on his first season. He asked me, “Is there anything
you want to play on this season?” I said, “Well, if you really
want to know, the one piece that I’ve never played that I’d like
to play is Nielsen 5.” He said, “Go ahead and play it. I’ve got
plenty of time to play Nielsen 5, you should play it.” And I did
and I will always be thankful for him for doing that.

John Yeh with Harold Wright and Marcel Moyse, Symphony Hall, Boston,
during recording sessions in February 1980 for Mozart’s Gran Partita

the business. You guys can take a very difficult, complex piece
like my music and you can digest it and make it come out just
right in the shortest amount of time that I’ve ever experienced.”
That was meant to be a real compliment, and that really is true.
So there were all these great conductors that held titled
positions with our orchestra: Solti, Barenboim, Boulez, Abbado
and Giulini. After Barenboim resigned, we had to have a search
which took a long time because we needed to find just the
right conductor. In order to give us more time, the orchestra
engaged Bernard Haitink who gave us almost five years.
He brought us to a greater level of proficiency, of skill, and
especially of intonation. With the combination of Boulez and
Haitink, intonation became a greater priority in the orchestra,
particularly in the woodwind section.
LM: Could you expand on that?
JBY: In the old days, precision, being powerful, being forthright
was very important. And in the Barenboim years being dramatic,
leading, using rubato in a good way was a high priority. With
Haitink it was cleanliness in terms of just making a nice sound,
and being in tune helps you make a nice sound.
The orchestra from 1977 when I joined to now in 2019 has
changed personnel a lot. There are probably nine people in the
orchestra that have been here longer than I have. Gradually
during the Barenboim years a lot of new people came in. Now
during the Muti years a lot of new people have come and gone.
We’ve had new changeover in the brass department and the
woodwinds, and we brought the intonation to a greater level of
precision and that’s been a great thrill.
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LM: What’s a great top musical moment from the CSO?
JBY: We had the opportunity to play under Carlos Kleiber. I don’t
think he ever conducted any other American orchestras but he
conducted our orchestra because there was a friend of his that
lived in Chicago. They got him to come here and we were the
beneficiary. We did Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5 and Schubert’s
Symphony No. 3.
We also had the great fortune to play and record with
Bernstein. We recorded Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 7 with
Bernstein. And that was an incredible moment because that
was one of the few times that we played in Avery Fisher Hall in
New York, and Bernstein conducted us there.
I’ve also been privileged to perform five times as soloist with
the CSO. We actually recorded the Nielsen Clarinet Concerto
in 1993 with Neeme Järvi. I gave the American premiere of the
Elliott Carter Clarinet Concerto in 1998 with Boulez conducting.
Each of those two pieces I’ve played five times with the orchestra
so I was able to get a good performance of those pieces.
Other highlights pop into my mind like tours we took
to Australia, Russia and South America. All those memories
come flooding back and I’m so blessed to have been in this
orchestra through so many different permutations of players
and conductors and soloists.
LM: Could you share your experiences on the two competitions you
won?
JBY: In 1982 I entered the Munich competition. I had to learn
11 pieces for that competition because there were four rounds.
Round one I played Egon Wellesz’s Suite for Clarinet Solo and
Louis Spohr’s Clarinet Concerto No. 2; round two I played
Brahms’s Sonata in F Minor, Weber’s Clarinet Concerto No. 1
in F Minor, and Stravinsky’s Three Pieces; round three I played
Debussy’s Première Rhapsodie and Nielsen’s Clarinet Concerto;
the final round I played the Mozart Clarinet Concerto with
the orchestra. They only gave one first prize and that was to a
female vocalist (there was a vocal category, a cello category, a
guitar category and clarinet that year). All the other categories
they didn’t give any first prizes. Charlie Neidich and Philippe
Cuper shared second prize, and I got third prize.
In 2012 it went full circle. Thirty years after I won I was on
the jury of the Munich Competition along with Frank Cohen
who won first prize in Munich in 1968 and Karl Leister who
won third prize in 1957. Prize laureates from 30, 40, 50 years
ago coming back to serve on a jury!
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LM: Did you have a mentor at the time of the Munich Competition?
JBY: Harold Wright.
LM: Were there some major takeaways from Harold Wright during
those coachings?
JBY: He always said you have to cultivate a diminuendo when
you play the clarinet because it is an instrument that does not
naturally diminuendo. Otherwise you don’t sound natural, you
don’t sound vocal. It’s an instrument that naturally crescendos.
If you listen to the voice when you sing or speak, there’s a
natural diminuendo. And that is the one major takeaway. Just
from listening to him play I could understand.
LM: Tell me about your experience in the International Naumburg
Competition.
JBY: The only year they had a clarinet category for the
competition was in 1985. I decided to try out because it might
only be a once in a lifetime opportunity. I played Donald
Martino’s A Set for Clarinet, the Prokofiev Sonata, Op. 94,
originally written for flute (Prokofiev arranged it a year later
for violin) transcribed for clarinet by American composer Kent
Kennen. The Prokofiev works great on clarinet because there
are a lot of low notes that are supposed to be really punched
out and come through way better on the clarinet than they
do on the flute. I really loved this piece so I chose it which
was a little bit of a gamble. I got some comments back from
juror Robert Mann, first violinist of
the Juilliard Quartet. He told me,
“I’m used to hearing that Prokofiev
Sonata on violin and wasn’t quite sure
it goes well on the clarinet. You want
to have much more color variety.” That
was a learning experience for me to
hear him say that because coloristic
variety is such an important part
of communication and drama and
music. In a piece that is easy to make
coloristic variety on the violin, it might
not necessarily be easy to do on the
clarinet.
After several rounds, the final round
was playing a recital in Carnegie Hall!
I played the Nielsen Concerto, the
Prokofiev Sonata and the Brahms F
Minor Sonata. They had five finalists
and three of us got prizes. Charlie
Neidich won first prize, I won second
prize, Daniel McKelway won third
prize. The other two finalists were
David Krakauer and Diana Haskell.

course, the major balance of my life is balance with family. I
have a wonderful wife, Teresa Reilly, with whom I play a lot of
music. She’s also a clarinetist and is often on stage with me in
the CSO; we’ve done recitals together, we’ve played as soloists
with the orchestra together, we’ve raised a family together, and
I have my three daughters Jenna, Molly and Mia. So I’ve had
an incredibly blessed life so far, and I hope to continue my
career into the future in the CSO, doing some chamber music,
and God willing, more of everything. v
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LM: What an incredibly varied career you’ve
had thus far, truly.
JBY: My motto is, “Balance is the key
to life.” I balance teaching with solo
performing, performing in orchestra
and performing in chamber music. Of
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CLARINET WORKS
by Black Composers
by Marcus Eley

T

hroughout my academic and professional
career, I have been an advocate for music
by African American composers for
clarinet. These composers have not enjoyed
the same representation in live performance and
recorded music. Though they may not be readily
recognizable, their contribution to classical music,
no less American music, is significant. This is not
to say other composers are less significant, but we
must recognize these underrepresented composers.
For this article, I will focus on the African American
composer’s contribution to the clarinet.
The clarinet has occupied a unique role
throughout the history of American instrumental
music. Apart from its orchestral position, the clarinet
has been considered one of the most flexible. It is not
surprising that early composers wrote for the clarinet.
Its sound, range and timbre were enticements.
Mozart, Weber and Brahms were captivated by the
clarinet and other composers followed their example.
The African American composer did not have
the same opportunity or access. The early works
(circa 1800s) were primarily for voice and choral
ensembles based on the work songs of enslaved
people and religious themes which eventually
became Negro spirituals. These spirituals were
shared orally. During the Civil War and through
reconstruction, the African American musician could
be found performing alone, with a small audience
or in traveling minstrel shows. These shows usually
had a pianist, a drummer and a few wind and string
musicians whose principal job was to accompany
singers and provide entertainment between acts.
Most of the music was performed by memory. Music
literacy or the ability to understand and write in
the Western European tradition occurred rarely.
Learning the piano, usually the home instrument
in the master’s home, was done by rote or in
secret. Because reading notes was not common, an
enslaved person working in the home, when given
the opportunity, would “play around” a melody or
improvise. This improvisational ability of the African
American musician took root on many musical
instruments, in this case the clarinet, and was the
basis of a new “American” art form called jazz.
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In the late 1800s and early 1900s, the clarinet
escaped the confines of the orchestra and found new
avenues of expression. When one speaks of jazz,
New Orleans must be said in the same breath. It is
where jazz was born. The blending of Creole, French
and African cultures was fertile ground for this new
music. Small ensembles (trios, quartets, etc.) featured
the clarinet. A proper funeral procession or “sendoff,” even to this day, will have a clarinet or trumpet
lead the musicians. New Orleans jazz was a precursor
to ragtime, blues, swing and bebop. At every stage,
the clarinet had a vital part. The clarinet was everpresent in the nightclubs and dance halls during the
heyday of the big bands. The sound of the clarinet
was akin to the human voice, and its presence was
synonymous with having a good time. The big bands
of Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw, Duke Ellington,
and Count Basie enlisted the clarinet’s charisma.
Composers like George Gershwin, Aaron Copland,
and Leonard Bernstein incorporated jazz rhythms
and harmonies in their clarinet compositions that
were made palatable to concert audiences.
As jazz in a concert setting flourished, the African
American composer struggled to find acceptance.
The African American musician and composer found
resistance in the concert hall. Many composers selfpublished. Those composers who were fortunate to
hold a position at a college or university would have
their compositions available at the campus library.
Large sheet music companies found excuses not to
publish. Those companies that did publish these
works did not actively promote the compositions.
Concert promoters were concerned their audiences
would walk out of the concert hall or cancel their
subscriptions. It took a courageous white conductor
to program a work by an African American. That
person was Howard Hanson. In 1931, he conducted
the Rochester Philharmonic in the first performance
of William Grant Still’s Afro-American Symphony.
Because of Still and composers who came after
him, the performance and publication of African
American works has blossomed. For the clarinetist,
that means there are many undiscovered gems
waiting to be performed. Even so, the struggle
DECEMBER 2020

continues for acceptance and inclusion
of the African American composer on
regular concert series and not only in Black
History Month.
Places to inquire for compositions for
clarinet by African American composers
include:
• Center for Black Music Research at
Columbia College Chicago
• Schomburg Center for Research in
Black Culture in New York
• U.S. Library of Congress
• Jacobs School of Music at Indiana
University
The performance of past, present
and future compositions is important to
the legacy of the art form because Black
Composers Matter.
* * * * *
The following African American
compositions for clarinet and piano have
been performed and recorded by the
author on But Not Forgotten: Music by
African American Composers for Clarinet
and Piano from Sono Luminus (DSL92156) and Welcome Home: A Collection
of American Works for Clarinet and Piano
from Arabesque Recordings (Z6703).
SAMUEL AKPABOT (1932-2000)
Pastorale from
Scenes from Nigeria
(1962?)
The composer
has arranged this
Pastorale section
from his orchestral
setting of Scenes
from Nigeria for
clarinet and piano. The Pastorale is
essentially a lullaby in call-and-response
fashion. The texture is somewhat sparse
but is appropriate for this setting. With
its undulating rhythms and unique
harmonies, this composition reminds one
of an African pastoral landscape.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from Marcus Eley.
DAVID N. BAKER (1931-2016)
Sonata (1986)
This sonata draws heavily from the jazz
tradition. The first movement (“Blues”)
is, in fact, named for the oldest and
most revered jazz form, the blues. The

second movement
(“Loneliness”) evokes
quiet introspection
while the third
movement (“Dance”)
combines two dance
forms, the calypso,
and Afro-Cuban
styles.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from Keiser Classical.
ALVIN BATISTE (1932-2007)
Episodes (2000)
This composition
is a selection from
a larger chamber
music work that has
been arranged for
clarinet and piano
by the composer.
With its fast tempo,
descending chromatic line and distinctive
countermelody, Episodes is an interesting,
yet short, composition.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from Marcus Eley.
TODD COCHRAN (B. 1951)
Soul-Bird (2008)
The composition
opens with the piano
playing soft haunting
chords to wake the
“Soul-Bird,” the
clarinet. The “SoulBird” responds to the
sound and engages in
a playful dance. Each instrument weaves
in and out of various calls and responses,
then the “Soul-Bird” takes flight. The
composition ends as the “Soul-Bird”
returns to resume its sleep.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from composer at https://
toddcochran.com/contact.
QUINCY HILLIARD (B. 1954)
Coty (1976)
From the clarinet’s
first notes of the
first movement
(“Daybreak”), one
can sense the driving
forward motion.
Like well-matched
thoroughbreds in a

horse race, the clarinet and piano charge
to the finish line. The slower second
movement (“Sunset”) contrasts the first
movement where the clarinet is more
lyrical. The upper register of the clarinet is
exploited. The final movement’s (“Dance”)
pulsating rhythmic bass line and fast
tempo provide a foundation for both
instruments to sing.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from composer at vazetti@
louisiana.edu.
DOROTHY RUDD MOORE (B. 1940)
Night Fantasy
(1978)
The work is in two
movements, Largo
and Allegro, and is
virtuosic, fanciful and
colorful. From the
episodic, pointillistic
nature of the first
movement, to the driven, frenetic energy
of the second, it evokes the image of
spirits that furtively appear on a moonlit
lawn, and then, with playful abandon,
dance revelry.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from American Composers
Alliance Inc., P.O. Box 1108, New York,
NY 10040.
OLIVER NELSON (1932-1975)
Sonata (1951; arr.
M. Eley)
Originally composed
for alto saxophone
and piano, this piece
has been arranged
for clarinet. The
first movement
(“Drammatico”)
opens with a dramatic theme which
sets the basic mood by the piano. The
“Largo” movement is based on an
arpeggiated four-note chord played by
the clarinet. This movement retains the
stately nature of the first movement. The
third movement (“With Vigor”) is fast
and energetic. Clarinet and piano are
equal partners in this journey of driving
melodies and contemporary harmonies.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from Noslen Music Company
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JOHN E. PRICE (1935-1995)
Blues and Dance I
(1957)
The opening
section (Blues) is
an instrumental
recitative. It is very
much like a sudden
cry interrupting the
quiet. The Dance
section incorporates elements from the
African American “call/response” choral
tradition. A three-note melodic fragment
is used as an ostinato throughout the
dance. The composition ends as it
had begun with the clarinet playing a
melancholic soliloquy.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from Marcus Eley.
UNDINE MOORE SMITH (1904-1989)
Introduction and
Allegro (1958?)
The majestic theme
as stated first by the
clarinet serves as
the basic melodic
material of this
composition. The
Allegro section
incorporates the opening theme but
in a truncated form. The theme forms
the root of a pseudo-contrapuntal calland-response.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from Marcus Eley.
WILLIAM GRANT STILL (1895-1978)
Romance (1954; arr.
M. Eley)
This composition,
originally written for
alto saxophone, has
been arranged for
clarinet and piano.
The title suggests the
mood of the piece. It
is essentially a love song without words.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from William Grant Still Music
at www.williamgrantstillmusic.com.
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CLARENCE CAMERON WHITE
(1880-1960)
Basque Folk Song
(pub. 1961)

clarinet, violin, cello and piano.
Available from www.vcolemanmusic.
com
Jonathan Bailey Holland – Rebounds for
bass clarinet and marimba. Available
from www.jonathanbaileyholland.com
Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson – 60/60 for
flute, clarinet, trumpet and piano.
Keiser/Southern Music
Alvin Singleton – Apple (1984) for E b
clarinet, 2 clarinets and bass clarinet (18
minutes). Schott Music Corporation
Olly Wilson – Echoes (1974) for clarinet
and tape (13 minutes). Wise Music
Group

Basque Folk Song
is a melodic
interpretation of
music that exists
in southern France
and northern
Spain. In this
case, the music has a vocal quality. It is
romantic, bordering on rhapsodic and
has a melancholy bent. Cameron White’s
understated accompaniment and rich
colorful harmonies allow the clarinet to
sing freely.
Clarinet and piano sheet music
available from Marcus Eley.

CLARINET AND ORCHESTRA
David Baker – Jazz Suite: Three Ethnic
Dances (1993). Keiser Classical
Michael Abels – Winged Creatures (2018)
for flute, clarinet and orchestra. Subito
Music Corporation

* * * * *
The following is a sample of other
compositions by African American
composers.
The author apologizes for the omission
of other composers.
CLARINET AND PIANO
TJ Anderson – Swing Set (1972). 12
minutes. American Composers Alliance
Adolphus Hailstork – The Blue Bag.
Available from composer at kmprof@
aol.com
James Lee III – Ad Anah? (2015). Subito
Music Publishing
Jeffrey Mumford – a wind of suspended
prominences (1981). 7 min. Theodore
Presser Co.
Zenobia Powell Perry – Sonatine. Jaygayle
Music, P.O. Box 8144, La Crescenta,
CA 91224-0144
Alvin Singleton – Fifty Times Around The
Sun. Schott Music Corporation
CHAMBER MUSIC
Brian Raphael Adams – Bootleg Hoedown
for clarinet, violin, cello & piano
(2018). Available from Sheet Music Plus
Leslie Adams – Trio in D Minor for
clarinet, viola and piano (2011). 30
minutes. American Composers Alliance
Kenneth Amis – Passacaglia for clarinet,
trumpet, violin, violoncello,
harpsichord. Available from composer
www.kennethamis.com/
Valerie Coleman – Lenox Avenue for
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LUYBEN MUSIC

A 72-year Family Affair
by Robert Walzel

O

n June 20, 2020, Luyben Music Co. shut down
operations on Main Street in Kansas City. This
iconic supporter of the ICA, and resource for
clarinetists throughout North America, will continue
to sell clarinet music and ligatures through phone and online
services. Sadly, this means one of the last remaining sheet
music storefronts in North America has closed its doors. I had
a chance to sit down with company owner Annette Luyben
and make a trip down “Memory Lane,” looking back on a
clarinet family legacy that is truly remarkable.

RW: Did your father Robert Luyben also
play in the orchestra?
AL: Yes, my father played bass clarinet
in the Philharmonic when it began,
until he entered the Navy Band in
Washington, D.C., in the summer
of 1941. Before joining the Navy, he
studied with Daniel Bonade, first in
Cleveland, and later at his farm in
Bucks County, Pennsylvania.

ROBERT WALZEL: When did Luyben Music start operations?
ANNETE LUYBEN: My grandfather, Adrian Luyben, was a
vaudeville musician who played clarinet and saxophone. He
emigrated from Holland in the early 20th century and was
a founding member of the old Kansas City Philharmonic
in 1933, playing second and E-flat clarinet. He started an
instrument repair business in his home in the 1920s.

RW: Your father was in the band during
World War II – what happened after the
war?
AL: Leonard Bernstein offered my father
a position to be his clarinetist, but
my mother refused to raise a child in
New York City. We returned to Kansas
City, and Dad took over his father’s
repair business, played some in the
Philharmonic and began teaching.
He also doubled on saxophone and so
played shows with dance bands, which
he continued to do for many years.
His true passion was teaching. As his
studio grew, he needed a bigger place,
so in spring of 1948, space was rented
in south Kansas City, and others were
invited to teach there. Before too long,
more space was needed, so they bought
our longtime location at 43rd and
Main Street.
RW: Fifty years ago this year, I started
playing the clarinet. My first ligature
was a Luyben ligature. I still have it and
occasionally play it. Do you get many
requests for the ligature?
AL: My dad’s ligature is still doing very
well. In a recent trade magazine, sales
ranked in the top five worldwide.

Adrian and Robert Luyben, clarinet and bass clarinet with the Kansas City Philharmonic circa 1935

RW: Tell me about your experience playing
the clarinet.
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through high school and my freshman
year at the University of Kansas.
RW: What did you do after graduating from
K.U.?
AL: I taught history in the public
schools and started the first in-house
cheerleading squad for the Kansas City
Chiefs, so I was on the sidelines for the
Super Bowl when the Chiefs lost to the
Green Bay Packers. After teaching for
15 years, although mom and dad never
asked me, I knew working at the store
was what I wanted to do, so I joined
them full time in 1980.

Annette Luyben and Boris Allakhverdyan, OU Clarinet Symposium 2013

AL: I started playing clarinet at age 6 on
E-flat clarinet. Before that, my father

and I would play “clarinet embouchure,”
usually at mealtime. I continued playing

RW: So your mother and father gradually
turned the business over to you, and
you became the face of Luyben Music.
AL: My first ClarinetFest® was 1983
in Denver. My dad’s health was
deteriorating, and it was time for me
to step up. I met David Etheridge
there. He invited me to bring music
to the Oklahoma Clarinet Symposium
the next year. We loved returning to
Oklahoma for Dave’s symposium
every summer. I believe that the O.U.
Symposium in 1984 allowed me to
begin the transition from my parents
into making it my own way in the
clarinet world.
RW: What led to the decision to close the
store?
AL: The sheet music business had been
declining for several years. Maintaining
profitability was getting more difficult.
My love for the clarinet and the many
clarinet friends I have is why we are
continuing the business. Luyben Music
doesn’t have a storefront anymore, but
we are still here via phone and email
for clarinet players and teachers.
RW: You have attended so many clarinet
conferences. What is your favorite
performance at an ICA ClarinetFest®?
AL: In Seattle (1986), Mitchell Lurie
played the Mozart Quintet with the
Philadelphia String Quartet. I was
seated between Buddy DeFranco and
Bernard Portnoy, all of us with tears
running down our faces.
RW: Just for fun, I will give you the names
of people you have known in the business
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over the years, and I want you to tell me
the first thing that comes to your mind.
We have to start with Robert Luyben.
AL: Oh my, the best dad anyone could
ever have and the most beautiful sound
that could ever come from a clarinet.
RW: Daniel Bonade.
AL: The man who taught my father, who
taught him to make the most beautiful
clarinet sound and understand the
beauty of music.
RW: Donald Montanaro.
AL: One of two men that replaced my dad
after he was gone. I treasure our many
conversations about music.
RW: Tony Gigliotti.
AL: So much fun, and another one of the
great ones!
RW: Avrahm Galper.
AL: Another person who helped replace
my dad. He used to call me to check
to see how I was doing. I talked to him
on the phone the day before he passed
away. I miss him.
RW: Michele Zukovsky.
AL: Oh, wonderful! What an everlasting,
bright light in the clarinet world.
RW: Burt Hara.
AL: A special discovery. I heard him play
in a summer orchestra at the 1983
clarinet conference in Denver. I had to
go backstage to meet the person with
such a beautiful clarinet tone, the same
sound I had been hearing from my
father since I was three days old. And
what a dear, dear person.
RW: Boris Allakhverdyan.
AL: Another special discovery and like a
son. A fantastic clarinet player, and a
wonderful individual.
RW: David Etheridge.
AL: Truly a dear, dear friend, and I miss
him and the Symposium dearly.
RW: Gary Foster.
AL: I’ve known Gary since before I
was a student at K.U. What a kind
gentleman, and an incredible musician,
jazz player, and clarinetist. Perhaps the
greatest woodwind doubler ever.

Annette and Robert Luyben, parents of Annette Luyben

RW: Daniele Glotin.
AL: Oh, Daniele. My French sister. We
got to know each other through our
parents and enjoyed many times
together at clarinet events.
RW: Kathleen Jones.
AL: One of my very best friends. Kathy
and I email frequently. A wonderfully
talented person and an incredible
teacher.
RW: Rich Coble.
AL: (chuckles) The light and love of my
life and my forever partner.
RW: Now that you have moved to the next
chapter in your life, what do you want
to do?
AL: I want to work more with teachers
and students, sharing what I’ve learned
about the clarinet and its music over
the past 70 years.

RW: Any regrets?
AL: No, no way. None. No secondguessing. So many great memories. So
many great people. And more to come!!!!
RW: What a great thought to end on!
Annette, thank you for sharing some
memories with us. Good luck with
transitioning your business and staying
engaged with the greater clarinet
community. v
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by Jenny Maclay, ICA Social Media Coordinator

I

CA Plays On! was the International
Clarinet Association’s first virtual
event, and it was created to bring the
international clarinet community together
online. This event was held June 26-28, 2020, on
devices around the world, and it was free and open
to ICA members and non-members alike. During
the three-day event, musicians virtually attended
panels and other interactive events presented by
invited artists and lecturers, who discussed a wide
variety of subjects.
I had the pleasure of organizing this event
with Jessica Harrie, the ICA executive director of
operations and associate editor for The Clarinet.
We had planned several activities for ClarinetFest®
2020, and although we were disappointed that
ClarinetFest® was canceled this year, the ICA board
made the right decision to cancel in order to protect
everyone’s health and safety. In early May, we began
discussing ideas to create a virtual event which
would bring together the clarinet community in
our increasingly virtual world. We brainstormed
ideas and topics we thought would be of interest for
attendees, and we developed a plan to organize this
event in less than two months.
Here is a brief discussion of each panel (all
panelists listed alphabetically):
JUNE 26
ICA PLAYS ON! MEET THE ICA
Panelists: Jennifer Daffinee (ClarinetFest®
2021 Artistic Leader co-host), Mary Alice
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Druhan (ClarinetFest® 2021 Artistic Leader
co-host), Mitchell Estrin (President), Denise
Gainey (President Elect), Caroline Hartig
(Past President), Tod Kerstetter (Treasurer),
Christopher Nichols (Secretary), Rachel Yoder
(Editor of The Clarinet)
The opening panel for this event featured
introductions from the ICA board of directors, staff,
and ClarinetFest® 2021 co-hosts and leadership
team. Each person explained their role in the ICA,
why they became a member, and why they think the
organization is important. ICA President Mitchell
Estrin addressed social justice issues and current
events and how the organization is taking action.
EXTENDED TECHNIQUES & COMMISSIONING
NEW MUSIC
Panelists: Joshua Gardner, Stefanie Gardner, Andy
Hudson, Gregory Oakes, Robert Spring, Sarah
Watts, Rachel Yoder
Artists from around the world joined this panel
to discuss clarinet extended techniques and their
importance in clarinet repertoire. Panelists shared
their advice for learning extended techniques like
slap tonguing, double tonguing, circular breathing
and other contemporary skills. They also discussed
the importance and process of commissioning
new music. Each panelist shared ways to work on
extended techniques and suggested several books
and resources for attendees to use as they learned
these skills.
DECEMBER 2020

world-class artists. Each panelist shared
their favorite equipment, music, method
books, practice techniques and other
information about various instruments in
the clarinet family.
FINDING YOUR INNER VOICE
Panelists: Mariam Adam, Gregory Agid,
Ani Berberian, Philippe Cuper, Doreen
Ketchens, Ricardo Morales

CLARINET CARE, REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE
Panelists: Jonathan Copeland, Brian
Corbin, John Weir, Melanie Wong
In this session, panelists discussed
proper clarinet care, basic repairs and
maintenance advice. Attendees submitted
several questions, including optimum
humidity levels for clarinets, how to
disinfect equipment, and practical steps to
prolong the lives of their instruments.

AUXILIARY CLARINETS
Panelists: Diane Barger, Sauro Berti,
Elizabeth Crawford, André Moisan,
Sarah Watts
Attendees learned in depth about
auxiliary clarinets through advice from

Panelists shared stories of their musical
journeys and offered inspirational advice
to help attendees find their inner musical
voice. Each artist discussed the importance
of developing a unique sound and style to
better express their interpretations. They
also shared advice on how to improvise
and why this is an important skill
musicians should develop.
GAME SHOW TRIVIA
Panelists: Stéphane Gentil (ICA
Advisory Board), Jessica Harrie, Matt
Johnston, Jenny Maclay

JUNE 27
CLARINETE EN ESPAÑOL
Panelists: Alexis Fong Castillo (ICA
Country Chair, Panama), Javier
Asdrúbal Vinasco Guzmán (ICA
Country Chair, Colombia), Lenín
Izaguirre (ICA Country Chair, Costa
Rica), Jorge Montilla, Luis Humberto
Ramos (ICA Country Chair, Mexico),
Socrates Villegas
A key word in our organization’s name
is “international,” which is why we wanted
to offer a panel in a language besides
English. This panel was conducted in
Spanish, and topics discussed included
Latin American clarinet music, resources
to learn more about this style, and
warm-up and practice techniques used by
each of the panelists.
Note: We plan on offering future
panels in other languages to share
knowledge and make information more
accessible to our international community.
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The four co-hosts quizzed attendees
on clarinet history, repertoire and other
clarinet trivia. Attendees could test their
knowledge and get to know the panelists
and other contestants in a more relaxed
environment.
Note: The ICA hosted another trivia
night on July 17, 2020, and plans to make
this a regular event in the future.

clarinetists, and they shared their tips
and tricks for beginning or continuing
clarinet studies later in life. Alan Woy also
discussed the New Horizons ensemble and
its musical goals.
Note: Members of the New Horizon
ensemble can join the ICA for just $25.
For more details, please visit our website.
(https://clarinet.org/membership)

JUNE 28

CLARINET AND COVID: TEACHING
IN THE TIME OF COVID-19 / HEALTH
AND WELLNESS IN THE ARTS
DURING THE TIME OF COVID-19

WEEKEND WARM-UP
Panelists: Jessica Harrie, Jenny Maclay,
Catina Franklin Sweedy
The three panelists discussed their
strategies to create a comprehensive and
structured warm-up routine. They shared
their favorite books, methods, and other
music and advice they use during their
warm-ups. Additionally, they discussed how
long a warm-up should be as well as ways
to maintain motivation during or after an
extended break from the instrument.
CLARINET CONTINUATIONS: ADULT
ENTHUSIASTS & NEW HORIZONS
Panelists: Michelle Anderson, Deborah
Andrus, Alan Woy
This panel welcomed attendees of
all ages and stages of their musical
journey. The three panelists have
extensive experience with adult enthusiast

Panelists: Shawn Copeland, Paula
Corley, Vanessa Davis, Sheri Rolf,
Meghan Taylor, Stephanie Zelnick
This panel included leading experts
in performing arts health and medicine,
and covered the latest scientific studies
involving COVID-19 and the clarinet.
Panelists offered advice for virtual
teaching, safety precautions clarinetists
can take, and other information useful
to musicians as they transition to an
increasingly digital world. They also
provided helpful suggestions regarding
mental health during this time.
CREATING CLARINET CONTENT
ONLINE
Panelists: Michelle Anderson, Michaela
Cundari, Seunghee Lee, Jenny Maclay,

Sean Perrin, Four Play Clarinet
(Gaby Castro, Claire Grellier, Shaniee
Kennedy, Stephanie Peterson)
Creating clarinet content online is
a useful way to share knowledge and
resources with a wider audience, and these
panelists talked about their own platforms
and how attendees could make their own
content. In addition to sharing equipment
recommendations, panelists also discussed
growing an audience and connecting with
a community.
We are so thankful for the panelists
who shared their time and expertise, the
attendees who participated and asked such
insightful questions, and the international
clarinet community for coming together
to motivate and inspire each other.
If you didn’t get a chance to attend
ICA Plays On! in June, you can watch all
of the panels on the official International
Clarinet Association YouTube channel
(username: International Clarinet
Association). We have also compiled a list
of resources mentioned at each panel, and
you can view these items on the ICA Blog
at www.clarinet.org.
We look forward to welcoming
you to in-person events in the future
and are excited to explore the possibilities
of organizing more virtual events like
this soon. If you have any suggestions
or questions, you can email me at
assistant@clarinet.org.

2020 ICA COMPETITION REPORTS
2020 ICA YOUNG ARTIST COMPETITION
by Denise Gainey, coordinator
The 2020 ICA Young Artist Competition was held virtually due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. Judges for the preliminary round
were Lori Ardovino (University of Montevallo), Scot Humes
(University of Louisiana at Monroe) and Cathy Wood (Brandon
University). Judges for the final round included Joshua Gardner
(Arizona State University), Fan Lei (Central Conservatory
of Music, Beijing), Malena McLaren (Northwestern State
University), Osiris Molina (University of Alabama), Stephan
Vermeersch (International Artist/President of the ECA) and Sarah
Watts (Royal Northern College of Music, U.K.). The Young Artist
Competition is sponsored in part by Backun Musical Services,
Buffet Crampon, Henri Selmer Paris, Yamaha and Royal Global.
Performers were judged based on the performance of the
unaccompanied work Gryphon by Theresa Martin. A total of 27
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entries were received from three countries and represented a very
high level of artistry.
The winners of the 2020 ICA Young Artist Competition were
as follows:
First Place: Paul Hafley (Texas, USA), $2,500 USD and a Buffet
Crampon Tradition Bb clarinet

Paul Hafley

Michael Robinson

Joshua Rodriguez
DECEMBER 2020

Second Place: Michael Robinson (Kentucky, USA), $1,000 USD
Third Place: Joshua Rodriguez (Texas, USA), $500 USD
The ICA is grateful to our competition sponsors, judges and
participants for making this year’s competition a success!
2020 ICA COMPOSITION COMPETITION
by Scott McAllister, coordinator
The 2020 ICA Composition Competition invited submissions
for soprano clarinet and piano. A total
of 11 compositions were submitted. The
judges included Theresa Martin (clarinetist/
composer), Cherie Van Maanen (Interlochen,
composer/flutist) and Ben Johansen
(composer/saxophonist). The winner for
this year’s competition was Paul Vowles for
his work Fire of Hades. Paul received $1,000
USD and his work will receive its premiere at
Paul Vowles
ClarinetFest® 2021 in Fort Worth, Texas.
2020 ICA ORCHESTRAL AUDITION COMPETITION
by Todd Waldecker, coordinator
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this year’s Orchestral Audition
Competition was conducted entirely through submitted
recordings. The results from a pool of 14 applicants included:
First Place – Paul Hafley (Texas, USA), $1,000 USD and a
Chedeville mouthpiece
Second Place – Eric Schultz (New York, USA), $500 USD and a
Chedeville mouthpiece
Honorable Mention – Zachary Dierickx (Michigan, USA)

2020 ICA HIGH SCHOOL COMPETITION
by Elizabeth Gunlogson, coordinator
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 ICA High School
Competition was adjudicated entirely remotely this year. A
total of 25 applicants from Mexico and the United States
submitted digital recordings for the preliminary round. Soo Goh
(Appalachian State University), Stephanie Jenkins (Keene State
College) and Jesse Krebs (Truman State University) served as
judges for the preliminary round. From these, six finalists (listed
below in alphabetical order) were selected for the final round.
Jaejun Kang (USA)
Aaron Lipsky (USA)
Hina Tamaki (USA)
Cole Turkel (USA)
Michael Wang (USA)
Krystal Wu (USA)
The judges for the final round were Kimberly Cole Luevano
(University of North Texas), Todd Waldecker (Middle Tennessee
State University) and Tasha Warren (Michigan State University).
The finalists performed the unaccompanied work Monolog No. 3
by Erland von Koch. The judges experienced superb performances
by all of the finalists.
The winners of the 2020 High School Competition were:
First place – Cole Turkel (USA), $1,000 U.S.
Second place – Aaron Lipsky (USA), $750 U.S.
Third place – Jaejun Kang (USA), $500 U.S.

Cole Turkel

Paul Hafley

Eric Schultz

Zachary Dierickx

This year’s final judges all serve as principal clarinet in
prominent ensembles from across the country: Andrea Levine
(Louisville Orchestra), Patrick Morgan (“The President’s
Own” U.S. Marine Band) and Stephen Williamson (Chicago
Symphony). Preliminary round judges included Robyn Jones
(University of Memphis, former principal clarinet, Louisiana
Philharmonic), James Logan (University of Texas-El Paso, former
associate principal clarinet, U.S. Navy Band, Washington, D.C.),
and Dr. Wesley Warnhoff (University of Missouri).

Aaron Lipsky

Jaejun Kang

2020 ICA RESEARCH COMPETITION
by Joshua Gardner, coordinator
A total of 13 proposals were submitted from three countries
and nine U.S. states for the 2020 ICA Research Competition.
Six finalists were accepted for presentation at the ClarinetFest®
in Reno, Nevada. Due to COVID-19 and the cancellation of
ClarinetFest® 2020, finalists presented their research to the judges
virtually. The finalists and their topics included: Jennifer Daffinee:
“Elsa Ludewig-Verdehr: American Clarinet Performer and
Pedagogue,” Kaitlin Gelsinger: “The Effects of a Tongue Thrust
Disorder on Clarinet Playing,” Csaba Jevtic-Somlai: “Woodwind
Breathing Techniques: An Annotated Bibliography,” Dylan Lloyd:
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2021 High School
Solo Competition
Coordinator: Kimberly Cole Luevano
Kimberly.Luevano@unt.edu
Eligibility: Competition participants
must be 18 years old or younger
as of June 30, 2021.
Deadline: April 1, 2021.
Repertoire:
• Set for Clarinet by Katherine Hoover
(movements 2 and 3 only)
• Sonatina, Op. 29 by Malcolm Arnold

“A Klezmer Ornamentation Tutorial from the Recordings of Dave Tarras,” Jake Ludwig:
“Robert Marcellus: The Art of Clarinet Playing and Teaching,” and Evelyn Tunison:
“Lefèvre’s Third Concerto Viewed Through the Lens of Lefèvre’s Méthode de Clarinette:
An Argument for Historical and Pedagogical Performance Practice.”
The first prize of $1,000 U.S. and publication in The Clarinet was awarded to Jennifer
Daffinee. The second prize of $500 U.S. was awarded to Dylan Lloyd. In addition to the
first and second prizes, the judges awarded an Honorable Mention to Kaitlin Gelsinger.
The judges for the preliminary round were Christy Banks (Millersville University), Lori
Baruth (Morehead State University), Anthony Costa (Penn State University), Elizabeth
Crawford (Ball State University), Madelyn Moore (New Mexico State University)
and Jana Starling (University of Western Ontario). The judges for the final round
were Stephan Vermeersch (International Artist, President of the European Clarinet
Association), Guy Yehuda (Michigan State University) and Stephanie Zelnick (University
of Kansas). Many thanks are due to all of the judges and participants for a very successful
2020 ICA Research Competition! v

Prizes:
First prize – $1,000 USD
Second prize – $750 USD
Third prize – $500 USD
Visit www.clarinet.org for full competition
rules and application details.

Jennifer Daffinee

Dylan Lloyd

Kaitlin Gelsinger

(combined with a second major)

•
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CLARINETFEST ®

FLOWERS WITHOUT BORDERS
by Jody Webb and Mary Alice Druhan
In Texas the bluebonnet is celebrated and protected as the state flower, and for ClarinetFest® 2021
we invite all the wildflowers of the world to come together to form a more beautifully diverse and inclusive garden.

M

ark your calendars June
30 – July 3 for a unique
4-day, action-packed,
holiday weekend at the
Omni Hotel and the Convention Center
in Fort Worth, Texas (www.fortworth.
com) for ClarinetFest® 2021! As we
continue to plan to host the membership
safely in Fort Worth, we are also
cautiously preparing to segue to a virtual
conference if needed.
As a reminder we would like to
highlight the Showcase Stage, which
will feature young student ensemble
performances. You do not have to be a
member of the ICA to apply for your
young student ensemble (grades 6-12) to
perform on the Showcase Stage. Proposals
are due (for the Showcase Stage only) by
February 15, 2021. Please note there is a
$20 application fee to submit a proposal.
Find more information and submit
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proposals through the Acceptd portal
found at www.clarinet.org.
The Clarinet Learning Community at
ClarinetFest® is structured to organize
and feature all pedagogy clinics, seminars,
lectures, workshops and master classes
for attendees of all levels and interests.
Featured clinicians in this component will
build community and foster collaboration
as well as provide a balanced course
offering for every level.
World-class artists will be performing
with premiere collaborative musicians,
including the Fort Worth Symphony
Orchestra, the Orchard Ensemble and the
United States Air Force Band of the West
to create a global showcase of performers
drawn through both invitation and peerreviewed proposals from the Reno 2020
and Fort Worth 2021 applicants.
We are pleased to be able to host the
Third Annual Guido Six International

Clarinet Choir Festival. Attendees
of ClarinetFest® 2021 are invited to
participate in any of six conference
clarinet choirs: Middle School, High
School, College, New Horizons (older
adults), Professors, and Festival. Attendees
are encouraged to register in advance for
planning and logistics purposes, but walkins are always welcome.
The Omni Fort Worth Hotel is offering
attendees onsite lodging ranging from
$135 single/double to $145 triple/quad per
night and features several dining options
onsite with many additional dining and
entertainment options in the 35-block
Sundance Square district of Downtown
Fort Worth (www.sundancesquare.com).
Additional information regarding hotels,
parking, and more can be found on the
ClarinetFest® 2021 page.
General questions can be sent to
ClarinetFest2021@gmail.com. v
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2021 Orchestral Audition Competition
Coordinator: Vanguel Tangarov – vt12@txstate.edu
Eligibility: The competition is open to clarinetists of all ages who are not employed full-time as salaried members of a
professional symphony orchestra.
Deadline: March 31, 2021
Repertoire (visit www.clarinet.org for specific audition requirements):
Solo:
Mozart: Concerto, K. 622, Movement I, exposition only, unaccompanied

First Clarinet Excerpts:
• Bartók: Suite from “The Miraculous Mandarin,” Rehearsal (13) to
5 measures after Rehearsal (15), and Rehearsal (22) to (25)
• Borodin: Polovetsian Dances, No. 17: Allegro vivo after (B) to
6 measures after (D)
• Mendelssohn: Scherzo from “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”,
Beginning to (B)
• Puccini: Tosca, Act III; (11) to (12)

• Respighi: Pines of Rome: Movement III, (13) to (15)
• Sibelius: Symphony No. 1, Movement I: mm. 1-32; Movement III:
5 measures after (E) to 6 measures after (G)
• Stravinsky: Firebird Suite (1919): Variation de L’Oiseau de Feu,
Rehearsal (9) to 5 measures after (18)

E-flat Clarinet Excerpts:
• Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique, Movement V: Rehearsal (63) to
4 measures after (64)
• Strauss: Till Eulenspiegel’s Merry Pranks: Rehearsal (30) to (32) and
Rehearsal (40) to 9 measures after (40)

Prizes: First Prize – $1000 USD and a Chedeville mouthpiece
Second Prize – $500 USD and a Chedeville mouthpiece
Visit www.clarinet.org for full competition rules and application details.

ICA ANNOUNCEMENT

Call for Honorary Membership Nominees
In accordance with the International Clarinet Association by-laws (Article V, Section 6), a special category of
Honorary Membership has been created for persons of “unusual distinction.” The International Clarinet Association
board of directors invites the general membership to nominate living individuals for Honorary Memberships from
the areas of professional service, teaching, performance and/or lifetime achievements. Nominators should include a
brief biographical sketch of the candidate along with further information as specified below. There is a limit of one
nomination per person. Nominations must be postmarked no later than December 31, 2020, and sent to:
Christopher Nichols
Secretary, International Clarinet Association
314 Lighthouse Rd
Wilmington, DE 19809
Email: secretary@clarinet.org
Nominations for Honorary Memberships should include:
1. Printed name of the nominator
2. Nominator’s address, phone and email address
3. Name of nominee

4. Nominee’s address, phone and email address
5. Biographical sketch of nominee
6. Supporting documentation of nominee’s qualifications
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BOOKS
Peter Hadcock. Orchestral Studies for the
E b Clarinet. Roncorp Music, 1981,
renewed 2019. $24.00
When
published in 1981,
Peter Hadcock’s
compilation of Eb
clarinet excerpts,
with dozens
of fingering
suggestions and
helpful performing
comments placed
in footnotes,
was like an
open invitation to a special club – that
of big-league Eb clarinetists who had
actually played all the repertoire in major
orchestras. Now, 39 years later, the club
still beckons new members and the latest
edition is here in timely fashion. The
content is exactly the same – with a few
trill fingerings updated – but the music
has been computer engraved and is several
magnitudes easier to read. Compared to
the first edition, accidentals do not abut
adjacent notes, there is greater distinction
between staff lines and beams connecting
notes, there is a more spacious impression
even though staves are minutely shorter,
and – if your first edition copy is as old as
mine – the pages are not yellowed.
– Gregory Barrett
Mara Plotkin with Steven D. Hartman.
The Ballet Orchestra Clarinetist, Volume
One. Roncorp Music, 2020. $40.00
If you are a young clarinetist and have
not yet played Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker
I think there is a good chance you will;
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for many, this is
the work we will
perform the most
over our career.
The Nutcracker
and Tchaikovsky’s
two other ballets
Swan Lake and
Sleeping Beauty
are the subject of
this well-conceived
guide by Mara
Plotkin, a clarinetist with a fondness
for the ballet pit as well as dance itself.
Plotkin’s 2015 doctoral thesis at the
University of Toronto addresses clarinet
performance practice in the Tchaikovsky
ballets and Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet
and Cinderella – which will be the
focus of Volume Two in this series. She
interviewed five ballet orchestra principal
clarinetists about the clarinet solos in this
repertoire and documented their musical
and technical approaches. For this 70page book, with extensive commentary
and performance suggestions addressing
phrasing, technique, what to expect
from different conductors and fellow
musicians, and solo passages on B-flat
versus A clarinet, Plotkin was supported
by experienced New York City Ballet
principal clarinetist Steven Hartman.
Plotkin is an excellent virtual coach.
Her writing has an encouraging tone and
recounts her own experiences as a ballet
orchestra clarinetist. Helpfully, about threefourths of the book is devoted to the less
familiar Swan Lake and Sleeping Beauty.
Musical excerpts are shown, with the first
and second clarinet parts if appropriate, and
then in prose Plotkin gives performance
guidance, sometimes framed with the
dramatic story being portrayed on stage.

Many of the musical excerpts run a full
page in length and make a good document
of Tchaikovsky’s style elements including
melodic charm, passages requiring agility
and a fondness for chromatic inflection and
sequence. Tchaikovsky’s music and Plotkin’s
insights are a double bill that will entertain,
elucidate and inspire you for many
grand nights.
– Gregory Barrett
Rubén Rendueles. Clarinete: Respuestas
fáciles a preguntas difíciles (Clarinet:
Easy Answers to Difficult Questions).
Círculo Rojo Editorial, 2019. $20.00
When a
clarinetist wants
to know what is
going on inside
their instrument
and their body
while playing,
they encounter
obvious limitations
because everything
is hidden. Getting
to understand
what happens is not an easy task. It is often
resolved through a perceptual and intuitive
approach that is not easy to put into words.
And words – especially in this case where
we don’t have immediate images – are like
cement, they coalesce everything.
Questions that we have asked ourselves
on occasion such as why the reed vibrates,
why it is so difficult to play in tune,
what is the best material to use to build
a clarinet, how sensitive is the human ear
to perceive differences of bore materials
or why the registers of the clarinet exist,
are treated objectively. Other questions
that affect our ability to play the clarinet,
such as whether the clarinetist can control
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the pressure of the air column, or if we
can influence the production of a more or
less bright sound are explained so that the
clarinetist finally understands what is in
their control.
Rubén Rendueles scientifically argues
numerous acoustic and physiological
phenomena of the clarinet and the
musician, obtaining interesting
conclusions about what may be under the
control (or not) of both performers and
instrument makers. Although science – as
the author says in his prologue – reaches
objective explanations, the definitive
measurement will always be subjective and
different from one individual to another,
according to the sensory perception of
each. However, science brings us closer
to the truth, and although sometimes we
do not reach it, it does allow us to at least
discard what is false.
In addition to all this, the book
includes chapters on the origin and
evolution of the keys and different joints
of the clarinet, and on the broad clarinet
family, as well as a glossary of concepts, a
Spanish-English technical dictionary and
an extensive bibliography.
Rendueles (born Gijón, Asturias
[Spain], 1979) has had a career as a
performer and researcher. Since finishing
his degree at the Conservatorio Superior
de Música de La Coruña (2006), he has
been researching the peculiarities of the
clarinet in order to provide answers to
both professionals and amateurs.
This Spanish language book Clarinete:
Respuestas fáciles a preguntas difíciles gives
us an opportunity to continue training as
performers and teachers.
– Carlos J. Casadó

The piece was
composed in 1958
and was somehow
forgotten until
now.
Bernhard
Lewkovitch is a
Danish composer
(b. 1927) with
roots in Ukraine.
He grew up in a
Catholic family
with Gregorian church music and
folklore from Ukraine. They inspired his
music along with the works of Stravinsky
and Bartók.
The clarinet piece of Lewkovitch
is in four small movements. The first
movement is slow and expressive, and
has a free and poetic form. The second
movement is like a small scherzo in 5/8
and 3/8, switching beautifully between
jumpy music in the low register and
cantabile lines. The third movement is
again slow and melancholic. The fourth
and last movement is a nice finale with
changing meters.
The composition is very well written
for the instrument – it sounds beautiful
and the technical passages are ideal on
the instrument. You can clearly hear that
the music has an older story; the music
makes me think of a mixture of French
modernism and folk music. The form of
the whole composition works really well, it
is not a complicated piece, so it might be
nice for younger players as an introduction
to solo playing. I also think it is a beautiful
composition to have in your repertoire; it
is one of those pieces that can work well as
part of a bigger solo program.
– Anna Klett

MUSIC
Bernhard Lewkovitch. Fire stykker for solo
klarinet (1958). Edited by Engstrøm
& Sødrings Musikforlag, 2019. DKK
244.00 Selling agent: Nils Winter: nils.
winther@steeplechase.dk
I was notified by the publishing
supervisor of Engstrøm & Sødring in
Copenhagen that they had edited a piece
for solo clarinet that was never premiered.

Marco Santilli. Quattro e quattr’otto for
clarinet or bass clarinet. Marco Santilli,
2020. CHF 36.00
Marco Santilli is a Swiss clarinetist,
composer and conductor of the 85-member
Swiss Clarinet Orchestra. He had classical
training and now performs mostly in
diverse improvising ensembles. The eight
(or nine, depending on how you count)
pieces in this collection had their origins in
spontaneous recordings Santilli made with

his cell phone and
later transcribed
into notation.
They have since
been recorded
on several of his
CDs with a variety
of musicians
enhancing the
solo clarinet or
bass clarinet
composition. In
this spirit I am sure you can do the same.
The pieces: Ajvar, Serenada in minur,
D’altronde, Al nocciolo delle cose, Godiva
soleva, Musik des Einsamen, Sciorinando
lusinghe, All’immusonita and Sciorinando
lusinghe all’immusonita, have a variety
of extramusical inspirations and invite
your imagination and free interpretation
mirroring the manner in which they were
conceived. All of the pieces can be played
on clarinet or bass clarinet and Santilli
includes transposed versions of three to
make use of the lowest notes of a low-C
bass clarinet. Many of the pieces invoke
a jazz or waltz-like world. Break free
from the ordinary and enjoy these tasty
tunes, grooving rhythms and interesting
harmonic ideas.
– Gregory Barrett
Andrea Cappellari. First Book of Classical
Clarinet: 100 Progressive Melodies of 3
to 8 Notes with Piano Accompaniment.
Ricordi, 2019. $14.99
Cappellari’s
First Book of
Classical Clarinet
includes 100
themes from
classical repertoire
including wellknown composers
like Mozart and
Brahms whose
themes are featured
in the Neil A.
Kjos Standard of Excellence method book
series, but also composers with whom
beginners are less likely to be familiar,
including Dietrich Buxtehude, César
Franck, Arthur Foote and others. The book
is arranged according to the number of
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notes included in the melody (from three
up to six) and includes the specific keys
these melodies have been transposed to in
order to facilitate easy usage on the part
of the instructor. Within each section, the
melodies progress in difficulty. Though
clearly not intended as a method book
for clarinetists to use on their own, it is
a wonderful resource beginner teachers
can draw from not only for the melodic
contents, but for inspiration to arrange
works to keep beginner students challenged
and excited while exposing them to a
variety of styles. Another great feature of
the book is a very clear fingering chart and
glossary of terms included in the back,
making it accessible without students
having to flip back and forth from book to
book looking for fingerings and definitions.
Unlike other similar resources, this is a
book of significant length that can augment
sometimes stale beginning clarinet classes
and excite students who are all learning the
same one-line melodies from the school
music program’s method book. Cappellari

Give
the
Gift
of
Better
Reeds!
®

MADE IN USA
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gives beginning clarinet teachers the
opportunity to teach music of different eras
of music history, including the Baroque, as
well as later periods. This allows students
to not only cement technique they are
learning through new and exciting melodies
they haven’t heard before, but also to begin
to realize there are many different styles
of music that fall under the umbrella of
“classical.” Cappellari includes a piano
accompaniment for each line as well as
access to recorded accompaniment that
students can play along with at home,
making this an especially useful resource in
remote learning situations. This is a great
resource for any beginning clarinet teacher
to have on hand to enrich their beginner
students’ technique as well as musical
understanding of style.
– Vanessa Davis
Sylvie Reynaert. Claristicks for clarinet
and percussion. Gérard Billaudot
Éditeur, 2020. $24.25
In collaboration
with Eric Perrier,
percussionist
Sylvie Reynaert
has produced a
very interesting
book of duos
for clarinet and
marimba. An
active performer,
teacher and
improviser,
Reynaert writes about Claristicks:
While the aim is educational, it
is also and above all artistic. We are
eager to promote a musical dialogue
between the clarinet and the many
percussion instruments and enhance
the performer’s listening experience as
their respective roles are well balanced
with a view to create a real duo.
Unlike much beginner-intermediate
repertoire for chamber music, the goal
of Claristicks is to not only produce a
performance that sounds pleasant, but
to actively facilitate the teaching of
musicianship within a chamber ensemble
of young students. The book contains
eight duos for clarinet and percussion in
different time signatures, tonalities and

styles. Reynaert plays with texture as well
to create interesting pieces of real chamber
music, rather than the typical monophonic
or homophonic textures designed so that
beginners can play together easily rather
than learning how to play together. The
range of the work barely approaches the
altissimo with a written high C, but does
frequently go both up and down over
the break. Claristicks also employs varied
and complicated rhythmic subdivisions,
especially in duple meter, which could
pose challenges for some students, but
introduces them in a repetitive way, making
them easier to grasp. Most interesting is the
use of percussion as a duo partner rather
than another clarinet or wind instrument
as is so often the case in beginning chamber
music. The use of a fixed-pitch instrument
allows the clarinet student to use these duos
to also develop their individual intonation
skills without the variable of working with
another beginning student who may be
just as insecure tonally as they are. This is a
really exceptional resource for teachers
of middle and high school clarinet students
who are looking for something different
to help develop all facets of clarinet
playing in a safe, chamber-music centered
learning environment.
– Vanessa Davis
Venceslao Biscontin. Intrecci for clarinet,
cello and piano. Edizioni Eufonia,
2020. €18.50
Venceslao
Biscontin, living
in Italy, is active
as clarinetist,
composer,
conductor and
founder of the
ClariNoir Clarinet
Choir for which
he has composed.
In this magazine I
have also reviewed
his Rapsodia for clarinet and piano.
The new piece called Intrecci (weaves,
connections) has been conceived for a trio
of clarinet, cello and piano. According to
the composer, this medium turned out to
be the most ideal from the point of view
of timbre. The instruments can blend
their sounds in infinite new ways without
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any preconception. This brief but intense
composition is in two movements: “I.
Misterioso-Allegro-Pesante” and “II. Quasi
statico-Marciando” and has been dedicated
to Massimo Mazzone, clarinet teacher of
Biscontin. The writing is traditional but
quite effective and well-conceived. This is a
good contribution for the repertoire of trio
with clarinet, cello and piano.
– Luigi Magistrelli
Danilo Zaffaroni. TrioTango for bass
clarinet, accordion and piano. Edizioni
Da Vinci, 2020 €16.90
Danilo
Zaffaroni is an
Italian bassoonist
and composer.
He is active as a
freelancer with
chamber groups
and orchestras as
well as being a
busy composer.
Mostly he
composes for
wind groups: flute ensemble, clarinet
choir, wind duo or trio, and clarinet
quartet for example. He has a special
place in his oeuvre for works with bass
clarinet (accompanied by a string quartet,
piano or accordion) such as: Cadenza,
Preludio e Pezzo Appassionato, On
Greensleeves, Brasiliando and TrioTango.
All these pieces were written for Fausto
Saredi, the excellent bass clarinet player
of Verdi Orchestra-Milan. Saredi also
recorded them on a CD released by Da
Vinci. Zaffaroni’s composition style
is traditional but effective, and the
finished products are enjoyable! This is
the case in TrioTango, with its typical
South American dance rhythm and deep
expression of melancholy and passion.
These two elements belong both to the
main and secondary themes, which are
closely related to each other. The themes
are accompanied by the background tango
rhythm. There is a central section that is
more articulated and contrapuntal. Then,
recalling the classical forms, a reprise of
the two themes follows in a richer and
more emphatic way. The work ends with
two cadenzas for the two solo instruments,

only occasionally accompanied by the
piano. The composer wanted to join
together two instruments with different
characteristics, the bass clarinet with a
classical background and the accordion
with popular features. The piano blends
the best qualities of the two instruments.
TrioTango is a beautiful, well-conceived
composition and is very suitable to the
versatility of the bass clarinet.
– Luigi Magistrelli
Simeon Loring. Arrangement of Pyotr
Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s “Lensky’s Aria”
from Eugene Onegin for woodwind
quintet. SMP Press (Digital only),
2018. $19.99
Simeon
Loring, former
professor of music
at Kingsborough
College (CUNY)
and director of
the Stockbridge
Sinfonia, has
skillfully arranged
“Lensky’s Aria”
from Tchaikovsky’s
opera Eugene
Onegin for woodwind quintet with
careful attention to details that are often
overlooked. In the aria Lensky reflects
on his life, his future and his love for his
fiancée Olga. He laments decisions he
has made and ends by asking if Olga will
come to him and cry at his grave. Rather
than arranging the entire aria line-forline, Loring strategically omits portions
not suited for the instrumentation while
choosing several prominent themes for this
arrangement. The voicing of the chords is
very similar to the original score, lending
the arrangement a sense of familiarity.
The original aria features a primarily
homophonic texture and Loring retains
that, shifting the melody from voice to
voice in the quintet to reflect the change
in color and mood the same way a singer
would in order to connect the audience
to the character’s feelings. Loring changes
the key to be accessible for all woodwinds
involved. He includes parts for Bb clarinet,
the instrument used in the opera, as well
as A clarinet, which is more comfortable

in the transposed key and lends a darkness
to the timbral quality of the arrangement.
Because of the inclusion of an A clarinet
part, along with the general range of
the other parts, this arrangement would
be suitable for college and professional
woodwind quintets and would make a
lovely addition to any recital program.
– Vanessa Davis
Simeon Loring. Arrangement of Edvard
Greig’s Holberg Suite for woodwind
quintet. SMP Press (Digital only),
2018. $25.00
Loring again
presents us with
a well-done
arrangement of
a well-known
work, in this case
Edvard Grieg’s
Holberg Suite, Op.
40 (1884). The
suite was originally
composed
for piano to
commemorate the 200th anniversary of
the birth of Ludwig Holberg (1684–
1754), the father of Danish-Norwegian
literature. Grieg first called the work From
Holberg’s Time because he used musical
forms that would have been familiar
to Holberg during his own lifetime.
The composer adapted the piano work
for string orchestra. Loring maintains
the structure of the string adaptation
keeping the suite in five movements:
“Prelude,” “Sarabande,” “Gavotte,” “Air”
(Musette) and “Rigaudon.” Instead
of maintaining the original key of G
major, Loring transposes to F major,
thoughtfully creating a more friendly
transposition for the clarinet while not
inventing more difficulty for the other
instruments. His arrangement maintains
a very close relationship with the original,
making it a great opportunity for wind
players to experience this piece, but also
creating a potential articulation problem
for the clarinetist. The first movement
poses a particular problem because of
the very fast repeated articulation for a
number of measures. Though this could
be done effortlessly by the strings in
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the adaptation, this could be extremely
challenging at the written tempo of
half note at 60 for the clarinet. Though
double-tonguing is a possibility for
more advanced players, the range and
accessibility make this a great pick for
undergraduate and intermediate level
woodwind quintets in which this kind of
articulation could pose a major problem
for the clarinet player. Thankfully,
however, there is no point at which the
clarinet is ever articulating the driving,
repeated eighth-note and two 16th-note
theme alone – a clever solution to this
problem by Loring. Overall this is a very
well done arrangement, but would be
a very long performance, at nearly 20
minutes, for woodwind quintet.
– Vanessa Davis

RECORDINGS
Toward the Empyrean Heaven:
Rediscovered Gems for the Bass
Clarinet. Stephano Cardo, clarinet
and bass clarinet; Thomas Aber,
bass clarinet; Balthasar Hens, bass
clarinet; Ruta Stadalnykaite, piano;
Robert Pherigo, piano; Hsiao-Yen
Chen, piano; Pietro Pasquini, organ;
Lilienchron Quartet of the Stuttgarter
Philharmonic. A. Klughardt: Romanze;
C. Franchi: Élégie; P. Jeanjean: Duo
de Concert; J. Pillevestre: Premier
Offertoire; J. Orlamünder: Romance;
A.S. Petit: Évocation; F. Rasse: Lied; D.
Bennett: Deepwood; C. Saint-Saëns: Air
“O beaux réves évanouis”; D. Bontoux:
Bénédiction nuptial; Y. Bowen: Phantasy
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Quintet. Urania Records, LDV 14049.
Total Time: 60:47
This album is an example of
collaboration in an underexplored part
of our repertoire: bass clarinet music
pre-1956. It represents part of a larger
project to deepen the awareness and
understanding of classic repertoire for
the bass clarinet. The project includes
artists Stefano Cardo, Thomas Aber and
Balthasar Hens, and scholar Jean-Marie
Paul. This album is the first of three
planned by the International Bass Clarinet
Association. Many of the works on this
album are premiere recordings. The album
contains works from a narrow window
between the late 19th to early 20th century,
but the performances have enough variety
to provide noticeable differences within
the same compositional language.
Pianist Ruta Stadalnykaite’s stately
introduction perfectly sets up Stefano
Cardo’s rendition of August Klughardt’s
Romanze. Cardo’s tone is warm and deep,
enhancing the lyrical and vocal nature of
the work. His playing is very expressive
and there is an enviable evenness between
the various registers on the instrument.
Thomas Aber’s interpretation of Cesar
Franchi’s Élégie is tender and heartfelt,
with hints of melancholy. Aber’s control of
the upper register timbre and intonation
is superb.
Jeanjean’s Duo de Concert offers the first
variety of instrumentation. Jeanjean’s work
is scored for soprano clarinet, bass clarinet,
and piano and is performed by Cardo on
soprano and Aber on bass. The accuracy
of the octave intonation throughout the
work is apparent and impressive. Aber’s
solo passagework contains the same
lyricism heard in Franchi’s Élégie, with
Cardo enhancing the texture and sharing
the lead with Aber. At times one can’t
clearly discern who is the top voice.
Continuing with the varied
instrumentation, this album gave me a
first: Jules Pillevestre’s Premier Offertoire
for bass clarinet and organ. This is the
first time I have heard that combination
and I could not help but smile at the
almost carousel-like character the texture
creates in the short but sweet work. Cardo
and organist Pietro Pasquini achieve a

truly unique timbre on this work that is
charming and enjoyable.
Johann Orlamünder’s Romance again
showcases Cardo’s warm and rich tone.
Here the playing is especially notable for
the core in the softer sections. His playing
is equal parts delicate and sensitive. The
same can be said for his performances of
François Rasse’s Lied and Saint-Saëns’s Air
“O beaux réves évanouis.”
Aber’s playing in Alexandre-Sylvain
Petit’s Évocation is stirring and gentle.
Several short cadenzas allow Aber to fully
display his control of the bass clarinet.
Balthasar Hens’s version of Deepwood
gives a sense of levity and true contrasting
character that highlights the bass clarinet’s
technical capabilities. Hens’s passagework
is fluid and seamless and his interpretation
effectively balances the technical passages,
lyrical sections and quasi-jazz segments of
this work. Daniel Bontoux’s Bénédiction
nuptial reintroduces the organ and again
features Cardo on soprano clarinet and
Aber on bass clarinet.
York Bowen’s Phantasy Quintet for bass
clarinet and string quartet serves as the
final and longest offering on the album.
Hens is again the featured bass clarinetist.
The first movement contains melodic lines
with forward momentum that recall the
works of Richard Strauss. In the second
movement, Hens’s technical abilities make
what are surely complex passages sound
effortless. The final movement of the work
ends the album with an autumnal sense,
warm and introspective.
Toward the Empyrean Heaven, both
the album and its underlying project, is
surely to the benefit of a player looking for
an example of high-caliber bass clarinet
playing and repertoire that is accessible
to students and professionals. The brevity
of many of the works on the disc, usually
three to five minutes, allows for a fair
number of pieces to be included on a
single album and gives opportunity for
all three bass clarinetists to be featured.
I look forward to seeing more from this
collaborative project. The album is readily
available on Spotify, on iTunes, or through
an online music store. For more about the
project visit www.circb.info.
– Cody Grabbe
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Russian Journeys. Janet Greene, clarinet;
Ivan Konev, piano. A. Grechaninov:
Sonata No. 1, Op. 161, and Sonata No.
2, Op. 172; L. Makovskaya: Sonatina;
S. Taneyev: Andantino; R. Shchedrin:
Suite; A. Tcherepnin: Sonata in One
Movement; L. Pokrovskaya: Piece.
Droptone Studios. Total Time: 64:21

Janet Greene is professor of music at
Hamline University where she teaches
teaches clarinet and music theory, and is
a conductor of large and small ensembles
as well as a mentor for students in
many other areas. She has performed
with numerous orchestras including the
Minnesota Orchestra, Saint Paul Chamber
Orchestra and the New York City Opera.
This CD, Russian Journeys, is her second
recording project. Her first CD, The
Lyrical Contemporary Clarinet is devoted to
the chamber music of Edward Marcus.
Ivan Konev teaches at the University
of Wisconsin–River Falls and the
Saint Paul Conservatory of Music. His
musical training was in Moscow, at
Hamline University and the University
of Minnesota. He has won numerous
prizes in international and local piano
competitions and performs with faculty
members of the University of Minnesota
School of Music, members of the
Minnesota Orchestra and Saint Paul
Chamber Orchestra.
Alexander Grechaninov was mainly
known for his orchestral, vocal and piano
compositions. His Sonata No. 1, Op. 161,
is one of his few works for clarinet. This
conservative neoclassical composer captures
the charm and lyricism of a nostalgic folk

song. In the first “Allegro,” the picturesque
melodies flit between cheerful major
tonalities that are soon followed by Russian
folk melodies in a contrasting mood. It
quickly returns to the memorable aura
and a rich feeling of completeness. The
second movement “Canzona – Andante”
contrasts the opening movement, ending
with a feeling of uncertainty, while the
last movement, “Finale – Vivace,” is
characterized by a springy and energetic
rhythm, similar in style to the first
movement with a memorable melody,
rippling and animated to the end. The
clarinet and piano are equally matched
and aptly perceptive to Grechaninov’s
characteristic elegance and flair.
Lydia Makovskaya’s Sonatina is not
well known in the clarinet world but
it is a welcome addition. There is not
much information about Makovskaya’s
compositions, but it has been noted that
her style reflects Prokofiev’s influence. This
is an attractive work. The first movement
is tuneful and appealing and the second
reflective and contemplative. The third
movement is a combination of the first
two, displaying evidence of the melodious
first movement and the pensive second
movement. Entertaining and witty, this
movement rounds the Sonatina out nicely.
Sergei Taneyev’s Canzona Andantino
is melancholic and demure. It evokes
a forlorn emotional quality and is
beautifully performed by Greene and
Konev. A short, exciting section through
the middle of the work provides contrast
in this heart-rending piece.
Rodion Shchedrin (b. 1932) is one of
the foremost living Russian composers.
Suite is a colorful display of Russian
folksong and traditional melodies and
rhythms. In each of these short and
concise movements, Shchedrin plays with
tone colors produced by the clarinet and
piano, constantly changing lyrical and
dramatic sections as well as illustrating
extended melodic lines.
Alexander Tcherepnin was a Russianborn American pianist and composer,
known for his stylistic mixture of
romanticism and modern experimentation
using a nine-note scale and incorporating
complex rhythms. In smaller forms his
work was often colored by Russian and

Chinese motifs. These traits are seen
somewhat in his Sonata in One Movement,
however, rhythmically it is straightforward
and there is some catchy melodic
material displayed in the solo clarinet.
This movement went by way too fast for
me, only 1:30 in length. I found myself
wanting more of this enchanting piece.
Exciting and dramatic is the movement
“Vivo” from the work simply titled Piece
by L. Pokrovskaya. Unfortunately, little
is known about this female composer.
Her style is inspired by Prokofiev and
shows glimpses of Russian folk melodies
and features demanding technical
sections. Greene’s virtuosic handling of
her instrument makes this an attractive
and inviting work. This work could be
a delightful closer to a recital and an
enticing work for clarinetists alike. Piece
is a wonderful addition to the body of
clarinet music by women composers.
The final work is Grechaninov’s
Sonata No. 2, Op. 172. Known mainly
for his piano and symphonic works, this
Sonata reveals his gift for composing
beautiful melodic lines and pleasing
harmonic formations. The “Moderato”
is short and quite technical, especially in
the clarinet with wide interval patterns
skillfully executed by Greene. “Theme and
Variations” is lengthier and Grechaninov is
able to expand upon his ability to combine
and play with the tonal colors of the
clarinet, deftly utilizing its flexible range.
The variations are frequently enlivened by
agitatedly dramatic technical flourishes by
both Greene and Konev, making this piece
a showcase for both performers.
This CD was a pleasure to review. It
is entertaining and enticing. Greene and
Konev have captured the essence of the
traditional Russian musical style through
their technical prowess and the panache of
the Russian character and tradition.
– Lori Ardovino
Witold Friemann: Works for Clarinet
and Piano. Barbara Borowicz, clarinet;
Marek Szlezer, piano. W. Friemann:
Autumn Twilight, Op. 335; Quasi una
Sonata, Op. 144; 4 Pieces, Op. 170;
Sonata No. 2, Op. 219; Suite, Op. 171;
Sonata No. 3 “Romantica,” Op. 222.
DUX 1529. Total Time: 54:16
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Polish composers are not overly
represented in standard clarinet literature;
Karol Kurpiński, Krzysztof Penderecki
and Witold Lutosławski figure amongst
the most well known. With the release
of this world-premiere recording, Polish
clarinetist Barbara Borowicz strives to add
a new name to the list: Witold Friemann.
Born in 1889, Friemann studied piano
and composition in Poland and later
in Germany (with Max Reger) and was
just at the beginning of an international
career when the outbreak of World War I
thwarted his ambitions. Still, he became a
prominent figure in the musical landscape
of his home country. Friemann taught at
the Music Academy in Lviv, worked for
the Polish Radio in Warsaw, founded the
State Conservatory of Music in Kattowice
and became the laureate of many national
awards and merits. Even though his
compositions were received favorably, he
focused more on the creative process than
on promoting his works. The majority of
his approximately 1300 solo, chamber and
orchestral works remained unpublished
and he slowly sank into obscurity after his
death in 1977.
Thanks to Barbara Borowicz and her
efforts to promote Polish music, we are
now able to acoustically rediscover a
handful of his clarinet works. She elected
to record three sonatas, a suite and a
few other short pieces for clarinet and
piano that were written in the 1950s
and are similar in style. They share a
strong reminiscence of the Romantic
period, especially Autumn Twilight, Op.
335, and the Sonata No. 3, Op. 222.
The tonal language is traditional and
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devoid of contemporary influences, but
distinctly colored by folkloric elements
and rhythms. Friemann uses Polish
melodies, and most of the movements
bear characteristic titles such as Polonaise,
Mazurka, or Dumka. His writing is so
full of lyricism and expression that even a
march sounds graceful. The pieces, even
the sonatas, are rather short in length
and make for easy and pleasant listening.
This strength, however, is simultaneously
the music’s main weakness: it remains
fragmented and is often not given time to
fully develop. Nonetheless, these works
are a wonderful addition to the repertoire
and a treasure trove of Romantic recital
pieces that are guaranteed to delight the
audience. Eufonium (www.eufonium.pl)
recently made most of the pieces on this
disc available in print. Not yet published,
to my great disappointment, is my favorite
piece on this CD, Quasi una sonata, Op.
144. It is a work whose expression reminds
me of Brahms, with a vibrant Polish folk
dance as its finale.
The music of Witold Friemann may
not have excited me if it weren’t for this
wonderful, beautiful and elegant rendering
of it. Barbara Borowicz’s lush clarinet
sound and lyrical, long phrases make the
recording highly enjoyable. She gives the
music a touching quality without adding
too much pathos to the Romantic nature
of the pieces. Pianist Marek Szlezer is
a perfect match as a duo partner; he
underlines the clarinet part confidently
yet subtly in tone, gives the sometimes
opulent piano part translucency and
depth without becoming dominant or
heavy. Kudos to the artists for a highly
recommendable CD with comprehensive
liner notes. Let’s hope for more revelations
of this kind in the future!
[See Barbara Borowicz’s “Witold
Friemann and His Contribution to the
Polish Clarinet Repertoire” in The Clarinet
Vol. 47/3 (June 2020). Ed.]
– Simone Weber
Almost All-American: 21st-Century
Works for Clarinet. Christopher
Nichols, clarinet; Julie Nishimura,
piano; Augustine Mercante,
countertenor; Jennifer Margaret Barker,

piano; Members of the Christiana
Winds. J.M. Stephenson: Clarinet
Sonata, Bagatelle and Fantasie; J.
Eidson: Birds of Passage; J.M Barker:
…to the pale green sea of evening; S.
Brandon: Divertimento for Woodwind
Quartet. Albany Records, TROY 1788.
Total Time: 63:39

Albany Records’ 2019 release, Almost
All-American: 21st-Century Works for
Clarinet, spotlights clarinetist Christopher
Nichols in works he commissioned, either
individually or by consortium. Chicagobased composer James M. Stephenson
gets a double feature (or even triple, if you
count Scot Humes’s Bagatelle and Fantasie
transcriptions separately) on this disc, his
music for clarinet and piano bookending
the album. Stephenson’s Sonata for
Clarinet and Piano that tops the track list
proves especially attractive, and I hope this
recording helps secure a permanent place
for it in the clarinet recital repertoire.
For all the gems that our repertoire
boasts, I’ve always bemoaned the fact
that Shostakovich never left us a clarinet
sonata. In the D minor “Allegretto” that
opens Stephenson’s work, I enjoyed echoes
of the qualities that make Shostakovich’s
music so eerie: the stiff, music box
shape of the main theme, the registral
caricature of the piano’s rumbling bass
counterpointing the right hand high
overhead, and the sort of crooked smile
of a pastoral sound that isn’t quite right.
For his part, Nichols contours his phrases
with commendable nuance and precision,
an early herald of the expert command
he displays in the second movement’s
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stratospheric sustained tones. Marked
“Lazily,” that movement opens with a
sexy, hypnotic ostinato in the piano’s
bass – equal parts Ravel’s Habanera and
Gershwin’s “Summertime” (I could almost
hear Ella croon, “…and the livin’ is easy”
over a brushed snare). Tempo marking
notwithstanding, there’s nothing lazy
about the bluesy runs that dart up and
down the clarinet, effortless as they may
sound in Nichols’s hands. The crooked
counterpoint – to my ears, another nod
to Shostakovich – of the “Jam-Bourrée”
banishes the smoky second movement,
as Nichols masters the scampering E-flat
clarinet part with supple articulation
throughout the dips and dives across its
range. After that interlude’s vanishing
wink, the composer’s self-described
“confused frenzy” that opens the final
movement did indeed confuse me; I
couldn’t deduce a connection to any of
the material that surrounds the frenetic
squawking, but I rather enjoyed it anyway.
Then I realized that it is the whole
movement that is confused – gradually
unraveling a sort of danse macabre
prodded by the piano’s head-banging
bass with other half-baked themefragments, and eventually reconciling
these thoughts into an electric finish. It’s
the kind of movement that only makes
sense in retrospect, and I admire the way
Stephenson manages to suspend disbelief
to pull this off.
The first half of Joseph Eidson’s twomovement Birds of Passage sets Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow’s “Autumn
Within” – an icy, rather Schubertian
lament of the aging process – to fractured
piano strokes, songbird clarinet writing,
and the delicately quivering voice of
countertenor Augustine Mercante. The
trio gives a powerful and sensitive reading
of this movement in particular, and with
the more excitable one that follows,
the piece makes for a compact and
imaginative addition to the repertoire for
clarinet, piano and voice.
Scottish-American composer Jennifer
Margaret Barker presumably constitutes
the “Almost” part of this otherwise
“All-American” album, and her work for
clarinet and piano “…to the pale green
sea of evening…” paints the interlaced

city and seascapes of two Mediterranean
islands in vivid sonic contrasts. Trading
rippling piano figurations with chaotic
street sounds, she seeks to recreate the
experience of glimpsing the placid sea
between buildings on a crowded street.
Barker’s evocations of the Mediterranean
translate on the clarinet to ebbing
sustained tones. Nichols tends sharp on
the soft ends of these gradual crescendodiminuendo shapes, but it produces an
interesting sonic effect akin to watching
something far away – far offshore,
perhaps – slowly come into focus.
Like the composer’s liner notes,
which provide little more than a dry
paradigmatic analysis of his piece, Sy
Brandon’s Divertimento was for me
aimless in direction and hard to get
through. I sensed neither development
nor intentional lack thereof, which would
at least constitute a musical argument of
some sort. Certain moments are pleasing
to the ear, mostly in the “Ballad,” but
absent a sense of propulsion I found
the piece incoherent. Nichols and his
woodwind colleagues play well, but each
movement was about 2 minutes too long
for my taste.
By contrast, I applaud Stephenson’s
sense of pacing in his quirky Bagatelle,
which the composer aptly describes as
“end[ing] almost before it starts.” Full of
old-world charm, the following Fantasie
highlights Julie Nishimura’s nimble and
characterful piano playing, which finds
cohesive and coordinated companionship
in Nichols.
Overall, this album presents works
that are innovative and likeable, and it
is satisfying to hear Nichols breathe life
into this music that he elicited through
thoughtful commissions. I recommend
this disc for anyone seeking to program
novel and worthwhile repertoire.
– Graeme Johnson
Purple Ego. Domino Ensemble: Jorge
Variego, clarinets and electronics; Mark
Boling, guitar; Keith Brown, drums;
Jon Hamar, double bass. J. Variego:
Purple Ego, Common Features, Crippled
Tango, Gritty Throat, Domino, Seconde
Vie, Recontextualizations, Not Exactly

What I Mean, Memorias del Pago; G.
Fauré (arr. Variego): Lydia; A. Tansman
(arr. Variego): “Finale” from Suite for
Reeds Trio. Centaur Records, CRC
3731. Total Time: 55:45

The Domino Ensemble, comprised of
clarinetist and composer Jorge Variego,
guitarist Mark Boling, drummer Keith
Brown and double bassist Jon Hamar, is
an ensemble which defies categorization.
On the ensemble’s website (http://
dominoensemble.com), founding director
Jorge Variego describes that their style
“transits a path between jazz, tango, free
improvisation and electronic music, all
filtered through my background as a
classical composer.” The four members
serve as faculty in the Natalie Haslam
School of Music at the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville. Purple Ego contains
original compositions by Variego along
with imaginative arrangements of works by
Gabriel Fauré and Alexandre Tansman.
The opening track serves as the
namesake for the album and begins with
an ostinato line performed by Variego
on the bass clarinet with accentuations
by Boling and Hamar. Though the
music shifts into contrasting moods,
the connecting thread throughout is the
repetition of ostinato and rhythmic cells
to gradually transform the music. This
provides contrast to the sustained and
singing solos performed by Variego.
Common Features is marked by an
invariable motor in the double bass and
drums, long flowing lines performed by
the soprano clarinet and a distant recorded
speech sample which runs throughout.
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The combination is unexpected yet quite
effective and engaging.
Crippled Tango is a highlight of the
album. Although Variego also published
this piece for bass clarinet and piano,
the present arrangement adds significant
depth and color. The rich tone of the
guitar, woody quality of the double
bass and reediness of the bass clarinet
complement each other and contribute
to an evocative, memorable performance.
In addition, the interplay between the
bass clarinet and drums during the
central solo cadenza adds energy and
complexity not found in the edition with
piano accompaniment.
An unhurried theme serves as a
launching point in Gritty Throat which
features Variego on soprano clarinet and
Hamar on double bass. The sparse texture
is a contrast to the other tracks but gives
the players room to embellish and develop
the head of the piece.
Domino alternates from frantic and
quick articulations to timeless chordal
sections. Just as the music seems to lose
steam, the ensemble changes gear into an
accented and driving groove. This kind
of pivot or gear change is a recurring
technique used throughout the original
compositions of this album.
The ensemble’s performance of Lydia
is no mere adaptation of Fauré’s art song.
Rather, the piece is transformed by a
laid-back groove which supports Variego’s
subsequent improvisation incorporating
timbral trills.
What follows is a heartfelt and
earnest ballad entitled Second vie. The
performance of this simple yet poignant
melody has a powerful effect and leaves a
lasting impression.
Recontextualizations takes the ensemble
in a new direction with the use of
electronic delay and layers. Beginning
with a slow descending line in the bass
clarinet, the music builds and intensifies
with dizzying echoes and interjections by
the clarinet and guitar over an intricate
web established by the drums and double
bass. What results is a highly captivating
soundscape which slowly morphs and
disorients as it ebbs and flows.
In the adaptation of “Finale” from
Tansman’s Suite for Reed Trio, the ensemble
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presents contrasting interpretations of the
source material beginning with a powerful
groove built on the bass line ostinato and
syncopated melody found in the original.
This groove defines the majority of the
track until the surprising and contrasting
conclusion which harkens back to
Recontextualizations with its fluid and
amorphous texture. Variego’s arrangement
is an effective and inventive reimagination
of Tansman’s work.
Slowly developing lines layered over a
driving motor in the drums creates a sense
of urgency in Not Exactly What I Mean.
Here, the ensemble presents different
textures and timbres by combining the
bass clarinet, double bass and guitar. As
the motor fades out, the music dissolves
into descending chords in the guitar and
multiphonics in the bass clarinet before
fading into a double bass pedal tone.
As Memorias del pago begins with a slow
and extended double bass solo, it seems
that the album will conclude in a subdued
manner. When the rest of the ensemble
enters, they craft a rather slow, retrospective
dance. Like in Domino, however, the music
shifts gears to build, intensify and accelerate
to a raucous conclusion.
The Domino Ensemble’s debut
album is an intriguing journey filled
with contrasts and surprising shifts. The
performers are all seasoned veterans who
collaborate with ease and instinctively
cross genres to form a style which is
distinctly their own. Purple Ego is released
by Centaur Records and is available on
Spotify, Apple Music and from all major
music retailers.
– Zachary Dierickx
Telemann: Twelve Fantasias Transcribed
for Clarinet Solo. Kathryne Pirtle,
clarinet. G.P. Telemann (trans.
S. Forrest): Fantasias No. 1-12.
Self-Published, available at www.
kathrynepirtle.com. Total Time: 56:48
Kathryne Pirtle’s solo album Telemann:
Twelve Fantasias is a lovely rendition
of Sidney Forrest’s transcriptions of
George Philipp Telemann’s classic
pieces. Originally written in 1732 and
championed by flutists for centuries, the
works are truly timeless. An inventive

and nuanced performer, Pirtle effortlessly
manages Telemann’s imaginative writing.
Pirtle’s rendition of these classics is
light and infectious, combining sprightly
ornamentation with dignified tempos.
Her handling of technical passages is even
and controlled, allowing the listener to
be immersed in Telemann’s ingenious
composing and Forrest’s deft arranging.
Her appropriate and refined treatment of
Baroque ornamentation is enough to turn
any skeptic of transcriptions into a fan.
Pirtle builds a beautiful phrase, spinning
stories out over long and well-conceived
lines. She makes experiencing these classics
a delight with her smart inflections and
clever turns of mood.
Reflecting his tumultuous personal life,
Telemann’s compositions are multi-faceted
and expressive. He was able to skillfully
turn emotion into music for the ages.
Pirtle successfully conveys the humor,
pain, nobility, and all the other beautifully
expressive qualities of Telemann’s timeless
writing. She seems totally at home in a
style that predates the standard repertoire
for the clarinet.
Pirtle’s contrast of character between
different tracks of this album is laudable.
Her rendition of the 12th fantasia is
especially moving, as she takes the
listener on a tonal journey through
the Grave, Allegro, Dolce, Allegro and
Presto sections. Her musical contrasts
are nothing short of transformative, as
she glides, sings, and dances through the
piece. Her comfort with Baroque style
allows her to match Telemann’s deft
mood changes with even technique and
moving expression.
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All of the pieces on this album receive
the benefit of Pirtle’s control and skillful
phrasing. With impressive dynamic
contrasts and gorgeous tone colors, she
brings Telemann’s music to life on the
clarinet. Beyond the wonderful merits
of this album for any listener, it also has
many important pedagogical implications
to help students understand the intricacies
of the Baroque period and the foundations
of the standard woodwind repertoire. This
album is a brilliant and necessary addition
to any clarinet aficionado’s collection.
The fact that the CD clocks in at just
under an hour of solo clarinet playing is a
testament to Pirtle’s wonderful treatment
of these pieces. The entire album is such
an enjoyable treat from beginning to end.
– Stephanie Zelnick
Clarinet Quintets For Our Time. David
Shifrin, clarinet; Dover Quartet;
Harlem Quartet. D. Ellington (arr.
D. Schiff): Ducal Suite; C. Rogerson:
Thirty Thousand Days; V. Coleman:
Shotgun Houses. Delos Productions, DE
3576. Total Time: 55:37

The well-known clarinetist David
Shifrin has had long associations with
both the Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center and Chamber Music
Northwest, and has made many recordings
of clarinet chamber music. In fact, this
is Shifrin’s third recording of clarinet
quintets by American composers. His
partners on this recording are two rising
young string quartets: the Dover Quartet
on the works by Ellington and Rogerson
and the Harlem Quartet on Coleman’s

work. Both quartets play beautifully on
the disc.
David Schiff’s arrangement of Ducal
Suite was originally for clarinet and piano.
Here it is presented in an arrangement for
string quartet. The first two movements,
“Clarinet Lament” and “Air-Conditioned
Jungle,” are essentially transcriptions
of the two famous clarinet works that
Ellington wrote for clarinetists Barney
Bigard and Jimmy Hamilton, respectively.
The third movement, “Heaven,” was
originally a vocal work from Ellington’s
Second Concert of Sacred Music of 1968,
and in this arrangement the clarinet takes
the role of both the singer and of the
saxophone solo played by Johnny Hodges.
The final movement, “Kinda Dukish/
Rockin’ in Rhythm,” combines two works
that Ellington himself often paired with
each other in concerts; the first being a
piano feature and the second is a big band
chart. Schiff’s arrangements of all these
works are beautifully and creatively done,
and they are stylishly performed by Shifrin
and the Dover Quartet. Clarinetists not
versed in jazz improvisation will enjoy the
opportunity to play written-out versions
of this music.
The title of Chris Rogerson’s threemovement quintet, Thirty Thousand Days,
comes from his father’s notion that a life
can be divided into three stages of 10,000
days each. The movements of the work
reflect this idea. The composer states that
the first, “Quasi una danza,” evokes the
“joy, innocence and sweetness of youth;”
the second, “Prestissimo, con sordino,”
represents “struggle, coldness and fury;”
the last, “Quasi una ciacona,” depicts
“acceptance, resignation, loss and love.”
Rogerson’s style is tonal and accessible, but
eclectic – in turns reminiscent of Copland,
Prokofiev and perhaps Barber. Shifrin
and the quartet handle this eclecticism
with great flexibility and sensitivity, and
Shifrin’s control of air and dynamics in
the delicate ending of the final movement
is remarkable.
Valerie Coleman’s Shotgun Houses is a
tribute to the famous boxer Muhammad
Ali, who grew up in the same West
Louisville neighborhood as Coleman.
Each of the three movements represents
a snapshot of a stage in Ali’s life, starting

with the neighborhood and its personality
in the first movement, moving to a
portrait of Ali’s mother in the second,
and ending with a depiction of Ali’s
gold medal-winning fight in the Rome
Olympics in 1960. The work is powerfully
written, with intricate interplay among the
clarinet and strings, and is tightly executed
by Shifrin and the Harlem Quartet.
The recording quality of this disc is
excellent, and the liner notes provide
well-written information about the pieces.
David Shifrin’s playing has everything
one would expect from such an
experienced artist: impeccable technique,
a warm and flexible sound and above all,
marvelous musicianship. His continued
advocacy of new works for clarinet
and string quartet has resulted in three
outstanding compositions that immensely
enrich the repertoire.
– Jane Ellsworth

ICA ANNOUNCEMENT

2021 Young Artist
Competition
Coordinator: Diane Barger –
presidentelect@clarinet.org
Application Deadline:
Sunday, April 1, 2021.
Repertoire:
• Introduction et Rondo, Op. 72, for
clarinet and piano – Charles-Marie
Widor (Heugel/Leduc)
• Sonata for solo clarinet, Mvt. 1, Lyrique
and Mvt. 4, Final – Ida Gotkovsky
(Molenaar)
• BlingBling for clarinet and piano (all) –
Scott McAllister (www.lydmusic.com)
Prizes:
First prize – $2500 USD and a professional
clarinet to be announced
Second prize – $1000 USD
Third prize – $500 USD
Visit www.clarinet.org for full
competition rules and application details.
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AUDIO NOTES
By Kip Franklin
Nielsen/Shifrin: Clarinet Concerto –
Chamber Music with Clarinet.
David Shifrin, clarinet; Ryan Reynolds,
bassoon; William Purvis, horn; Jon
Greeney, snare drum; Benjamin
Hoffman, violin; Theodore Arm,
violin; Jennifer Faustschi, viola; Mihai
Marica, cello; Curtis Daily, double bass;
Yevgeny Yontov, piano. C. Nielsen:
Clarinet Concerto, Op. 57; Six Humorous
Bagatelles, Op. 11; Fantasy for Clarinet
and Piano, CNW 66; Fantasy Pieces for
Oboe and Piano, Op. 2; Serenata in Vano,
CNW 69. Delos Productions, DE 3527.
Total Time: 51:24

Pulse: The Music of Carlos Velez. Shawn
Copeland, clarinet; Lynn A. Musco,
clarinet; Jessica H. Speak, clarinet;
Christopher Kirkpatrick, clarinet and
bass clarinet; Rajung Yang, piano. C.
Velez: Caricatures for Clarinet Quartet;
Sonic Flare; Four Incantations; Pulse.
Ovation Studios. Total Time: 42:00.
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Recordings of entirely newlycommissioned music are an incredibly
valuable way to promote new pieces.
However, albums that feature reinventions
of traditional canonic works are equally
refreshing and innovative. This column
features two albums that offer something
new: one containing newly-redesigned
repertoire and the other introducing
entirely new works for the clarinet.
In the recently-released Clarinet
Concerto – Chamber Music with Clarinet,
David Shifrin reimagines compositions by
Carl Nielsen. Some of these reimaginings
are new arrangements of familiar works
while others are illuminations of lesserknown works. Out of the gate, listeners
are treated to the popular Concerto,
Op. 57. However, it is presented here
in a new format, utilizing a chamber
ensemble rather than full symphony
orchestra. Rene Orth’s arrangement of
this monumental work reduces the full
orchestral texture to only eight players: a
pair of violins, viola, cello, double bass,
horn, bassoon and snare drum. Although
the arrangement intrinsically lacks some
of the depth and force of a full symphony
orchestra, it is surprisingly effective
and incredibly rewarding. In Shifrin’s
hands, the Concerto’s notoriously difficult
technique is seamless and full of flight.
Shifrin’s technical abilities are uninhibited,
and the awkward passages in the fifth
partial are especially laudable for their
pristine execution. Moreover, his nuanced
articulation in the main thematic material
and his rapid single-tonguing on repeated
notes is commendable. Throughout the
work, the ensemble cohesion is tight
and synchronous, and Jon Greeney’s
snare drum playing is precise, articulate
and crisp. It is especially notable that
this performance was recorded live in
concert at Chamber Music Northwest,
further adding to its impressive qualities.
Shifrin’s comfort level with this work is
reflected in his tasteful artistic choices
regarding rubato and tone color. These
elements allow his playing to sound totally
improvised and whimsical, and make for

an effective and fulfilling interpretation
of the piece. I would highly recommend
that clarinetists seek out Orth’s
arrangement; hopefully it will allow for
frequent live performances of Nielsen’s
work that more closely resemble the
orchestral experience.
Steve Cohen’s arrangement of
Nielsen’s Six Humorous Bagatelles, Op.
11, is incredibly charming and makes
for a welcome addition to the repertoire.
Originally for piano solo, these six short
vignettes were written for Nielsen’s
children and each possesses an innocent
and simple character. However, they still
contain Nielsen’s signature quirks that
must be delicately managed. Shifrin’s
execution of these short movements is
nimble, childlike and playful, making for
a witty and captivating performance.
Perhaps the most unfamiliar work on
the album is Nielsen’s Fantasy for Clarinet
and Piano, an original composition that
predates his official Opus 1. The work is
notably heavier in character, having the
quality of a hybridized style of Weber
and Gade. Shifrin’s playing is equal parts
elegant and doleful, with impeccable
throat-tone intonation and graceful
ornamentation. Shifrin’s recording and
research on this work casts some light on
this little-known piece that is worthy of a
serious place in the clarinet canon for both
students and professionals.
Nielsen’s Fantasy Pieces for Oboe, Op.
2, are arranged on this album for clarinet
and piano by Shifrin himself. Recalling
some elements of the Fantasy for Clarinet
and Piano, these works show Nielsen’s
Romantic influence melding with the
primordial compositional language that
would later fully manifest itself in the
Concerto, Op. 57. Shifrin’s playing is
smooth and placid in the “Andante con
duolo,” with well-conceived melodic
lines and a constant trajectory toward
cadence. The jauntiness of the “Allegretto
scherzando” is well handled without
sounding taxing or laborious. Pianist
Yevgeny Yontov, whose playing is exquisite
throughout the entire album, is especially
brilliant here.
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The final work on this disc is the
programmatic Serenata in Vano. One
may be able to discern elements from
Stravinsky’s L’Histoire du Soldat poking
out in this work. It returns to the chamber
ensemble setting of the opening Concerto
with reduced forces, calling for clarinet,
bassoon, cello, horn and double bass.
Throughout the work, melodic content is
distributed among all the instrumentalists,
with Shifrin taking the lead on several
occasions. The perfectly matched lines
between Shifrin and his colleagues are very
apparent, with bassoonist Ryan Reynolds
and hornist William Purvis shining
through. The playing on all parts is lyrical
and cohesive. It too was recorded live
with Nielsen’s Concerto at Chamber Music
Northwest, and offers a fitting symmetry
to the album.
Turning from the newly imagined to
the just plain new, Shawn Copeland’s
Pulse: The Music of Carlos Velez presents
entirely new works for clarinet both with
piano and as part of a clarinet quartet.
Copeland is joined by his clarinet
colleagues Lynn A. Musco, Christopher
Kirkpatrick and Jessica H. Speak, who
together comprise the personnel for the
Velez Clarinet Quartet.
The opening Caricatures is a set of
four short, comedic sketches for clarinet
quartet. As the title indicates, these short
movements are full of energy, flair and
exaggeration. In the opening movement,
“Sample Platter,” the quartet operates
as a completely unified musical entity.
The rhythmic accuracy throughout
this movement is impressive, and the
bright sonorities are akin to Stravinsky’s
Symphonies of Wind Instruments.
Movement two, cutely titled “Dmitri’s
Doleful Dirge” in a nod to Shostakovich,
is a slow, lugubrious trek in which the
performers weave intricate, ever ascending
lines around each other. One can clearly
hear allusions to his Symphony No. 5
and the DSCH motif. Especially notable
is Christopher Kirkpatrick’s bass clarinet
playing in the third movement, “Blague”
(French for “joke”), with harmonic
language that references Debussy.
The final movement, “What Bartók
Secretly Wanted to Publish,” is a
rhythmically-driving, jazz-imbued buffet

of eclectic styles that is expertly handled
by all players.
Velez’s Sonic Flare resembles the
layered minimalistic music of Steve
Reich’s New York Counterpoint. Copeland
and his colleagues create a bustling,
whirling ostinato texture that is one part
pointillistic and another part nightclub
techno-beat. Lynn Musco’s lead playing
in this work is precise and accurate, and
Jessica Speak’s supporting lines make for
a unified ensemble. Four Incantations
begins with “Awakening of the Willow
Wisps” and features sustained unisons
from members of the ensemble. Here
what one may mistake for intonation
errors actually has musical intention; the
players purposefully phase in and out of
each other’s sound, creating the effect of
melding into a single homogenized entity.
The second incantation, “Gathering the
Archons,” features a quiet, delicate texture
that is tactfully and sensitively presented.
This movement is the highlight of the set
owing to its sentimental and evocative
interpretation. “Shaping Moonlight”
contains several bubbly arpeggiated figures
that snake through the ensemble while
“Conjuring Smoke and Flame” recalls the
timbres of Stravinsky heard at the opening
of Caricatures.
The true highlight of the album is its
namesake work, Pulse for clarinet and
piano, which takes its name from the
LGBTQ nightclub in Orlando that was
the site of a deadly shooting in June 2016.
While all the other works on the album
can be loosely connected to the LGBTQ
community, Velez’s Pulse draws its
inspiration directly from this source and
serves as a musical monument to those
lost. Whereas in the earlier works on the
album Velez emulates the style of other
composers, in this work his compositional
language is truly distinctive. The work
opens with a rhythmic bass line groove
in “Firestone” that persists for much of
the movement. Copeland’s playing is
certainly fiery, with rapid technical
runs pouring out of his sound with
effortlessness and a constant, driving
energy that never abates until the
beginning of the second movement.
“Southern Nights” casts a more tranquil,
reflective mood. Copeland’s playing is

full-voiced and centered with perfect
control of register changes and intonation,
lending an especially vocal quality to
this movement. The eponymous final
movement, “Pulse,” is a spicy and sultry
salsa with Copeland’s unrestrained
technique on full display. The frequent
hemiola and syncopation are well executed
by Copeland and pianist Rajung Yang,
making this movement rhythmically
engaging and fun. The work ends with a
whirlwind of technique that culminates
on a double high C for Copeland. Pulse is
an outstanding addition to the repertoire
in itself, but its value is deepened by its
extramusical connotations. Copeland’s
work in bringing this album to life
is inspiring; it serves not only as a
representation of exciting and worthwhile
new repertoire, but also has a dedication
to friendship, unity and to the memory of
those lost.
Both of these albums provide
a refreshing listen and are highly
recommended. Happy listening! v
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Clarinet
by Jenny Maclay

ICA MASK FUNDRAISER

I

CA Member Scot Humes held a fundraiser for the ICA this summer. His handmade masks featuring clarinet print raised $775!
The ICA is grateful to all those that contributed by purchasing masks during this fundraiser:

Lori Ardovino
Diane Cawein Barger
Elizabeth Crawford
Keith Elliott
Johnny Engelke
Denise Gainey
Katelyn Hale
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Caroline Hartig
Julia Heinen
Chastine Hofmeister
Lois Humes
Scot Humes
Maureen Hurd Hause
Anthea Jackson

Jesse Krebs
Kristen Mather de Andrade
Osiris Molina
Madelyn Moore
Katie Morell
Lynn Musco
Carrie RavenStem

Sarah Todenhoft Demy
Anne Watson
Katherine White
Samantha Wohletz
Cathy Wood v
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